COUNCIL MEETING
AGENDA
NOTICE is hereby given that an Ordinary meeting of the Kingborough Council
will be held in the Kingborough Civic Centre, 15 Channel Highway, Kingston on

Monday, 7 June 2021 at 5.30pm

Kingborough Councillors 2018 - 2022

Acting Mayor

Councillor Jo Westwood

Councillor Sue Bastone

Councillor Gideon Cordover

Councillor Flora Fox

Councillor David Grace

Councillor Amanda Midgley

Councillor Christian Street

Councillor Steve Wass

Councillor Paula Wriedt

QUALIFIED PERSONS
In accordance with Section 65 of the Local Government Act 1993, I confirm that the reports contained
in Council Meeting Agenda No. 10 to be held on Monday, 7 June 2021 contain advice, information
and recommendations given by a person who has the qualifications or experience necessary to give
such advice, information or recommendations.

Gary Arnold
GENERAL MANAGER
Tuesday, 1 June 2021
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GUIDELINES FOR PUBLIC QUESTIONS
Section 31 of the Local Government (Meeting Procedures) Regulations 2015

Questions from the public may either be submitted to the General Manager in writing or asked
verbally at an Ordinary Council meeting. Any question asked must only relate to the activities of
Council [Section 31(2)(b)].
This guideline is provided to assist the public with the requirements of Public Question Time as set
out in the Local Government (Meeting Procedures) Regulations 2015 as well as determinations
made by Council. You are reminded that the public question forum is designed to accommodate
questions only and neither the questions nor answers will be debated.

Questions on Notice
Written questions on notice must be received at least seven (7) days before an Ordinary Council
meeting [Section 31(1)] and must be clearly headed ‘Question/s on Notice’. The period of 7 days
includes Saturdays, Sundays and statutory holidays but does not include the day on which notice is
given or the day of the Ordinary Council meeting [Section 31(8)].

Questions Without Notice
The Chairperson of an Ordinary Council meeting must ensure that, if required, at least 15 minutes
is made available for public questions without notice [Section 31(3)]. A question without notice must
not relate to any matter that is listed on the agenda for that meeting.
A question by any member of the public and an answer to that question is not to be debated at the
meeting [Section 31(4)]. If a response to a question cannot be provided at the meeting, the question
will be taken on notice and will be included in the following Ordinary Council meeting agenda, or as
soon as practicable, together with the response to that question.
There is to be no discussion, preamble or embellishment of any question asked without notice, and
the Chairperson may require that a member of the public immediately put the question.
The Chairperson can determine whether a question without notice will not be accepted but must
provide reasons for refusing to accept the said question [Section 31 (6)]. The Chairperson may
require a question without notice to be put on notice and in writing.
The Chairperson may rule a question inappropriate, and thus inadmissible if in his or her opinion it
has already been asked, is unclear, irrelevant, offensive or relates to any matter which would
normally be considered in Closed Session. The Chairperson may require that a member of the
public immediately put the question.

Ordinary Council Meeting Agenda No. 10

7 June 2021

AGENDA of an Ordinary Meeting of Council
Kingborough Civic Centre, 15 Channel Highway, Kingston
Monday, 7 June 2021 at 5.30pm

1

AUDIO RECORDING

The Chairperson will declare the meeting open, welcome all in attendance and advise that Council
meetings are recorded and made publicly available on its website. In accordance with Council’s
policy the Chairperson will request confirmation that the audio recording has commenced.

2

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF TRADITIONAL CUSTODIANS

The Chairperson will acknowledge the traditional custodians of this land, pay respects to elders
past and present, and acknowledge today’s Tasmanian Aboriginal community.

3

ATTENDEES

Councillors:
Acting Mayor Councillor J Westwood
Councillor S Bastone
Councillor G Cordover
Councillor F Fox
Councillor D Grace
Councillor A Midgley
Councillor C Street
Councillor S Wass
Councillor P Wriedt

4

APOLOGIES

5

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

RECOMMENDATION
That the Minutes of the open session of the Council Meeting No.9 held on 17 May 2021 be
confirmed as a true record.

6

WORKSHOPS HELD SINCE LAST COUNCIL MEETING

24 May – Kingborough Waste Services
31 May – Budget
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7 June 2021

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

In accordance with Regulation 8 of the Local Government (Meeting Procedures) Regulations 2015
and Council’s adopted Code of Conduct, the Mayor requests Councillors to indicate whether they
have, or are likely to have, a pecuniary interest (any pecuniary benefits or pecuniary detriment) or
conflict of interest in any item on the Agenda.

8

TRANSFER OF AGENDA ITEMS

Are there any items, which the meeting believes, should be transferred from this agenda to the
closed agenda or from the closed agenda to the open agenda, in accordance with the procedures
allowed under Section 15 of the Local Government (Meeting Procedures) Regulations 2015.

9

CODE OF CONDUCT - PANEL DETERMINATION REPORT

Advice has been received from the Local Government Code of Conduct Panel (Minute C192/82021 refers) that the Panel have made its determination in relation to a complaint made by Cr Paula
Wriedt against Cr David Grace.
Section 28ZK (4) of the Act requires that the General Manager is to ensure the Report is tabled at
the first meeting of the Council at which it is practicable to do so and which is open to the public.
In summary, the Panel upheld the complaint against Cr Grace and determined that he had
breached Part 7.1 (a), (b), and (c) and Part 7.2 of the Councillors Code of Conduct.
Pursuant to Section 28ZL(2)(b) of the Act, the Panel reprimands Cr Grace.
Pursuant to Section 28ZL(2)(c) of the Act, the Panel requires Cr Grace to apologise to Cr Wriedt
for the threat he made against her, and to the Council for causing embarrassment at the workshop
on 2 November 2020. This apology is to be made without reservation at the ordinary Council
meeting at which this report is tabled. In the event that either Cr Wriedt or Cr Grace is unable to
attend that meeting, the apology is to be made by Cr Grace at the next council meeting attended
by Cr Wriedt.
Pursuant to Section 28ZI(2)(d), of the Act, the Panel requires Cr Grace to undertake at least six
hours’ training and/or counselling in anger management and appropriate workplace behaviour as
determined by the Chief Executive Officer of the Local Government Association of Tasmania. The
counselling and/or training is to be completed within six months of the tabling of this report.
The Panel Determination Report was tabled at the Council meeting held 3 May 2021. Cr Grace did
not attend this meeting nor did he attend the Council meeting held on 17 May 2021.
Officer’s response
Should both Cr Grace and Cr Wriedt be in attendance the Mayor may invite Cr Grace to address
the meeting.
Gary Arnold, General Manager

10

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE FROM THE PUBLIC
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE FROM THE PUBLIC

11.1

Annual Rates Increases

7 June 2021

Kingborough Ratepayers Association Inc submitted the following question on notice:
Council’s LTFP identifies 2.8% annual rates increases for the next 10 years. In a recent Facebook
post Dean Winter MP described the 2.8% as being ‘average annual rate rises at long term
CPI’. How is the figure of 2.8% derived and how frequently is it reviewed?
Officer’s Response:
The Reserve Bank (RBA) set Monetary Policy with the aim to keep inflation between 2 and 3 per
cent. The 2 to 3 per cent target range changes infrequently, it was set in the early 1990s and
remains the target today. A change to this target would be considered as part of the next review of
the Long Term Financial Plan.
Tim Jones, Manager Finance

11.2

Sale Prices of Public Land and Use of Funds

Kingborough Ratepayers Association Inc submitted the following question on notice:
Regarding Council Meeting Minutes 26/10/2020, item 17.1:
a)

What sale prices were obtained for the four public land properties in Taroona, Kingston and
Blackmans Bay?

b)

What monies have been allocated for investment in Louisa Hinsby Park Taroona,
Willowbend Park Kingston, and Alamo Close Park and Donohoe Gardens Park at
Blackmans Bay?

c)

When will work commence to redevelop these parks?

d)

What balance of remaining funds has been allocated to the Open Space Fund?

e)

Is there any progress from the community to develop the public open space site at Main
Road Alonnah (known as PID 5061726) into a public recreation space?

Officer’s Response:
a)

The only property that has settled at this stage is the Mt Pleasant Road land that sold for
$425,000. The Roslyn Avenue block is under offer, whilst the land parcels in Taroona and
Hiern Road have yet to be put up for sale.

b)

Funds have yet to be allocated towards these projects.

c)

It is expected that community engagement in relation to the redevelopment of these spaces
will occur in 2022.

d)

The balance of funds to go towards the Open Space fund won’t be known until the sale prices
are finalised and the cost of the playground works determined. In the case of the Mt Pleasant
Road land, Council has resolved that the balance of funds not spent on the Willowbend
Playground will be allocated to a new playground in the Spring Farm Estate.

e)

A draft landscape plan has been prepared.
Daniel Smee, Director Governance, Recreation & Property Services
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7 June 2021

Cost Savings

Karen Tantari on behalf of the Australian Services Union submitted the following questions on
notice:
I refer to the last Council meeting, on 17 May 2021, at which Cr Cordover made comment around
Council’s financial position being improved and the total savings of around $500,000. Cr Cordover
questioned the reallocation of that $500,000. My questions are in relation to this reallocation as
well:
•

To support the community, employees (many of whom are Kingborough ratepayers) were
forced to carry the burden of COVID19 by incurring a pay freeze for the 2020/2021 financial
year. Is it correct that Council’s financial position has not been as significantly impacted by
the pandemic as expected and budgeted?

•

Now that there is a saving of $500,000, why has this Council not returned some of these
savings to its employees by way of a wage increase for the 2020/21 year?

•

Would it not be appropriate to return the cost savings from the employees’ pay freeze in 2020
back to the employees.

Officer’s Response:
The $500,000 Cr Cordover was referring to was an allowance for COVID Relief Hardship
Applications from Commercial Ratepayers. Whilst included in the budget it, and other COVID relief
measures, were funded by an increase in the Underlying Deficit. To spend any of these savings
would be contrary to the objectives of the Long Term Financial Plan and further erode Council’s
cash position.
Tim Jones, Manager Finance

12

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE FROM COUNCILLORS

13

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE FROM COUNCILLORS

13.1

Sharpes Road

At the Council meeting on 17 May 2021, Cr Bastone asked the following question without notice
to the General Manager, with a response that the question would be taken on notice:
What obligation does Council have in regards to Sharpes Road which is in fact not a Council road
but leads to properties that pay rates to the Council and is in fact the only access to these
properties?
Officer’s Response:
Council maintains Sharps Road to 170 Sharps Road which is the last property at the end of this
road. Council has no obligation to maintain the road further into this property.
David Reeve, Director Engineering Services
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Bin at Blowhole Road

At the Council meeting on 17 May 2021, Cr Midgley asked the following question without notice to
the General Manager, with a response that the question would be taken on notice:
Following on from my question at the last meeting, was there a bin that was directly below the
blowhole sign? Was this bin relocated around the corner to the bottom end of the Mary Knoll
Reserve as this is what the residents have told me?
Officer’s Response:
Public rubbish bins are placed in areas where there is likely to be a generation of rubbish and are
monitored as to their effectiveness based on the fullness of the bin. In this case a community
member (over 12 months ago) requested for the bin to be located in a carparking area in Blowhole
reserve be relocated to the nearby entrance to the walking path adjacent to Mary Knoll Reserve. An
assessment of the bin was undertaken and it was shown to be underutilised and therefore was
moved to better serve the needs of the community.
David Reeve, Director Engineering Services

13.3

Spraying at Kingston Park Playground

Cr Bastone submitted the following question on notice:
The other day I was at the new playground and there was someone spraying poison while I was
there. I assume it was poison as he was gloved, he was wearing a mask and he had a large tank
on his back. This was amongst the children. What sort of spray are we using and is this going to
be a regular occurrence?
Officer’s Response:
Broadleaf weed spraying was undertaken by a contractor as part of the 12-month maintenance
requirements for the playground. This action did not occur in accordance with the provisions of
Council’s contract and the matter has been taken up with the contractor involved. Any spraying
and fertilising required to be carried out in future will follow a strict process, including adherence to
safety requirements specified in the maintenance contract. This includes a requirement to remove
by hand any weeds from within the park, other than lawn areas which may be sprayed for broadleaf
grasses on a quarterly basis and subject to the safety provisions of the contract.
Daniel Smee, Director Governance, Recreation & Property Services

13.4

Abatement Notices

Cr Bastone submitted the following question on notice:
How many abatement notices for fire hazards or weed infestations have been issued in the last
12 months in Kingborough and, in particular, on Bruny Island.
Officer’s Response:
Between 1 July 2020 and May 2021, 16 fire abatement notices were issued, including one for Bruny
Island. Between 1 July 2020 and May 2021, nine requirement notices were issued for weeds,
including two for Bruny Island.
It is relevant to note, that as of 12 January 2021 the Weed Crew introduced a new method to
capture data for weed notifications and utilise this data directly with a mail merge system. This has
allowed for not only more efficient sending of notifications but also ease of reporting. Since the
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introduction of this system 54 weed notifications have been issued which comprised 32 for Bruny
Island residents and 22 for the remainder of the municipality.
Scott Basham, Compliance Coordinator

13.5

Removal of Pine Trees, Allens Rivulet Road

At the Council meeting on 17 May 2021, Cr Cordover asked the following question without notice
to the General Manager, with a response that the question would be taken on notice:
On page 156 of the Agenda, could I have more detail about why the pine trees were removed on
the Allens Rivulet Road, how long it took and whether there are plans for planting there?
Officer’s Response:
Council has been working with the property owner for quite some time to manage the pine trees
along on old boundary fence and the actual property boundary. The pines are an environmental
weed and Council has been pruning these from the boundary for many years. A shared cost
arrangement was entered into with the property owner to remove the trees providing a good
outcome for both parties. Any future replanting will need be taken into consideration with
consultation with the property owner.
David Reeve, Director Engineering Services

13.6

Seating at Lunawanna

At the Council meeting on 17 May 2021, Cr Midgley asked the following question without notice to
the General Manager, with a response that the question would be taken on notice:
On page 161 of the agenda, regarding the Lunawanna seating, what is our policy around putting in
seating that is wheelchair friendly similar to the ones in Kingston Park?
How do we decide whether to put seating like this or whether we put seating that is accessible for
people with mobility problems.
Officer’s Response:
The picnic setting provided at Lunawanna is a commissioned memorial, paid for (in-full) by the
proponent (a local family) and coordinated directly with the proponent and the Crown. The picnic
setting is subject to a licence agreement with the Crown and will be managed by Council on behalf
of the proponent in accordance with Council’s Memorials Policy and a Crown licence.
The ‘Kingborough Disability Inclusion and Access Policy’ applies to the provision of inclusive street
and park furniture, in addition to Council’s obligations under relevant disability discrimination
legislation and associated Australian Standards. The Policy requires Council to consider universal
design themes and, where possible, to apply these to Council initiatives. It also requires Council
to, as far as possible, design public facilities for equitable use.
With respect to the Lunawanna picnic setting, Council does not own or maintain the land directly
adjacent to the picnic setting. The proponent for this project requested that all associated
infrastructure be minimised (meaning parking upgrades and the provision of accessible formed
pathways did not form part of the scope for works for this project). The constraints of this project
were such that it was not considered appropriate to provide a wheelchair accessible picnic setting
in this location as the necessary associated facilities (such as DDA-compliant parking and
pathways) were unable to be provided as part of the discrete project.
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In all other instances, serious consideration would be given to providing an inclusive picnic setting
where DDA-compliant parking facilities and DDA-compliant formed pathways are available (or form
part of the scope of works). All street and park furniture provided in conjunction with classified
building works (under the National Construction Code), such as the Kingborough Community Hub
and Kingston Park playground, are provided in accordance with the relevant Australian Standards,
including ‘AS1428.2 – 1992 (Design for Access and Mobility – Part 2: enhanced and additional
requirements – buildings and facilities) and the policies outlined above.
Paul Donnelly, Urban Designer

13.7

Community Assistance Grant

Cr Midgley submitted the following question on notice:
How are we promoting the Quick Response Community Assistance grant to the Kingborough
community?
Officer’s Response:
While the Rapid Response program was approved following the review of Community Grants (late
last year), the grant program had already been set for this financial year. The Rapid Response
program will come into effect in the new Financial Year. In the interim the Mayor’s discretionary
fund has been used to provide support outside grant rounds.
Dr Katrena Stephenson, Director Environment, Development & Community

13.8

Dennes Point Cafe

Cr Bastone submitted the following question on notice:
In 2015 the Council gave a new lease to the then lessee of the Dennes Point Cafe/shop. The lease
was to commence in 2016 for 3 years with a 3x3 extension. This lease was awarded on the basis
that the existing lease conditions were retained and that every 3 years the commercial rent was to
be determined by an independent assessment and in the intervening years there was to be a CPI
adjustment:
1.

Has this happened? If not why not?

Councillors are probably not aware that the nature of the Business has changed substantially, it no
longer operates as a shop, is only open Friday nights from 5-7.30pm, Saturday as a Cafe from
8.30-11.00am then selling pizza from noon till 8pm and Sunday a cafe from 8.30 - 11am and then
pizzas from noon till 3pm. You must make a booking to eat there, preferably 24 hours before and
takeaways also need to be booked ahead. (These hours are from their website and I confirmed by
telephone). The reviews on trip advisor are not good, mostly regarding the rudeness of staff. As
this is a Council owned asset the poor service reflects badly upon us. The original intent was for
this building to be a community asset stocking basic items such as milk, bread, eggs etc. as well
as a cafe for locals and tourists. This no longer happens.
2.

What steps can council take to make sure that the original intent of this being the Nth Bruny
"shop" is maintained?

3.

Could council contact the writers of testimonials and ascertain if their testimonials are still
valid?

4.

Were there any KPIs written into the very first lease?
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Officer’s Response:
1.

Yes, rental has been independently reviewed every three years and adjusted by CPI
annually.

2.

Contact could be made with the lessee to discuss this issue, however, there are no provisions
within the lease agreement with respect to the sale of goods.

3.

It would be highly unusual for Council to take action of this nature.

4.

No
Daniel Smee, Director Governance, Recreation & Property Services

13.9

Youth Services

Cr Midgley submitted the following question on notice:
What youth services eg mental health, government and non-government services are available for
young people (12-25) in Kingborough?
Officer’s Response:
A number of services have a presence in, or are available to, young people in Kingborough. These
include:
•

School counsellors/psychologists/nurses/social workers

•

GP’s and other health care professionals including allied health services

•

Headspace (Located in Hobart – note that Headspace does not provide a drop-in service).
Young people in Kingborough can access Headspace with a referral or eheadspace (free
online and telephone support and counselling)

•

Brave Foundation – teenage pregnancy and parenthood

•

Pulse Health South (located in Glenorchy) - outreach to Kingborough schools on demand
and one to one sessions with Kingborough-based young people on request. Self-referral
available and tele health.

•

Council staff have recently commenced engagement with the Royal Flying Doctors Service,
currently delivering some primary health services on Bruny and in the Huon, including youth
mental health outreach service in Huonville which can be accessed by young people in
Kingborough.

•

The State Government will be implementing the second stage of the Kingston Health Centre
and are about to commence engagement with Council on that project. It is not yet clear what
additional services may be provided.
Dr Katrena Stephenson, Director Environment, Development & Community
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Buses in Kingborough

Cr Midgley submitted the following question on notice:
1.

When are frequent buses going to start in Kingborough?

2.

What is happening with the audit of bus shelters in Kingborough?

Officer’s Response:
1.

The State Government is looking at adding some additional express bus services to
Kingborough and it is expected they will start transitioning into service early in the new
financial year. With the completion of the uplift of services expected in early 2022.

2.

The State Government is undertaking a DDA compliance audit on bus shelters and have
completed the audit of the shelters in Kingborough. The information from the audit is
currently being assessed and there will be engagement with Council officers to discuss the
findings and the next steps.
David Reeve, Director Engineering Services

13.11

Electric Vehicle Charging Stations

Cr Midgley submitted the following question on notice:
Is there going to be any electric vehicle charging stations in Kingston Park in the near future?
Officer’s Response:
It is hoped that, as part of a regional funding application to the Commonwealth Government, a
publicly accessible fast charge facility could be installed in Kingston prior to the end of 2021. The
exact location of the potential facility is still be to decided.
Dr Katrena Stephenson, Director Environment, Development & Community

OPEN SESSION ADJOURNS
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PLANNING AUTHORITY IN SESSION
14

OFFICERS REPORTS TO PLANNING AUTHORITY

14.1

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION FOR CHANGE OF USE FROM RESIDENTIAL TO
VISITOR ACCOMMODATION AT 40 FLINDERS ESPLANADE, TAROONA

File Number:

DA-2021-92

Author:

Mashal Moughal, Planning Officer

Authoriser:

Tasha Tyler-Moore, Manager Development Services

Applicant:

Mr B Tsourdalakis and Mrs S Tsourdalakis

Owner:

Mr B Tsourdalakis and Mrs S Tsourdalakis

Subject Site:

40 Flinders Esplanade, Taroona (CT 12198/28)

Proposal:

Change of use from residential to visitor accommodation

Planning Scheme:

Kingborough Interim Planning Scheme 2015

Zoning:

Low Density Residential (Area C)

Codes:

E3.0 Landslide
E6.0 Parking and Access
E7.0 Stormwater Management
E10.0 Biodiversity
E16.0 Coastal Erosion Hazard
E25.0 Local Development

Use Class/Category:

Visitor Accommodation

Discretions:

- Planning Directive 6 Clause A1 (b) - Floor area of existing dwelling
greater than 200m2.
- Clause E3.6.2 A2 - Vulnerable Use in Landslide Hazard Area
Public advertising was undertaken between 24 April 2021 and 7 May
2021 in accordance with section 57 of the Land Use Planning and
Approvals Act 1993

Public Notification:

Representations:

There were three (3) submissions received opposing the application.
The grounds of the submissions are:
- Impact on Privacy
- Parking and Access requirements
- Floor area
- Impact on character of the area

Recommendation:

Approval subject to conditions.
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PROPOSAL
1.1

Description of Proposal
The application is seeking approval for the change of use of the dwelling at the subject
site from residential to visitor accommodation. The combined gross floor area of both
levels of the building is 220m². There are at least two (2) on-site car parking spaces
for the guests within site.
The application is for a change of use only and accordingly no other building works are
proposed under the subject application.

1.2

Description of Site
The subject site proposed for the change of use is 40 Flinders Esplanade, Taroona
which is described as Lot 28 on Sealed Plan 12198 and is 784m2 in area. The lot is
zoned Low-Density Residential (Area C) and is surrounded by lots of similar sizes and
zoning. The surrounding lots are predominantly of residential use with one or two
storey single dwellings (see figure 1).

Figure 1- Context Map

The site currently has a 2-storey dwelling with the upper storey (entry level) of the
dwelling containing two bedrooms (one with ensuite), bathroom, laundry, kitchen and
open living and dining areas which fronts on to an outdoor deck and pool area. The
lower floor of the dwelling contains a garage, living area, bedroom, and toilet. The living
area and bedroom on the lower level has glazed sliding doors which provide access to
the rear of the property that backs on to a coastal reserve. There is also a set of
external stairs which connect the lower level to the deck and pool on the upper floor
(see figure 2). The subject property and most of Flinders Esplanade is subject to the
Landslide, Biodiversity, Coastal Erosion Hazard, and the Local Development Code
Overlays.
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Figure 2- Property Aerial and Floor Plans

1.3

Background
Council records indicate the house on this site predates the 1970s. The house has
undergone various renovations in the form of additions and extensions over the years.
The most recent development undertaken was the addition of the swimming pool (DA2008-323) and the boundary wall (DA-2008-516).
At the time of the development of the pool and boundary wall, various concerns
including, but not limited to, privacy, noise and safety were raised by previous adjoining
neighbours. The issue was responded to by the previous owner of 40 Flinders
Esplanade by increasing the boundary wall height from the proposed 2.1m to 2.8m.

2.

ASSESSMENT
2.1

State Policies and Act Objectives
The proposal is consistent with the outcomes of the State Policies, including those of
the Coastal Policy.
The proposal is consistent with the objectives of Schedule 1 of the Land Use Planning
and Approvals Act 1993.

2.2

Strategic Planning
The relevant strategies associated with the Scheme are as follows:
Zone Purpose Statements of the Low-Density Residential Zone (Area C).
The relevant zone purpose statements of the Low-Density Residential Zone (Area C)
are to:
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To provide for non-residential uses that are compatible with residential
amenity.

As per the detailed assessment below, the visitor accommodation use is considered to
be compatible with the residential amenity of the area.
Clause 12.1.2 – Local Area Objectives and Desired Future Character Statements
The Scheme details separate Local Area Objectives and Desired Future Character
Statements for the main towns in the municipal area. The following Local Area
Objectives and Desired Future Character Statements are relevant to the assessment
of this application.
Local Area Objectives

Implementation Strategy

Taroona
(a)

The relatively low residential
density of Taroona will be
maintained and any significant
change to higher densities is to be
avoided.

(a)

Infill development should only be
encouraged on sites convenient to
urban facilities and services.

(b)

Areas within Taroona that are
zoned Low Density Residential
are to be developed so that both
visual landscape and natural
environmental
values
are
protected.

(b)

Existing larger lot sizes are to be
retained in order that there is sufficient
land to accommodate substantial
vegetation on site and provide for the
desired landscape and natural amenity
with only minimal expansion of the
existing urban footprint permitted.

Desired Future Character Statements

Implementation Strategy

Taroona
(a)

Taroona is to continue to be a
seaside suburb mainly containing
single detached dwellings with
established landscaped gardens.

(a)

Multi-unit housing is to be discouraged
other than in the vicinity of the Taroona
shopping centre.

(b)

The
existing
neighbourhood
character that is associated with
the
area's
landscape
and
environmental values should be
protected.

(b)

The visual amenity of hillsides and
skylines is retained by providing for
larger lots that are able to retain
sufficient native vegetation. Native
vegetation is to be protected along the
coastline and alongside gullies and
watercourses. In some cases these
areas also provide a buffer or transition
between more closely settled urban
areas and other areas with high natural
values.

The proposal complies with the above-mentioned statements and objectives as the
dwelling is existing and no further changes are proposed to the built form/natural
landscape. Therefore, the proposed change of use does not trigger non-compliance
with either the Local Area Objectives or the Desired Future Character Statements
specified for Taroona.
2.3

Statutory Planning
The use is categorised as Visitor Accommodation under the Scheme. The dwelling is
not used by the owner or occupier as their main place of residence. The whole dwelling
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is proposed to be used for visitor accommodation. Therefore, the ‘Home-Sharing’
Exemption under the Planning Directive No.6 (the Directive) does not apply.
The proposed Visitor Accommodation is a ‘Permitted’ use under the Directive. Visitor
Accommodation also has a ‘Permitted’ status under the Low Density Residential zone
pursuant to the Scheme. The Directive overrides the Scheme in case of any
inconsistencies.
Whilst the application is classified as a Permitted use, it relies on Performance Criteria
to comply with the Directive and Scheme provisions and is therefore Discretionary.
2.4

Use and Development Standards
The proposal satisfies the relevant Acceptable Solutions of the Scheme (see checklist
in Attachment 1), with the exception of the following:
Planning Directive No. 6
Visitor Accommodation
Acceptable Solution
A1--Visitor Accommodation must:
(a) accommodate guests in existing habitable buildings; and
(b) have a gross floor area of not more than 200m² per lot.
Performance Criteria
P1--Visitor Accommodation must be compatible with the character and use of the
area and not cause an unreasonable loss of residential amenity, having regard to:
(a) the privacy of adjoining properties;
(b) any likely increase in noise to adjoining properties;
(c) the scale of the use and its compatibility with the surrounding character and
uses within the area;
(d) retaining the primary residential function of an area;
(e) the impact on the safety and efficiency of the local road network; and
(f) any impact on the owners and users rights of way.
Proposal
The proposal is to use the existing dwelling, which has a floor area of approx. 220m2,
for Visitor Accommodation and therefore relies on assessment against the
performance criteria.
The proposed variation can be supported pursuant to this Performance Criteria of the
Zone for the following reasons:
The change of use does not adversely impact:
(a)

The privacy of adjoining lots, as the dwelling is existing and no further
development is proposed. The structural and natural features of the property will
remain the same as for the existing residential use. Also, the visitor
accommodation use, like the residential use, aims to provide a place for
occupancy. Consequently, the activities of the guests will be no different to
having long term occupants. Therefore, as no new works or non-residential uses
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will be undertaken on site, additional privacy treatment on the property will not be
required.
(b)

The noise emissions, as the visitor accommodation and residential uses are
similar in nature with the key difference being the length and frequency of
occupants residing at the property.

(c)

The scale of the use, as there is no further development proposed to further
increase the floor area to accommodate the guests. The dwelling has 3
bedrooms to provide sufficient space for guests and does not require additional
rooms. Also, the difference in floor area of the existing dwelling (220m2) and the
specified maximum floor area under the Acceptable Solution (200m2) is marginal.
It is important to note the floor area calculation also includes elements such as
stairs and entry ways which cannot be used for habitation purposes. Therefore,
the proposed change of use will be compatible with the surrounding character
and uses within the area.
•

(d)

A standard condition of approval applied to all visitor accommodation use
and development has been recommended for inclusion in any planning
permit to ensure the development and use does not impact on the amenity
of the surrounding area.

The primary residential function of the area, as both visitor accommodation and
residential uses are similar, as both provide opportunity for users to occupy a
place for habitation purposes. As mentioned previously, the key difference is the
length in stay at the property. Further research was undertaken by using relevant
visitor accommodation platforms such as Airbnb to see how many properties are
currently operating as visitor accommodation. The search revealed that there
were approximately five (5) sites near Flinders Esplanade being utilised as visitor
accommodation (see Figure 3). Thus, the change of use of the subject property
will not impact the primary residential function of Flinders Esplanade or the
surrounding area.

Figure 3- Current Visitor Accommodation Sites near Flinders Esplanade
(www.airbnb.com.au/Taroona)
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(e)

The safety and efficiency of the local road network, as cars will not be utilising the
road for carparking with the property providing two (2) carparking spaces within
the garage. The required spaces for visitor accommodation (holiday unit) are one
(1) carparking space per unit.

(f)

There are no private rights of way that could be impacted by the proposed change
of use to visitor accommodation.

Landslide Code
Clause E3.6.2 Vulnerable Use
Acceptable Solution
A2-- No acceptable solution.
Performance Criteria
P2-- Vulnerable use must satisfy all of the following:
a) No part of the vulnerable use is in a High Landslide Hazard Area;
b) Landslide risk to occupants, staff, visitors and emergency personnel
associated with the vulnerable use is either:
i.

acceptable risk; or

ii. capable of feasible and effective treatment through hazard
management measures, so as to be tolerable risk.
c) Landslide risk to occupants, staff and visitors takes into consideration their
specific circumstances including their ability to:
i. protect themselves and defend property from landslide;
ii. evacuate in an emergency;
iii. understand and respond to instructions in the event of a landslide;
whilst minimising risk to emergency personnel.
Proposal
A vulnerable use, as defined in the Landslide Code, includes visitor accommodation.
There is no acceptable solution and therefore the proposal must be assessed against
the performance criteria.
The proposed variation can be supported pursuant to this Performance Criteria of the
Zone for the following reasons:
An assessment of the Landslide Risk was provided by a suitably qualified person (GES,
15/04/2021) and this assessment confirms the proposed development complies as
follows:
•

no part of the development is within a high landslide hazard area;

•

the risk is acceptable; and

•

the submitted evacuation plan details the location of the exits and assembly
points in the event of an emergency.

A condition should be included in any permit issued requiring the evacuation plan to be
displayed in a prominent location within the visitor accommodation.
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Public Consultation and Representations
The application was advertised in accordance with the requirements of s.57 of the Land
Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 (from 24 April 2021 to 7 May 2021). Three (3)
representations were received during the public exhibition period. The following issues
were raised by the representors:
2.5.1 Noise
Likely increase in noise emissions was raised by all representators. The
representators were concerned that the change of use from long term
accommodation to short term stay may:
•

Result in constant visitors to the area during key events like Dark Mofo
and Taste of Tasmania, which may result in increased noise emissions.

•

Result in the property becoming a ‘party house’.

•

The outdoor entertainment unit (speakers) on the deck will further amplify
the noise emissions. The concern is that the outdoor entertainment
features will market the property to be suitable for outdoor activities and
result in further noise issues.

•

Increased noise emissions near the pool and deck area which are within
close proximity to the habitable rooms (living area and bedroom) of the
neighbouring property. The current boundary wall between the subject lot
and the neighbouring property is not considered sufficient to block off
noise (normal conversations) from 40 Flinders Esplanade.

One of the representors contacted Council to discuss their submitted
representation and emphasised their concern of increased noise and loss of
privacy. They have advised that they would like the applicant to consider
measures such as extending the shared boundary wall with acoustic barriers to
reduce impact on their property.
Response
As discussed above, the noise standards under the planning scheme do not
apply to visitor accommodation and therefore conditioning operational hours for
visitor accommodation is not feasible under the Scheme. Notwithstanding, the
matter of noise issues was discussed with the applicant who advised that they
were willing to restrict noise levels on the property during certain periods/time
of the day. However, noise restrictions are not enforceable for residential and
visitor accommodation uses under the Planning Scheme.
Generally, matters of privacy and noise surrounding the boundary wall are a
civil matter. However, the matter needs to be resolved by both adjoining
property owners and any works proposed are likely to be subject Council
approval.
It should be noted that that the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 does
not cover matters surrounding occupancy levels or overcrowding. These are
covered under the Building Regulations 2016, Part 6.
Also, noise issues arising from potential anti-social behaviour are subject to
Police enforcement and are not regulated by Council or the Environmental
Management and Pollution Control Act 1994.
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2.5.2 Floor Area
One representor raised concerns that the proposal does not satisfy Clause
12.3.2 Acceptable Solution A1 (c) as the floor area of the dwelling is greater
than the specified 160m2.
Response
Planning Directive 6 overrides the visitor accommodation provisions of the
Scheme and therefore Clause 12.3.2 of the Low-Density Residential zone does
not apply. The floor area of the proposal has been assessed in detail above in
relation to the provisions of the Planning Directive and the proposal is
considered to be consistent with the requirements of the relevant Performance
Criteria.
2.5.3 Parking & Access
The representors raised concerns that the property may not be able to satisfy
the Parking and Access requirements and provide sufficient parking on-site to
satisfy the Acceptable Solution of the Zone Requirements. Also, not being able
to provide on-site parking may result in impact on the street character.
Response
The change of use complies with the parking and access requirements of the
Scheme. The impacts on character of the area have been addressed in the
body of the report above. Also, the Planning Directive 6 overrides the visitor
accommodation provisions in Clause 12.3.2 A1 of the Low-Density Residential
zone.
2.5.4 Proximity
One of the representors raised concerns that the existing dwellings shown on
the advertised aerial image was incorrect.
Response
The image shown on the advertised plans was generated by Council as a
reference and was not part of the submitted application drawings. It is
acknowledged that the boundaries shown on the GIS image are not exact and
do not accurately reflect existing conditions. The matter in not relevant to the
planning assessment and recommendations.
2.5.5 Privacy/Trespassing and House Damage
One representor raised concerns that the existing shared boundary wall
adjoining the pool is not sufficient to provide screening between the pool and
habitable rooms of neighbouring lot. The representator, is concerned that
anyone standing close to the pool can look directly into their windows and
provided images (see figures 3, 4 & 5) to highlight their concern.
The representator also advised that, in the past, there have been issues with
items falling on the neighbouring property, which has resulted in people
trespassing by jumping over the boundary wall to collect them.
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Figure 4- Setback - Image provided by representator

Figure 5- Setback from habitable rooms - Image provided by representator
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Figure 6- View Lines - Image provided by representator

Response
The site was inspected during the assessment period and the following was
noted:
•

Images taken from viewpoints 1, 2 and 3 on the reference plan (see
figures 9, 10 and 11) show that there is adequate separation between the
windows and there is no direct view into the windows from those positions.

•

Also, one of the windows shown in figure 9 has obscure glazing and
therefore has privacy measures in place to provide screening from the
deck.

•

It has been noted that the distance from the window shown in figure 7 and
again in figure 9, is approximately 2.3m from the boundary wall. The
height of the wall is approximately 1.6m from finished floor level (see
figure 8). Even though the separation does not meet the specified
separation distance of 3m, the height of the wall is adequate to provide
screening between both properties.

•

The image taken from viewpoint 3 (figure 9), which is the corner of the
deck close to the pool, does raise concerns for privacy. As the dwelling
is existing it is not possible to recommend installation of additional
measures on the boundary wall unless it is agreed upon by the applicant.
Also, privacy measures (obscure glazing) similar to the window shown in
figure 8 can be undertaken by the neighbouring property to address the
matter.
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Figure 7- Image Reference Plan

Figure 8- Setbacks and Wall height (BA-366-2008)
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Figure 9- View from Point 1 (taken by Council Planner)

Figure 10-View from Point 2 (taken by Council Planner)
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Figure 11- View from Point 3 (taken by Council Planner)

Figure 12-View from Point 4 (taken by Council Planner)

•

The matters of house damage and associated works for improvement are
largely not planning matters and will be ongoing regardless of the use of the
property. The issues require consideration and thought to be given by both
property owners to resolve the issue.

•

The applicant or adjoining neighbour can either collectively or independently
undertake further works on the shared boundary wall to address the concerns.
However, as mentioned previously, any works on the shared boundary wall will
be subject to further assessment.
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CONCLUSION
This application is seeking approval for the change of use from residential to visitor
accommodation at 40 Flinders Esplanade, Taroona. The proposal complies with the relevant
Acceptable Solutions and Performance Criteria of the Planning Directive No.6 and the
Scheme. The concerns raised by the representators regarding noise emissions and loss of
privacy are largely not planning matters and general amenity conditions have been
recommended. It is therefore recommended that a planning permit be granted subject to
standard conditions reflecting the above discussion.

4.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Planning Authority resolves that the development application for change of use from
residential to visitor accommodation at 40 Flinders Esplanade, Taroona for Mr B Tsourdalakis
and Mrs S Tsourdalakis be approved subject to the following conditions:
1.

Except as otherwise required by this Permit, use and development of the land must be
substantially in accordance with Development Application No. DA-2021-92 and Council
Plan Reference No. P1 & P2 submitted on .23 February 2021 & 16 April 2021. This
Permit relates to the use of land or buildings irrespective of the applicant or subsequent
occupants, and whoever acts on it must comply with all conditions in this Permit. Any
amendment, variation or extension of this Permit requires further planning consent of
Council.

2.

The use and development must be managed so that the amenity of the area is not
detrimentally impacted upon through any of the following:
(a)

Appearance of any building, works or materials;

(b)

Emission of noise, artificial light, vibration, smell, fumes, smoke, vapour, steam,
soot, ash, dust, wastewater or waste products (rubbish).

3.

The visitor accommodation is for short term stay only. Accommodated guests must not
stay any longer than a total of three (3) months on any one occasion.

4.

Guests must park within the designated car parking area for the subject site.

5.

Ongoing management of the site must be in accordance with the Landslide Hazard
Emergency requirements for the site prepared by GES dated 15/04/2021. The Landslip
Evacuation Plan must be displayed at the property at all times, unless otherwise
approved in writing by Council.

ADVICE
A.

In accordance with section 53(5) of the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 this
permit lapses after a period of two years from the date on which it is granted if the use
or development in respect of which it is granted is not substantially commenced within
that period.

B.

The approval in this permit is under the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993
and does not provide any approvals under other Acts including, but not limited to
Building Act 2016, Urban Drainage Act 2013, Food Act 2003 or Council by-laws.
If your development involves demolition, new buildings or alterations to buildings
(including plumbing works or onsite wastewater treatment) it is likely that you will be
required to get approvals under the Building Act 2016. Change of use, including visitor
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accommodation, may also require approval under the Building Act 2016. Advice should
be sought from Council’s Building Department or an independent building surveyor to
establish any requirements.
C.

This permit does not include approval for any signage to be erected on site. Further
approval may be required for the erection of signage on the site.

ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.
3.

Locality Plan
Assessment Checklist
Plans
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Locality Plan
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PLANNING DIRECTIVE NO. 6 PROVISIONS

COMPLIES?

CLAUSE

YES

NO

Visitor
A1 - Visitor accommodation
(a) ✓
Accommodation must:
(PD6)
(a) accommodate guests in
existing habitable buildings;
and
(b) have a gross floor area of
not more than 200m² per lot.

(b)✓

COMMENTS

N/A
A1 – (a) Complies, as guests
will be accommodated in an
existing habitable building
(dwelling).
(b) Does not Comply- The
floor area of the dwelling is
approx..220m2 and therefore
does not satisfy A1.

A2 – Visitor accommodation ✓
is not for a lot, as defined in
the Strata Titles Act 1998,
that is part of a strata scheme
where another lot within that
strata scheme is used for a
residential use.

A1 – Complies - The property
is not a stratum titled lot.

Zone Provisions
COMPLIES?

CLAUSE

YES

NO

COMMENTS

N/A

12.3 Use Standards
Non- Residential
Use (12.3.1).

A1- Hours of Operation
must be within:
a) 8.00 am to 6.00 pm
Mondays to Fridays
inclusive;
b) 9.00 am to 12.00
noon Saturdays;
c) nil Sundays and
Public Holidays;
except for office and
administrative tasks or
visitor accommodation.
A2- Noise emissions
measured at the boundary
of the site must not exceed
the following:
a) 55 dB(A) (LAeq)
between the hours
of 8.00 am to 6.00
pm;

N/A

✓

A1- This clause does not
apply to visitor
accommodation.

A2- Complies - There is no
plant or equipment
proposed that would be
likely to exceed the noise
emission levels in clause
12.3.1 A2.
However, as it has been
raised in representations
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COMPLIES?
YES

NO

COMMENTS

N/A

b) 5dB(A) above the
background (LA90)
level or 40dB(A)
(LAeq), whichever
is the lower,
between the hours
of 6.00 pm to 8.00
am;
c) 65dB(A) (LAmax) at
any time.

made that there is an
existing outdoor
entertainment unit that
could potentially impact
noise levels, a condition is
recommended to be
included on any permit
requiring removal of any
external sound amplifying
equipment.
NOTE: Noise issues arising
from potential anti-social
behaviour would not be
considered under Clause
12.3.1 A2/P2 as they cannot
be assessed under the
environmental harm
provisions of EMPCA.

A3- External lighting must
comply with all of the
following:
a) be turned off
between 6:00 pm
and 8:00 am,
except for security
lighting;
b) security lighting
must be baffled to
ensure they do not
cause emission of
light into adjoining
private land.

N/A

A3- complies – the nature of
the use would not result in
any unreasonable usage of
external lighting between
6.00pm and 8.00am.

A4- Commercial vehicle
movements, (including
loading and unloading and
garbage removal) to or
from a site must be limited
to 20 vehicle movements
per day and be within the
hours of:
a) 7.00 am to 5.00 pm
Mondays to Fridays
inclusive;
b) 9.00 am to 12 noon
Saturdays;
nil on Sundays and Public
Holidays.

N/A

A4- Complies – the nature of
the use would not exceed 20
commercial vehicle
movements per day
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COMPLIES?

CLAUSE

YES

NO

COMMENTS

N/A

12.4 Development Standards for Buildings and Works
Setbacks and
A1 – setback from frontage
building envelope
(Cl. 12.4.2)

N/A

A1– This clause is not
triggered as no changes to
existing setbacks are
proposed.

A2 - setback from frontage
for carport/garage

N/A

A2-- No changes to existing
garage are proposed.

A3 – containment within
the building envelope

N/A

A3-- No changes to existing
building proposed.

A4 – Impact on trees

N/A

A4- no development
proposed that will impact on
any trees

A1 – (a) site coverage 25%
A1 – (b) pervious surfaces
25%

N/A

A1 – (a/b) change of use
only.

A2 - Area of POS:
- Area
- Minimum dimension
- Accessible & adjacent
to habitable room
- Location/ orientation
- Location/frontage
- Gradient
- Vehicle
access/parking

N/A

A2-- No changes to existing
POS are proposed.

A1 – location of habitable
rooms (north)

N/A

A1 – no changes to existing
building proposed.

Width of openings A1 – width of garage
for garages and
openings
carports (Cl.
12.4.5)

N/A

A1 – no changes proposed to
garage opening.

Privacy (Cl.
12.4.6)

A1 – setbacks for balconies,
decks, roof terrace, parking
spaces and carports

N/A

A2 – setbacks and
separation for windows of
habitable rooms

N/A

A1 & A2– The dwelling is
existing, and no new
development is proposed to
trigger privacy measures.
It has been noted that there
have been concerns raised
by representators regarding
privacy along the existing
shared boundary wall which
will be addressed in the
report.

Site coverage and
private open
space (Cl. 12.4.3)

Sunlight and
overshadowing
(Cl. 12.4.4)
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COMPLIES?

CLAUSE

YES
Frontage fences
(Cl. 12.4.7)

NO

A1 – maximum height of
fences

COMMENTS

N/A
N/A

A1 – No changes proposed
to existing fencing.

Code Provisions
COMPLIES?

CLAUSE

YES

NO

COMMENTS

N/A

E3.0 Landslide Code
Hazardous use
(Cl.E3.6.1)

A1 Hazardous use relates
to an alteration or
intensification of an
approved use.

N/A

A2- No acceptable solution.
Vulnerable use
(Cl.E3.6.2)

A1 - Vulnerable use is for
visitor accommodation.

✓

A2 – No acceptable
solution

Buildings and
works, other than
minor extensions
(see definition)

A1/ A2--The proposed
change of use does not
qualify as a hazardous use
and therefore is not
applicable.
A1- Complies, as the use is
for visitor accommodation.

X

A2- Does not Comply. The
clause has no acceptable
solution and requires
assessment against the
performance criteria.

A1 – No acceptable
solution (requires
assessment against
performance criteria)

N/A

A1- No buildings and works
proposed.

A1 – Buildings and works
for minor extensions
located in medium
landslide hazard area

N/A

A1– N/A, no buildings and
works proposed.

A1 – No acceptable
solution (requires
assessment against
performance criteria)

N/A

A1– No works proposed.

(Cl.E3.7.1)

Minor extensions
(see definition)
(Cl.E3.7.2)

Major works (see
definition)
(Cl.E3.7.3)

E6.0 Parking and Access Code
Use standards –
number of car
parking spaces
(Cl.E6.6.1)

A1 - Number of on-site car
parking spaces complies
with table

✓

A1 – Complies. The property
provides for two (2) spaces
within the garage and the
required spaces for visitor
accommodation is one (1)
car space per unit.
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COMPLIES?

CLAUSE

YES

NO

COMMENTS

N/A

Number of
A1 – Number of vehicle
vehicular accesses access points complies
(Cl.E6.7.1)

✓

A1 – Complies, no changes to
existing.

Design of
A1 – Design of vehicle
vehicular accesses access points complies
(Cl.E6.7.2)

✓

A1 – Complies, no changes to
existing.

Vehicular Passing
Areas Along an
Access (Cl.E6.7.3)

A1 – Vehicular passing
areas comply

N/A

A1 – N/A, no changes to
existing.

Layout of parking
areas (Cl.E6.7.5)

A1 – Layout and compliance
with Australian Standard

✓

A1 – Complies, no changes to
existing.

Surface
treatment of
parking areas

A1 – Parking spaces and
vehicular circulation
surfaces provided

✓

A1 – Complies, no changes to
existing.

A1 – Access to a road
complies with road
authority requirements

✓

A1 – Complies, no changes to
existing.

✓

A1 – Complies, no new roof
structures are proposed.

(Cl.E6.7.6)

Access to a road
(Cl.6.7.14)

E7.0 Stormwater Management Code
Stormwater
drainage and
disposal
(Cl.E7.7.1)

A1 – Disposal of stormwater
to public infrastructure
A2 – Sensitive design of
stormwater system
incorporates water
sensitive urban design
principles

N/A

A3 – Design of minor
stormwater drainage
system

N/A

A4 – Design of major
stormwater drainage
system

N/A

E10.0 Biodiversity Code
While the proposed development is within a Biodiversity Protection Area, no building or works
proposed, therefore Code E10.0 is not triggered.
E16.0 Coastal Erosion Hazard
Use standards –
change of use of
habitable
buildings

A1 – No acceptable
solution (requires
assessment against
performance criteria

N/A

A1- The dwelling is a
habitable building.

(Cl.E16.6.1)
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COMPLIES?
YES

Buildings and
works (Cl.E16.7.1)

A1 – No acceptable
solution (requires
assessment against
performance criteria)

NO

COMMENTS

N/A
N/A

A1- No works proposed.

E25.0 Local Development Code
Proposed application is for change of use of existing dwelling to non-residential use and therefore the
code does not apply.
Note: Codes not listed in this Checklist have been assessed as not being relevant to the assessment of this
application.
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DA 2020-480 - DVELOPMENT APPLICATION FOR 30 MULTIPLE DWELLINGS AND
SIGN AT 15 HOME AVENUE, BLACKMANS BAY

File Number:

DA-2020-480

Author:

Timothy Donovan, Senior Planning Officer

Authoriser:

Tasha Tyler-Moore, Manager Development Services

Applicant:

JMG Engineers & Planners

Owner:

Roman Catholic Church Trust Corporation of the Archdiocese of
Hobart

Subject Site:

15 Home Avenue, Blackmans Bay

Proposal:

30 Multiple Dwellings and Ground Based Sign

Planning Scheme:
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Codes:
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Use Class/Category:

Residential/Multiple Dwelling
Cl. 10.4.2 A4 Setbacks and
dwellings
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Cl.10.4.3 A2
Cl.10.4.4 A1
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Cl.10.4.8 A1
Cl.E10.7.1 A1
Cl.E17.6.1 A1
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Site coverage and private open space for all
dwellings
Sunlight and overshadowing for all dwellings
Sunlight and overshadowing for all dwellings
Waste storage for multiple dwellings
Buildings and Works
Use of Signs
Development Standards (Signs)

Public Notification:

Public advertising was undertaken between 31 March 2021 and
16 April 2021 in accordance with section 57 of the Land Use
Planning and Approvals Act 1993.

Representations:

Six (6) representations were received against the proposal. The
submissions raised the following grounds:
• The proposed development is unable to meet the
Acceptable Solutions of the General Residential Zone.
• The development is required to comply with the conditions
of the subdivision approval DAS-2018-15 by the Tasmanian
Planning Commission.
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Water Sensitive Urban Design Principles.
Traffic Impact on adjacent dwelling.
Lack of Infrastructure.
Social Housing issues.
Ownership.

Approval with Conditions

PROPOSAL
1.1

Background
The proposal for 30 Multiple Dwellings and Sign at 15 Home Avenue, Blackmans Bay
was the subject of a delegated report to the Council Meeting on 17 May 2021
(Item 14.1). The application was approved subject to conditions – Minute No. C234/92021.
Due to a clerical error the conditions of approval did not include the TasWater
Submission to Planning Authority Notice (SPAN) as required by the Water and
Sewerage Industry Act 2008. The TasWater SPAN has been included as a condition
and the report has been resubmitted to Council for a decision and the issue of a Permit
with the complete conditions. There are no other amendments to the report considered
at the meeting of the 17/05/2021.

1.2

Description of Proposal
The proposal is for the construction of 30 dwellings for Catholic Care Tasmania over
the subject site at 15 Home Avenue, Blackmans Bay. The dwellings include a range
of one and two bedroom designs between one and two storeys. The dwellings have
been designed to fit upon the proposed subdivision, DAS-2018-15, approved for the
site. In this regard the dwellings are contained on the area of the site zoned General
Residential and on the proposed lots as follows:
•
•
•

Lot 10 – 1 Unit
Lot 12 – 1 Unit
Lot 13 – 1 Unit

•
•
•

Lot 14 – 1 Unit
Lot 15 – 1 Unit
Lot 16 – 5 Units

•
•
•

Lot 19 – 1 Unit
Lot 21 – 6 Units
Lot 22 – 13 Units

The remaining proposed Lots 11, 17, 18, and 20 in the General Residential Zone and
the Low Density Residential (Area C) Zone area in the south of the site do not have
development proposed on them at this time.
The proposed dwellings will generally have brickwork walls and some sections of
lightweight cladding. All the dwellings will have Colorbond sheet roofs.
Car parking is provided with garages attached to each dwelling and with adjacent open
parking and visitor parking spaces. Vehicular access to the dwellings is provided
generally by shared driveways off the proposed subdivision roads. However, a small
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number of dwellings will have separate direct access off the new subdivision roads
which connect to Blowhole Road to the north east and Derwent Avenue to the north
west.
A ground-based sign is proposed close to the entrance from Derwent Avenue on an
area that will become part of Lot 22 in the subdivision. The sign includes only the name
of the proposed residential development, “Maryknoll Estate”, upon a structure facing
the proposed subdivision road. The sign structure is 1.24m high with a total face area
of 4.1m2.and it is does not contain flashing lights, moving parts or moving or changing
messages or graphics.

Figure 1 - Overall Site Plan for 15 Home Avenue, Blackmans Bay

1.3

Description of Site
The subject site, at the time of lodgement of the application (2 September 2020),
contained four titles being CT 199874/1, CT 34279/1, CT 55854/85 and CT 55854/84.
An application for the adhesion of the four titles into a single title under Section 110 of
the Local Government (Building and Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1993 was approved
by Council and the new adhered title issued on 7 October 2020. The adhesion
facilitates the proposed development of the subject site by removing internal property
boundaries that would otherwise complicate assessment of the proposed development.
The total site has an area of 3.725 ha and is encompassed by Blowhole Road on both
the north eastern and southern boundaries. The site has frontage and access to
Derwent Avenue at the north western corner. Most of the site is separated from
Blowhole Road by an area of bushland owned by Kingborough Council (CT 33869/1).
The site is within three zones of the Planning Scheme – General Residential, Low
Density Residential (Area C), and Open Space. The site is partly within the Biodiversity
Protection Area, Bushfire Prone Area and the Landslide Hazard (Low) Area Overlays.
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The surrounding area is residential in character with a mix of single dwellings and units
and includes an aged care village immediately adjoining the site on the south western
boundary. Blackmans Bay Beach is opposite the site to the south across Blowhole
Road and Ocean Esplanade.

Figure 2 - Aerial photo of subject site at time of lodgement (2 Sept 2020) at 15 Home
Avenue Blackmans Bay

Figure 3 - Current Zoning of subject site and surrounding area at 15 Home Avenue,
Blackmans Bay

1.4

Background
The site has recently been subject to a combined application for a Planning Scheme
amendment, PSA-2018-3 and a subdivision application DAS-2018-19.
The PSA sought to rezone:
•

~1.78 hectares of the site from Low Density Residential (Area B) to General
Residential;

•

~1.03 hectares of the site from Low Density Residential (Area B) to Low Density
Residential (Area C);
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0.070 hectares of the site from Low Density Residential (Area B) to Open Space;
and

•
0.2043 hectares of the site from General Residential to Open Space.
A secondary component of the draft amendment was to remove the landslide hazard
area overlay from being applicable to the subject land.
The subdivision application sought to create 22 residential lots, 3 public open space
lots and 2 road lots.
The Tasmanian Planning Commission considered the applications and issued a
decision to approve the amendment to the Planning Scheme PSA-2018-3 and the
subdivision DAS-2018-15 on 20 December 2019 subject to conditions. The approval
was for the subdivision of 22 residential lots, 2 public open space lots and 2 road lots.
The Tasmanian Planning Commission further approved an amendment to the PSA2018-3 and DAS-2018-15 on 8 January 2020.

Figure 4 - Approved subdivision plan DAS 2018-15
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ASSESSMENT
2.1

State Policies and Act Objectives
The provisions of the Planning Scheme, including the zones and codes overlays, derive
from State Policies and the approval of the Scheme by the Planning Minister on the
basis it is compliant with those policies. On that basis a separate assessment against
those policies is not required.
The proposal is consistent with the outcomes of the State Policies including those of
the Coastal Policy.

2.2

Strategic Planning
The relevant strategies associated with the Scheme are as follows:
Zone Purpose Statements of the General Residential Zone
The zone purpose statements of the General Residential Zone are to:
10.1.1.1

To provide for residential use or development that accommodates a range
of dwelling types at suburban densities, where full infrastructure services
are available or can be provided.

10.1.1.2

To provide for compatible non-residential uses that primarily serve the local
community.

10.1.1.3

To provide for the efficient utilisation of services.

10.1.1.4

To implement the Regional Settlement Strategy and the Greater Hobart
Residential Strategy.

10.1.1.5

To encourage residential development that respects the neighbourhood
character, natural landscape and provides a high standard of residential
amenity.

10.1.1.6

To encourage urban consolidation and greater housing choice through a
range of housing types and residential densities.

Clause 10.1.2 – Local Area Objectives
Local Area Objectives

Implementation Strategy

BLACKMANS BAY
(a) Blackmans Bay should be maintained as
an established residential area with a high
level of amenity associated with its coastal
location, pleasant views and lifestyle.

(a) The natural landscape and setting is an
important issue when considering new
development proposals.

Clause 10.1.3 - Desired Future Character Statements
Desired Future Character Statements

Implementation Strategy

BLACKMANS BAY
(a) Blackmans Bay should continue as a
(a) New development should respect the
predominantly low-density residential area
amenity of surrounding residences and
with larger lot sizes that enable reasonable
the natural landscape. Multi-unit
setbacks, the retention of native vegetation
housing should be encouraged to locate
and gardens.
in the area surrounding the Opal Drive
commercial precinct.
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Use Class
The use is categorised as Residential/Multiple Dwellings under the Scheme. In the
General Residential Zone Multiple Dwellings are classified as Permitted. The proposal
does not meet the Development Standards and is therefore a Discretionary Use in the
General Residential Zone. The application requires assessment for compliance
against the Acceptable Solutions and Performance Criteria.
The proposed ground-based sign is Discretionary within the General Residential Zone
and requires assessment for compliance against the Acceptable Solutions and
Performance Criteria.

2.4

Use and Development Standards
The proposal has been assessed on the subject site with four (4) titles at the time of
lodgement (and as subsequently adhered into one title). In recognition of the approved
subdivision (DAS-2018-15) currently being developed and the intention for the
proposed dwellings to be on the new subdivision lots an assessment based on the new
lots has also been done.
The proposal satisfies the relevant Acceptable Solutions of the Scheme (see checklist
in Attachment 1), except for the following:
General Residential Zone
Clause 10.4.2 Setbacks and building envelope for all dwellings
Acceptable Solution A4
No trees of high conservation value will be impacted.
Performance Criteria P4
Buildings and works are designed and located to avoid, minimise, mitigate and offset
impacts on trees of high conservation value.
Proposal
The works will impact on trees of high conservation value, and therefore do not
comply with A1 and must be assessed against the performance criteria.
There are several high conservation value trees located on and adjacent to the subject
land and within the General Residential Zone. To verify the potential impact of the
proposed unit development on high conservation value trees and ensure the proposed
unit development does not impact upon trees requiring retention and protection under
DAS-2018-15, further information was required in relation to the installation of services
and the unit design relative to the location of individual trees, including high
conservation value trees.
Amended plans submitted in response to further information requests confirm the units
are reliant upon the installation of subdivision infrastructure for DAS-2015-18.
Condition 10(b) of the subdivision permit requires that the detailed engineering design
demonstrate no further tree removal is required for the purposes of installation of this
infrastructure. The endorsed engineering drawings for DAS-2018-15 comply with this
requirement.
As a result of the further information requests, the plans were amended to show the
location of infrastructure for the units is consistent with and reliant on the endorsed
engineering drawings. Achieving this required a reduction in the number of units to 30.
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Provided the infrastructure is installed in accordance with the endorsed engineering
drawings for DAS-2018-15 and as shown in the plans (Plan Reference P5 submitted
on 31 March 2021) for DA-2020-480, the proposed unit development will not rely upon
additional tree removal for the purposes of services and is consistent with the
requirements of Condition 10 of DAS-2018-15.
To ensure this occurs, a condition is recommended for inclusion in any permit issued
for the units requiring the subdivision infrastructure and services be installed in
accordance with DAS-2018-15 and the associated endorsed engineering drawings and
the units be connected to these services in accordance with the approved plans for
DA-2020-480 prior to occupation of the units.
While the plans confirm that no additional tree removal is required for the purposes of
services installation, the proposed units impact eight (8) trees. Specifically, the
following trees are identified for removal:
Tree
number

Species

DBH

HCV

3

Allocasuarina verticillata

27cm

No

4

Eucalyptus lehmannii

>25cm

No

8

Eucalyptus lehmannii

>25cm

No

23

Blackwood

>25cm

No

24

Blackwood

>25cm

No

25

Blackwood

>25cm

No

26

Blackwood

>25cm

No

32

Blue gum

38cm

No

While none of the trees proposed for removal are of high conservation value and the
remaining trees are proposed for retention, the proposed unit development encroaches
into the tree protection zones of eight (8) high conservation value trees, with the extent
of encroachment exceeding 10% for T31 and T33. While preliminary arborist advice
indicates the extent of encroachment is likely to be tolerable, this relies upon the
detailed design being developed in consultation with a suitably qualified arborist to
ensure the works incorporate the recommended tree protection, mitigation and design
measures.
The trees identified for retention, and also others which may be impacted by the unit
development, are detailed below.
Species

DBH

Unit
development
encroachment

HCV

1

White gum

35cm

No

Yes

2

Black peppermint

35cm

No

No

5

unknown

unknown

No

No

6

unknown

unknown

No

No

7

unknown

unknown

No

No

9

unknown

unknown

No

No

10

unknown

unknown

No

No

11

unknown

unknown

No

No

12

Allocasuarina littoralis

26cm

No

No

13

Allocasuarina verticillata

27cm

No

No

Tree
number
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Species

DBH

Unit
development
encroachment

HCV

14

Allocasuarina littoralis

27cm

No

No

15

Black gum

<25cm

No

No

16

White gum

27cm

No

Yes

17

White gum

28cm

No

Yes

18

White gum

31cm

No

Yes

19

White gum

38cm

No

Yes

20

White gum

57cm

No

Yes

21

Callitris rhombodea

31cm

No

No

22

Black gum

36cm

No

No

27

White gum

36cm

No

Yes

28

White gum

39cm

No

Yes

29

White gum

35cm

No

Yes

30

White gum

49cm

Yes

Yes

31

White gum

62cm

Yes >10%

Yes

No
number

White gum

55cm

Yes

Yes

33

Blue gum

44cm

Yes >10%

Yes

34

Blue gum

44cm

Yes

Yes

35

Blue gum

30cm

No

No

36

Blue gum

42cm

Yes

Yes

37

Blue gum

63cm

Yes

Yes

38

Blue gum

44cm

No

Yes

39

Blue gum

76cm

Yes

Yes

40

Blue gum

57cm

No

Yes

41

Blue gum

?

No

Yes

42

Blue gum

>1m

Yes

Yes

Tree
number

No tree removal has been identified for the purposes of bushfire hazard management
and it is therefore assumed all trees identified for retention are capable of retention for
bushfire hazard management purposes.
The proposal complies with the performance criteria P3 as follows:
•

The final amended plans indicate no high conservation value trees require
removal for the proposed unit development and impacts are limited to
encroachment into the tree protection zone of eight (8) high conservation value
trees.

•

The preliminary verbal arborist advice indicates that the extent of encroachment
is tolerable subject to implementation of recommended conditions of approval.

•

To ensure trees identified for retention are retained, conditions of approval are
recommended for inclusion in any permit issued:
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requiring an arborist assessment to:
▪

verify that trees identified for retention in the approved plans are
capable of retention and the extent of encroachment is tolerable; and

▪

identifying any mitigation measures required to ensure the extent of
encroachment is tolerable and the trees are capable of retention;

o

requiring that engineering plans submitted for endorsement demonstrate
compliance with these recommendations; and

o

requiring a performance-based bushfire assessment which demonstrates
no additional tree removal is relied upon beyond that shown in the approved
plans.

Provided the recommended conditions of approval are included in any permit
issued and ensure the level of tree retention proposed is achieved, the proposal
is considered to avoid, minimise and mitigate impacts on trees of high
conservation value. No offsets are required as no high conservation value trees
are proposed for removal.

General Residential Zone
Clause 10.4.3 Site coverage and private open space for all dwellings
Acceptable Solution A2
A dwelling must have an area of private open space that:
(a) is in one location and is at least:
(i) 24 m²; or
(ii) 12 m², if the dwelling is a multiple dwelling with a finished floor level that is
entirely more than 1.8 m above the finished ground level (excluding a
garage, carport or entry foyer); and
(b) has a minimum horizontal dimension of:
(i) 4 m; or
(ii) 2 m, if the dwelling is a multiple dwelling with a finished floor level that is
entirely more than 1.8 m above the finished ground level (excluding a
garage, carport or entry foyer); and
(c) is directly accessible from, and adjacent to, a habitable room (other than a
bedroom); and
(d) is not located to the south, south-east or south-west of the dwelling, unless the
area receives at least 3 hours of sunlight to 50% of the area between 9.00am
and 3.00pm on the 21st June; and
(e) is located between the dwelling and the frontage, only if the frontage is
orientated between 30 degrees west of north and 30 degrees east of north,
excluding any dwelling located behind another on the same site; and
(f) has a gradient not steeper than 1 in 10; and
(g) is not used for vehicle access or parking.
Performance Criteria P2
A dwelling must have private open space that:
(a) includes an area that is capable of serving as an extension of the dwelling for
outdoor relaxation, dining, entertaining and children’s play and that is:
(i) conveniently located in relation to a living area of the dwelling; and
(ii) orientated to take advantage of sunlight.
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Proposal
There are a number of dwellings that do not have an area of Private Open Space
that complies with all of the requirements in A2. In summary these are:
• Lot 10/Unit 1
• Lot 13/Unit 1
• Lot 14/Unit 1
• Lot 15/Unit 1
• Lot 16/Unit 7
• Lot 19/Unit 1
• Lot 22/Unit 11
The specific performance of the dwellings against Acceptable Solution A2 are given
in the table below:
Lot
No.

Comply
Y/N

Lot 10

No

The designated POS for Unit 1 is not directly accessible from
a habitable room - A2(c). It is located south west of the
dwelling.
The access to the POS is obtained via the rear stairs off the
deck. The deck and stairs are adjacent to the Dining Room
and Kitchen of the dwelling. The POS is located at the bottom
of the stairs.

Lot 12

Yes

The designated POS for Unit 1 is directly accessible from the
Dining and Living rooms and complies to size and orientation.

Lot 13

No

The designated POS for Unit 1 is located in the frontage and
does not comply with A2(e) as the orientation of the frontage
is 46 degrees east of north.

Lot 14

No

The designated POS for Unit 1 is located in the frontage and
does not comply with A2(e) as the orientation of the frontage
is 46 degrees east of north.

Lot 15

No

The designated POS for Unit 1 is located in the frontage and
does not comply with A2(e) as the orientation of the frontage
is 45 degrees east of north.

Lot 16

No

The designated POS for Unit 7 is located in the frontage and
does not comply with A2(e) as the orientation of the frontage
is 45 degrees east of north.
The designated POS for Units 1, 2, 3 and 6 comply with A2.

Lot 19

No

The designated POS for Unit 1 is not directly accessible from
a habitable room - A2(c).
The POS is located in the rear/side yard in the north of the site
and has a northerly orientation however it is accessed via the
stairs and deck adjacent to the Living and Dining Rooms. The
POS is located 4m from the end of the deck.

Lot 21

Yes

The designated POS for Units 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 comply with
A2.

Lot 22

No

The designated POS for Unit 11 is not directly accessible from
a habitable room - A2(c).
The designated POS for Units 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12
and 13 comply with A2.

Reason
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The proposed variations can be supported pursuant to this Performance Criteria of
the Zone for the following reasons:
•

•

•

•

•

Lot 10 Unit 1
o

The proposed POS area is capable of serving as an extension of the
dwelling for outdoor relaxation, dining, entertaining and children’s play.

o

There is a substantial garden and landscaping area on the lot which will
remain due to the location of service easements along the southwest rear
boundary and north west side boundary.

o

The area is relatively conveniently located in relation to a living area of the
dwelling. There is also a deck immediately adjacent to the living area
connecting the POS with the dwelling.

o

The area will receive at least 3 hours of sunlight to 50% of the area between
9.00am and 3.00pm on the 21st June.

Lot 13 Unit 1
o

The proposed POS area is capable of serving as an extension of the
dwelling for outdoor relaxation, dining, entertaining and children’s play.

o

The area is relatively conveniently located in relation to a living area of the
dwelling and directly accessible from, and adjacent to, the living area.

o

The area is located and orientated to take advantage of sunlight and is
located north east of the dwelling.

Lot 14 Unit 1
o

The proposed POS area is capable of serving as an extension of the
dwelling for outdoor relaxation, dining, entertaining and children’s play.

o

The area is relatively conveniently located in relation to a living area of the
dwelling and directly accessible from, and adjacent to, the living area.

o

The area is located and orientated to take advantage of sunlight and is
located north east of the dwelling.

Lot 15 Unit 1
o

The proposed POS area is capable of serving as an extension of the
dwelling for outdoor relaxation, dining, entertaining and children’s play.

o

The area is relatively conveniently located in relation to a living area of the
dwelling and directly accessible from, and adjacent to, the living area.

o

The area is located and orientated to take advantage of sunlight and is
located north east of the dwelling.

Lot 16 Unit 7
o

The proposed POS area is capable of serving as an extension of the
dwelling for outdoor relaxation, dining, entertaining and children’s play.
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o

The area is relatively conveniently located in relation to a living area of the
dwelling and directly accessible from, and adjacent to, the living area.

o

The area is located and orientated to take advantage of sunlight and is
located north east of the dwelling.

Lot 19 Unit 1
o

The lot is a corner lot and has significant public exposure. The proposed
POS is located in the side/rear of the lot and provides a high degree of
privacy.

o

The proposed POS area is capable of serving as an extension of the
dwelling for outdoor relaxation, dining, entertaining and children’s play.

o

The area is relatively conveniently located in relation to a living area of the
dwelling. There is also a deck immediately adjacent to the living area
connecting the POS with the dwelling. The POS is located 4m from the
end of the deck and accessed by a short flight of stairs and pathway.

o

The POS is located in the rear/side yard in the north of the site and has a
northerly orientation. The area will receive at least 3 hours of sunlight to
50% of the area between 9.00am and 3.00pm on the 21st June.

Lot 22 Unit 11
o

The proposed POS area is capable of serving as an extension of the
dwelling for outdoor relaxation, dining, entertaining and children’s play.

o

The area is relatively conveniently located in relation to a living area of the
dwelling. It is accessed by a set of stairs directly from the living area of the
dwelling. The stairs are relatively short being 0.69m high and containing 5
steps.

o

The area is located north of the dwelling and will receive at least 3 hours of
sunlight to 50% of the area between 9.00am and 3.00pm on the 21st June.

General Residential Zone
Clause 10.4.4. Sunlight and overshadowing for all dwellings
Acceptable Solution A1
A dwelling must have at least one habitable room (other than a bedroom) in which
there is a window that faces between 30 degrees west of north and 30 degrees east
of north (see Diagram 10.4.4A).
Performance Criteria P1
A dwelling must be sited and designed so as to allow sunlight to enter at least one
habitable room (other than a bedroom).
Proposal
Given the orientation of the existing lot boundaries and the approved subdivision lot
boundaries in DAS-2018-15 only the dwellings on proposed Lots 10 and 12 would
have a habitable window orientated within 30o of north.
The proposed variations can be supported pursuant to this Performance Criteria of the
Zone for the following reasons:
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•

The orientation of the lots has been determined through the assessment process
resulting in the approved subdivision layout in DAS-2018-15. Given the
orientation of the approved lots and their boundaries only the dwellings on
proposed Lots 10 and 12 would have habitable rooms orientated within 30o of
north, based on standard alignments of dwellings parallel to their boundaries.

•

The majority of the proposed dwellings have living areas and rooms located
within the northern part of their respective buildings. It is considered that all the
dwellings have adequate windows and glazed doors that allow sunlight into the
dwelling.

General Residential Zone
Clause 10.4.8 Waste storage for multiple dwellings
Acceptable Solution A1
A multiple dwelling must have a storage area, for waste and recycling bins, that is an
area of at least 1.5 m2 per dwelling and is within one of the following locations:
(a) in an area for the exclusive use of each dwelling, excluding the area in front of
the dwelling; or
(b) in a communal storage area with an impervious surface that:
(i) has a setback of at least 4.5 m from a frontage; and
(ii) is at least 5.5 m from any dwelling; and
(iii)
is screened from the frontage and any dwelling by a wall to a height of at
least 1.2 m above the finished surface level of the storage area.
Performance Criteria P1
A multiple dwelling development must provide storage, for waste and recycling bins,
that is:
(a) capable of storing the number of bins required for the site; and
(b) screened from the frontage and dwellings; and
(c) if the storage area is a communal storage area, separated from dwellings on the
site to minimise impacts caused by odours and noise.
Proposal
The dwellings on Lots 12, 13, 14 and 15 do not comply as the location of the
storage areas for the waste and recycling bins are in the front of the respective
dwellings.
The proposed variations can be supported pursuant to this Performance Criteria of the
Zone for the following reasons:
•

The proposed areas are capable of storing the required bins.

•

The proposed locations are convenient for the residents as they are immediately
adjacent to the dwellings.

•

Adequate screening is provided from the frontage and other adjacent dwellings
that minimises impacts caused by odours and noise. The storage areas are also
centrally located on the lots adjacent to the driveways.

•

A communal storage area is not proposed.
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E10.0 Biodiversity Code
Clause E10.7.1 Buildings and Works
Acceptable Solution A1
Clearance and conversion or disturbance must be within a Building Area on a plan
of subdivision approved under this planning scheme.
Performance Criteria P1
Clearance and conversion or disturbance must satisfy the following:
…
(b) if moderate priority biodiversity values:
(i) development is designed and located to minimise impacts, having regard
to constraints such as topography or land hazard and the particular
requirements of the development;
(ii) impacts resulting from bushfire hazard management measures are
minimised as far as reasonably practicable through siting and fire-resistant
design of habitable buildings;
(iii) remaining moderate priority biodiversity values on the site are retained and
improved through implementation of current best practice mitigation
strategies and ongoing management measures designed to protect the
integrity of these values;
(iv) residual adverse impacts on moderate priority biodiversity values not able
to be avoided or satisfactorily mitigated are offset in accordance with the
Guidelines for the Use of Biodiversity Offsets in the Local Planning Approval
Process, Southern Tasmanian Councils Authority 2013 and Council Policy
6.10.
Proposal
Some of the high conservation value trees impacted by the proposal are located in a
Biodiversity Protection Area. These trees are of a moderate priority biodiversity
value.
The proposal is unable to meet A1 as there is no building area on a plan of
subdivision approved under this planning scheme.
The proposed variations can be supported pursuant to this Performance Criteria of the
Zone for the following reasons:
•

The proposed unit development is designed and located to minimise impacts on
moderate priority vegetation, including individual trees of high conservation
value.

•

No removal of native vegetation subject to the Code for bushfire hazard
management purposes is proposed.

•

All high conservation value trees are proposed to be retained.

•

Conditions of approval are recommended for inclusion in any permit in relation to
tree retention and protection, arborist assessment and engineering drawings and
bushfire.
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E17.0 Signs Code
Clause E17.6.1 Use of Signs
Acceptable Solution A1
A sign must be a permitted sign in Table E.17.3.
Performance Criteria P1
A sign must be a discretionary sign in Table E.17.3.
Proposal
The proposed sign is a “ground-based sign” and it contains the name of the estate –
Maryknoll Estate. It is not a permitted sign in the General Residential Zone.
‘ground-based sign’ - means a sign permanently attached to the ground on its own
supportive structure, independent of any building, primarily intended to identify the
premises or its access on arrival and not be seen from a distance. Does not include
a pole or pylon sign or ground based panel sign.
The proposed variations can be supported pursuant to this Performance Criteria of the
Zone for the following reasons:
•

The proposed sign is a discretionary sign under Table E.17.3.

•

The sign is to be placed in the front yard on what will become Unit 4 on Lot 21.
The sign is associated with a landscape feature. This location is not readily seen
from Derwent Avenue and serves as an entrance sign to the estate. The sign
only contains the words “Maryknoll Estate”.

•

The sign relates to the residential use of the site and does not contain flashing
lights, moving parts, messages or graphics, and is not illuminated. It does not
resemble a statutory sign.

Figure 5 - Proposed ground-based estate sign
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E17.0 Signs Code
Clause E17.7.1 – Standards for Signs
Acceptable Solution A1
A sign must comply with the standards listed in Table E.17.2 and be a permitted sign
in Table E17.3
Performance Criteria P1
A sign not complying with the standards in Table E17.2 or has discretionary status
in Table E17.3 must satisfy all of the following:
(a) be integrated into the design of the premises and streetscape so as to be
attractive and informative without dominating the building or streetscape;
(b) be of appropriate dimensions so as not to dominate the streetscape or
premises on which it is located;
(c) be constructed of materials which are able to be maintained in a satisfactory
manner at all times;
(d) not result in loss of amenity to neighbouring properties;
(e) not involve the repetition of messages or information on the same street
frontage;
(f)

not contribute to or exacerbate visual clutter;

(g) not cause a safety hazard.
Proposal
The sign does not comply with the Table E.17.2 standards for a ground-based sign
in relation to the area of each face (should not be more than 2.5m2). The words
‘Maryknoll Estate’ on the sign have an area of 0.7m2 however the area of the face of
the sign structure is 4.1m2.
The sign is not a permitted sign in Table E17.3.
The proposed variations can be supported pursuant to this Performance Criteria of
the Zone for the following reasons:
•

The sign integrates with the overall site design and is relatively low to the ground
and does not visually dominate the streetscape.

•

The sign structure is natural stone with non-corroding metal letters. These
materials will require little maintenance throughout the life of the sign.

•

The relatively low size and location of the sign is considered to not cause any
loss of amenity to neighbouring properties.

•

There is only one sign and therefore no repetition of messages or information
along the street.

•

The sign will not create a safety hazard as it will not impact on sight distances for
pedestrians or motorists.
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Other Matters
2.5.1 Bushfire Prone Areas Code
It is acknowledged that the proposed unit development does not trigger the
Bushfire-Prone Areas Code E1.0 (the proposed development is not a
vulnerable or hazardous use under Clauses E1.5.1 and E1.5.2). However,
there are other parts of the planning scheme which deal with bushfire hazard
management arrangements for dwellings. The Biodiversity Code, which applies
to part of the site, explicitly deals with bushfire hazard management impacts
from dwellings. Furthermore, there are Zone standards for the Open Space
and Environmental Management Zones which prohibit bushfire hazard
management for a residential use in these zones.
In addition, Condition 6 of the subdivision permit, DAS-2018-15, requires that:
“The subdivision and any future use and development of the lots must only
occur and be maintained in accordance with the endorsed Bushfire Hazard
Management Plan (BHMP) - Council Plan Reference P6 submitted on 17
September 2018. Any variation must be supported by the written agreement of
an accredited bushfire hazard assessor or the Tasmania Fire Service and be to
the satisfaction of Council’s Manager Development Services unless an
alternative Bushfire Hazard Management Plan is approved by Council.”
The proposed unit development proposes reduced setbacks from bushfireprone vegetation from those shown in the subdivision BHMP.
The Tasmania Fire Service (TFS) has provided a performance-based
assessment, which provides for a reduction in the size of the hazard
management areas provided within the subdivision BHMP, and a copy of this
assessment has been provided with the application. However, enquiries to TFS
indicate that the alternative performance-based assessment Bushfire Hazard
Management Plan (BHMP) lodged with the application relies upon management
of the Public Open Space (POS) lot as low threat vegetation; and if this
vegetation is not to be managed in this way, then there may be an issue with
the alternative BHMP.
The subdivision permit BHMP for DAS-2018-15 assessed this vegetation as
“woodland” and Council has confirmed that this is how the land will be managed
once transferred to Council. In view of this, the alternative TFS assessment is
based on an incorrect assumption regarding ongoing management of this land
and the required separation distances are unable to be achieved within the
future lot boundaries. If the management were to extend outside the future lot
boundaries into the Open Space Zone, this management would be a prohibited
use under the planning scheme.
Condition 6 of the subdivision permit also requires that any alternative bushfire
hazard management plan must be approved by Council and this has not been
done to date.
Council requested the applicant to provide a copy of an alternative assessment
demonstrating that the proposed unit development contains the hazard
management areas within the subject land, complies with the subdivision permit
and complies with the requirements of the Kingborough Interim Planning
Scheme 2015.
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While the Planning Report, “Catholic Care - 15 Home Avenue - 38 Multiple
Dwellings, JMG, Sept 2020 submitted with the application stated that
development will be contained within the property boundary and will not
encroach upon the adjacent Council reserve, a copy of an alternative
assessment demonstrating that the proposed unit development complies with
the performance-based assessment by TFS, contains the hazard management
areas within the subject land, and complies with the subdivision permit has not
been provided.
To address this issue, it is recommended that any permit issued includes a
condition that amended plans be submitted showing the proposed separation
distances and BAL and requiring the BAL’s and separation distances be
confirmed by a BAL Assessment submitted to Council prior to the lodgement of
any building applications and the issue of the Building Permits for the units.
This BAL Assessment will also need to demonstrate that the separation
distances and construction requirements will ensure there is no reliance on
management of vegetation within the Public Open Space Zone (POS 200),
based on a classification of Woodland, or Mary Knoll Reserve (CT 33869/1),
based on a classification of Forest. The need for this BAL Assessment as a
condition of approval prior to issue of a building permit for the relevant units was
acknowledged by the applicant and they are fully aware of the proposed
conditions of approval in respect to bushfire.
2.5.2 Part V Agreement
A Part 5 Agreement has been executed and registered on the title of the subject
land in compliance with Condition 8 of the subdivision permit for DAS-2018-15
(Dealing No. E224927). This Part 5 Agreement includes requirements in
relation to tree protection, swift parrots, amenity of 2 and 2A Ocean Esplanade,
visual impact and cat control.
Compliance with these requirements is summarised below:
Tree protection
(a)

The plans identify trees >25cm and permission is being sought for the
removal of eight (8) such trees.

(b)

All of the trees requiring protection under (b) are located within the Low
Density Residential Zone and outside the footprint of the proposed unit
development. Therefore, this requirement is not applicable in relation to
the current application for the 30 multiple dwellings.

(c)

The one tree of high conservation value proposed for removal will be
offset to the satisfaction of Council through inclusion of a condition on any
permit issued to this effect.

Swift Parrot
(d)

The unit design on Lots 21 and 22 comply with the swift parrot collision
requirements, with all glazed surfaces <2m2, no fly-throughs and no
corner windows.

Amenity of 2 and 2A Ocean Esplanade
(e)

Lot 10 only contains a single unit.
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(f)

The plans do not propose or rely upon any removal of vegetation
(excluding grasses and weeds) within 3m of the property boundaries with
2 and 2A Ocean Esplanade.

(g)

The stormwater treatment device in Lot 201 is located >3m of the property
boundaries with 2 and 2A Ocean Esplanade.

Visual Impact
This section pertains to buildings and structures on Lots 6-9 and 3-9. As no
units are proposed on these lots, this requirement is not applicable.
Cat Control
The requirements for cat control are on the title and binding on future owners.
2.5.3 Hygiene
Given the extent of site works, in accordance with clause 8.11.3(b), a condition
should be included in any permit issued requiring implementation of best
practice hygiene measures.
2.6

Public Consultation and Representations
The proposal was advertised in accordance with statutory requirements and six (6)
representations were received against the proposal. The following issues were raised
by the representors:
1.

Issue – Non-Compliance with the Acceptable Solutions of the General
Residential Zone.
It is concerning that there are many discretions where the proposed development
does not meet the Acceptable solutions in the General Residential Zone. The
assessment of Performance Criteria is subjective and open to interpretation.
Council should closely analyse every discretion including:
•

Building envelopes

•

Setbacks

•

Open space

•

Sunlight

•

Privacy

Response
The assessment of the proposed development has identified the matters of
compliance and non-compliance with the Development Standards of the General
Residential Zone and relevant Codes in the Planning Scheme. These are
identified in the Assessment Checklist. The report contains the assessment of
any discretions and their assessment against the Performance Criteria.
The assessment of the proposed development is required to be done in relation
to the subject site at the time of lodgement. The proposal has been assessed on
the subject site with four titles at the time of lodgement (and as subsequently
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adhered into one title). In recognition of the approved subdivision (DAS-201815) currently being developed, and the intention for the proposed dwellings to be
on the new subdivision lots, an assessment based on the new lots has also been
done and is contained in the Assessment Checklist.
2.

Issue – Water Sensitive Urban Design Principles.
The proposal will not comply with the Stormwater Code in relation to the
Acceptable Solutions in Clause E7.7.1 Stormwater drainage and disposal.
Response
The stormwater systems for ensuring water quality were a matter considered with
the subdivision approval DAS-2018-15 and are currently being installed as part
of the subdivision works. These include a number of rain gardens to provide both
detention and improve water quality. Runoff from the proposed roof areas will be
cleaner than is currently the case (less sedimentation) and will be captured in the
subdivision’s detention and water quality system. The proposed dwellings will be
required to connect to the approved stormwater system.

3.

Issue – Compliance with DAS-2018-15 Conditions.
(a)

The Tasmanian Planning Commission placed 27 conditions on the
development when the Planning Scheme Amendment was approved. All
of the 27 conditions need to be rigorously monitored and enforced. These
include:
•

(b)

The requirement for a Part V Agreement

The proposed development DA-2020-480 does not comply with Condition
1 of DAS-2018-15:
“Except as otherwise required by this Permit, use and development of the
land must be substantial in accordance with Development Application
No.DAS-2018-15 and Council Plan Reference No. P6 submitted on 17
September 2018 and P7 submitted on 4 October 2018. This permit relates
to the use of land and buildings irrespective of the applicant or subsequent
occupants, and whoever acts on it must comply with all conditions in this
permit. Any amendment, variation or extension of the Permit requires
further planning consent of Council.”
The following matters are considered to not comply with the subdivision
permit:
•

Condition 1 in relation to the reference to “…must comply with all
conditions in this permit”.

•

Condition 3 - Public Open Space (POS).

The Planning Report, JMC, makes no reference of when the POS Lots 200
and 201 will be transferred to Council.
•

Condition 8 Part V Agreement

There are no details of the Part V Agreement provided to verify tree
protection and removal. The engineering plans contradict the Agreement.
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Removal of any trees should be avoided to support endangered bird
species. The development should be redesigned to avoid impacting on
important trees.
The Part V Agreement should be made public in the interests of
transparency.
Response
(a)

Condition 1 of the subdivision Permit DAS-2018-15 is the standard
condition applied to permits issued under the Land Use Planning and
Approvals Act 1993. The condition is included on all permits and it provides
development rights, in accordance with the approved plans and conditions,
that run with the land and binds the current and subsequent owners to
comply.
The approved subdivision is currently being constructed with a range of
works being done. Currently Council is not aware on any non-compliance
with the conditions of the subdivision permit. This situation is being
monitored and will also be assessed in relation to compliance prior to the
Final Plan of Survey being signed and sealed by Council.
The Council has required that the development application for the 30
multiple dwellings comply with the subdivision permit. This resulted in
further information requests for amended plans being made to the
applicant.

(b)

In relation to the matters raised in the submission concerning the possible
non-compliance of DA-2020-480 with the subdivision conditions the
following comments are made:
•

Condition 3 - Public Open Space (POS).

Condition 3 requires the POS lots to be shown on the Final Plan of Survey
and endorsed as “Public Open Space”. The Final Plan is not provided to
Council for signing until the required works and other requirements of the
subdivision permit have been done to the satisfaction of Council. This is a
matter for the subdivision development.
The provision of the POS is not a matter relevant to the development of the
multiple dwellings and therefore has not been included in the application
by the applicant. Council does not have any basis for requiring the POS to
be included in the application.
•

Condition 8 - Part V Agreement

The Part 5 Agreement was executed on 30 October 2020 and registered
on the title on 16 November 2020. This Agreement is available via a title
search on the LIST (Dealing No. E224927).
The application was lodged against the parent title at the time of lodgement
(2 September 2020) and the Part 5 Agreement had not yet been executed
or registered on the title. Notwithstanding, the proposed development has
been assessed for compliance with the terms of the Part 5 Agreement and
is now considered to meet all relevant requirements. The relevant issues
referred to in the Part V Agreement have also been commented on in the
body of the report.
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Issue – Inconsistencies with the plans.
There is discrepancies and inconsistencies with the plans and supporting
documentation. Examples of these are:
•

the JMG Planning Report submitted with the application states 38 dwellings
and 30 were advertised.

•

Traffic Assessment.

•

Trees identified for removal.

Response
The Planning Report by JMG and supporting documentation was prepared prior
to lodgement of the application whereas the advertised plans reflect the outcome
of the Council’s further information request process. As part of this process,
amended plans were required to be provided after the application was lodged to
demonstrate consistency with the subdivision permit (DAS-2018-15)
requirements. The advertised plans and documents need to be read in sequence
as the design has been substantially modified through the Request for Further
Information process. As a result of this several the dwellings were removed from
the application to ensure compliance with the subdivision conditions including
location of infrastructure and tree retention and clearing.
The amended plans, rather than the Planning Report by JMG, reflect the
proposed tree removal which is limited to eight (8) trees >25cm for the purposes
of the unit development, none of which are of high conservation value.
The reason for the discrepancy between the trees identified on the plans and
those identified in the original Natural Values Report is that the original Natural
Values Report omitted some high conservation value trees on and adjacent to
the subject land. These have now been identified and included in the
assessment of the dwellings.
The Natural Values Assessment dated 13 December 2017 was submitted by the
applicant with the application, but it has not been relied upon to determine the
extent of impacts. Rather the advertised plans form the basis of the assessment,
noting the recommended conditions of approval include a requirement for a
further arborist assessment to ensure trees proposed for retention are retained.
While Council sought to obtain complete application documentation, sufficient
information was provided to enable an assessment of the application.
5.

Issue –Traffic Impact on adjacent dwelling
The new road junction from the estate with Derwent Avenue will adversely impact
on the adjacent dwelling on the corner as it will cut across the current driveway
and create safety and access concerns particularly in light of the proposed
increase in traffic volumes using this intersection.
Response
The design of the new road and intersection with Derwent Avenue was assessed
at the time of the subdivision approval DAS-2018-15. The new road and
intersection are not part of the proposed development application. The design of
the works has been assessed against the required Australian Standards.
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Issue – Social Housing Issues
The proposed development is not a good example of social housing and has not
been designed properly to address many issues with social housing including:
•

Placing too many similar people together in a small housing area.

•

Use of social and police resources to attend to tenant and neighbour
complaints.

•

Under tenanting of housing.

The community is being deceived by advertising the development as a mixture
of affordable public housing and privately owned homes.
Response
The proposed development has been assessed as multiple dwellings under the
General Residential Zone and relevant Codes in the Planning Scheme. The
issues with social housing and how it is provided and managed are not an issue
that the Planning Scheme can address.
7.

Issue – Lack of Infrastructure
The development is an over development of the site with a lack of infrastructure.
Response
The development complies with the density standards in the Planning Scheme.
The development is to be serviced by the approved infrastructure as required by
the conditions of DAS-2018-15.

8.

Issue – Ownership
The front of the property (the Low Density Residential Zone land) should not be
developed and there are concerns at it being sold off.
Response
The zoning of the Low Density Residential Zone land has been assessed under
the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 and the Planning Scheme and
determined by the Tasmanian Planning Commission. The ownership of property
is not a relevant matter for consideration in the assessment of development.

3.

CONCLUSION
The proposed 30 multiple dwellings and the ground-based sign comply to the Acceptable
Solutions and Performance Criteria for the General Residential Zone and the relevant Codes
in the Kingborough Interim Planning Scheme 2015. It is recommended for approval with
conditions reflecting the above discussion.

4

RECOMMENDATION
That the Planning Authority resolves that the development application for 30 multiple
dwellings and sign at 'Presentation Sisters', 15 Home Avenue, Blackmans Bay for JMG
Engineers be approved subject to the following conditions:
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1.

Except as otherwise required by this Permit, use and development of the land must be
substantially in accordance with Development Application No. DA-2020-480, Council
Plan Reference P4 received on 25 March 2021 and Council Plan Reference No. P5
submitted on 31 March 2021. This Permit relates to the use of land or buildings
irrespective of the applicant or subsequent occupants, and whoever acts on it must
comply with all conditions in this Permit. Any amendment, variation or extension of this
Permit requires further planning consent of Council.

2.

The external building materials of all buildings applying to this development must be of
types and colours that are sympathetic to the environment and must be to the
satisfaction of the Manager Development Services. Unpainted metal surfaces will not
be approved. Plans submitted for building approval must indicate the proposed colour
and type of the external building materials.

3.

The approved plans, Council Reference P5 submitted 31 March 2021, contain a
notation that the Horizontal and Vertical Datums on the plans is noted as “Arbitrary”
due to the subdivision works currently being undertaken in relation to the required
works for the approved subdivision DAS-2018-15.
In relation to the siting and construction of the approved dwellings on the Future Lots
contained in DAS-2018-15, their setbacks, heights, floor areas and site coverage must
remain in accordance with the approved plans in relation to the Future Lot boundaries
and areas and the dwellings compliance with the Acceptable Solutions for the
Development Standards for Residential Buildings and Works for the General
Residential Zone of the Kingborough Interim Planning Scheme 2015. Where an
approved dwelling did not comply with an Acceptable Solution and relied on
demonstrating compliance with the Performance Criteria in the Development
Standards for Residential Buildings and Works the extent of the discretion or noncompliance must be maintained and not varied or increased without the written consent
of the Manager Development Services.

4.

Landscaping must be provided in accordance with the approved Landscaping Plans
for the Future Lots as indicated in subdivision approval DAS-2018-15.

5.

Any further signage is not permitted without the prior written consent of the Council.
Application for a Planning Permit must be submitted to Council, together with relevant
documentation.

6.

Prior to endorsement of the Engineering Drawings required under Condition 12,
lodgement of any building applications or issue of a building permit for units located
within the BAL-12.5 or BAL-19 habitable building areas as shown in the approved
subdivision BHMP (DAS-2018-15, JMG, Dwg B01, Revision A, Council Plan Reference
P6 submitted on 17 September 2018 and approved 20 December 2019), a certified
performance-based bushfire assessment and accompanying bushfire hazard
management plan (BHMP) by an accredited bushfire practitioner must be submitted.
This assessment and BHMP must:
(a)

confirm the Bushfire Attack Levels (BAL) and separation distances for the units
which are subject to this performance-based bushfire assessment and which rely
upon the certified subdivision BHMP;

(b)

demonstrate that achieving the required separation distances and construction
requirements does not rely upon:
(i)

management of vegetation within the Public Open Space Zone (POS 200),
based on a classification of Woodland,
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(ii)

management of vegetation within Mary Knoll Reserve (CT 33869/1), based
on a classification of ‘Forest’;

(iii)

additional tree removal beyond that shown in the approved plans; and

be endorsed by Council, consistent with the requirements of Condition 6 of the
subdivision permit for DAS-2018-15.

Once endorsed, this assessment and accompanying BHMP form part of this permit.
7.

8.

9.

Prior to commencement of on-site works and endorsement of the Engineering
Drawings required under Condition 12, an assessment of the engineering design by a
suitably qualified arborist must be submitted to Council. This assessment must:
(a)

verify that trees identified for retention in the Concept Services Sewer, Water and
Stormwater Plans (Council Plan Reference P4, received on 25 March 2021) are
capable of retention and the maximum extent of any encroachment is tolerable;
and

(b)

identify any mitigation or design measures required to ensure the extent of
encroachment is tolerable and the trees are capable of retention.

Plans submitted for building approval for each unit must demonstrate that:
(a)

Units 2 and 7 located on future Lot 21 and Units 2-13 located on Future Lot 22
will be constructed in accordance with the certified performance-based bushfire
assessment and accompanying bushfire hazard management plan (BHMP)
endorsed under Condition 6; and

(b)

all remaining units within the BAL-12.5 Habitable Building Area as shown in the
approved subdivision BHMP (DAS-2018-15, JMG, Dwg B01, Revision A, Council
Plan Reference P6 submitted on 17 September 2018 and approved 20
December 2019) will either be:
(i)

constructed to BAL-12.5 consistent with the subdivision BHMP; or

(ii)

constructed to the relevant BAL as identified in the certified performancebased bushfire assessment and accompanying bushfire hazard
management plan (BHMP) endorsed under Condition 6.

Eight (8) trees identified as T3, T4, T8, T23, T24, T25, T26 and T32 in the Concept
Services Sewer, Water and Stormwater Plans (Council Plan Reference P4, received
on 25 March 2021) are approved for removal to accommodate the proposed
development.
T3, T4 and T8 must not be removed prior to the issue of a Building Permit for Unit 1
located on Future Lot 10.
T23-26 inclusive must not be removed prior to the issue of a Building Permit for the
units located on Future Lot 21.
T32 must not be removed prior to the issue of a Building Permit for the units located
on Future Lot 22.
No further felling, lopping, ringbarking or otherwise injuring or destroying of native
vegetation or individual trees is to take place without the prior written permission of
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Council or in accordance with a further permit or otherwise as provided for in the
Kingborough Interim Planning Scheme 2015 or otherwise in accordance with law.
10.

Prior to the commencement of any on-site works (including any tree removal,
demolition, excavations, placement of fill, delivery of building/construction materials
and/or temporary buildings), all remaining native vegetation, including individual trees
identified for retention in the Concept Services Sewer, Water and Stormwater Plans
(Council Plan Reference P4, received on 25 March 2021)., must be retained and
appropriately protected during construction through:
(a)

implementation of all recommended tree protection measures identified in the
arborist assessment required under Condition 7 and endorsed engineering
drawings required under Condition 12; and

(b)

the installation of temporary fencing between any approved on-site works and
adjacent native vegetation in accordance with AS 4970-2009 to exclude:
(i)

machine excavation including trenching;

(ii)

excavation for silt fencing;

(iii)

cultivation;

(iv)

storage;

(v)

preparation of chemicals, including preparation of cement products;

(vi)

parking of vehicles and plant;

(vii) refuelling;
(viii) dumping of waste;
(ix)

wash down and cleaning of equipment;

(x)

placement of fill;

(xi)

lighting of fires;

(xii) soil level changes;
(xiii) temporary or permanent installation of utilities and signs; and
(xiv) physical damage to the tree(s).
Evidence of satisfactory installation of this fencing must be provided to the Manager
Development Services prior to the commencement of any on-site works.
In addition, the following tree protection measures must be adhered to following
construction for all areas within the Tree Protection Zone but outside the footprint of
the approved works:
(i)

the existing soil level must not be altered around the Tree Protection Zone of the
trees (including the disposal of fill, placement of materials or the scalping of the
soil);
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(ii)

the Tree Protection Zone must be free from the storage of fill, contaminates or
other materials;

(iii)

machinery and vehicles are not permitted to access the Tree Protection Zone;
and

(iv)

development and associated works are not permitted unless otherwise approved
by Council in writing.

Prior to occupation of any of the units all subdivision infrastructure and services must
be installed in accordance with DAS-2018-15 and the associated endorsed engineering
drawings dated 13 November 2020.
Prior to the occupation of each unit, the unit must be connected to these services in
accordance with this permit, the approved plans and associated endorsed engineering
drawings required under Condition 12.

12

Prior to commencement of on-site works, engineering design drawings must be
submitted to Council for approval. The engineering plans and specifications must be
prepared and certified by a professional Civil Engineer, in consultation with a suitably
qualified arborist. Plans must be to satisfaction of the Executive Manager Engineering
Services and comply with:
•

Tasmanian Standard Drawings

•

Austroads Standards and Australian Standards

•

Australian Rainfall and Runoff Guidelines

•

Bushfire hazard management requirements as required under Condition 6.

The Plans must include, but are not limited to:
(a)

(b)

Detailed internal vehicular and pedestrian access, carparking and manoeuvring
areas including:
i.

Longitudinal and Cross sections of the driveway/access road.

ii.

Contours, finish levels and gradients of the driveway/access road.

iii.

Stormwater drainage.

iv.

Pavement construction.

v.

Wheel stops for open parking bays (as appropriate).

vi.

Lighting for parking and vehicle circulation roadways and pedestrian paths.

Design (including supporting documentation and hydraulic calculations) of the
proposed stormwater infrastructure including:
i.

Stormwater layout details to service all dwellings on all future lots.

ii.

A water sensitive urban design system to achieve the acceptable
stormwater quality and quantity targets required in Table E7.1 of the
Kingborough Interim Planning Scheme 2015 including MUSIC modelling.
This is applicable for the multiple dwellings on future Lots 16, 21 and 22.
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iii.

A reticulated stormwater system sized to accommodate at least the
estimated 5% AEP (Annual Exceedance Probability) flow. Any on-site
stormwater detention must be detailed including how the on-site detention
will be serviced to prevent blockages while maintaining its capacity.

iv.

Overland flowpaths sized to accommodate the estimated 1% AEP (Annual
Exceedance Probability) flow.

Design of the infrastructure is consistent with the arborist assessment required
under Condition 7 and enables retention of individual trees and their associated
tree root protection zones identified for retention in the Concept Services Sewer,
Water and Stormwater Plans (Council Plan Reference P4, received on 25 March
2021).

Once endorsed the plans will form part of the permit.
13.

All visitor parking spaces must be contained within the common property on any future
strata title applications to the satisfaction of Council.

14.

The construction works must be undertaken in accordance with the approved drawings.
Works must be to the satisfaction and approval of the Director Engineering Services.
A Permit to carry out works within a Council road reservation must be obtained prior to
any works commencing within the Council road reservation.

15.

Prior to the commencement of site works a soil and water management plan must be
submitted to Council for approval. The plan must be in accordance with NRM South
Soil and Water Management of Construction Sites – Guidelines and Tasmanian
Standard Drawings (TSD-SW28). A site inspection of the implemented plan by the
Council’s Development Inspector must be satisfactorily undertaken with the principal
contractor prior to the commencement of any work on site.

16.

All waste material generated by the development or from other sources must be
contained in appropriate building waste containers for periodic removal to a licensed
disposal site. The receptacle must be of a size to adequately contain the amount of
waste generated and must be appropriately located on the subject site and must not
impede residential traffic or parking at any time.

17.

The conditions as determined by TasWater, and set out in the attached Appendix A,
form part of this permit.

ADVICE
A.

In accordance with section 53(5) of the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993
this permit lapses after a period of two years from the date on which it is granted if the
use or development in respect of which it is granted is not substantially commenced
within that period.

B.

The Developer should not allocate any property address numbers for the proposed
units.
New property addresses will be allocated prior to the signing of the survey plan in
relation to the approved subdivision DAS 2018-15.
These numbers must then be referenced on design and As-Constructed drawings as
well as any Strata Plans lodged for sealing.
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The approval in this permit is under the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993
and does not provide any approvals under other Acts including, but not limited to
Building Act 2016, Urban Drainage Act 2013, Food Act 2003 or Council by-laws.
If your development involves demolition, new buildings or alterations to buildings
(including plumbing works or onsite wastewater treatment) it is likely that you will be
required to get approvals under the Building Act 2016. Change of use, including visitor
accommodation, may also require approval under the Building Act 2016. Advice should
be sought from Council’s Building Department or an independent building surveyor to
establish any requirements.

D.

An application for Notifiable Plumbing Work must be lodged with Council before
commencing any work.

E.

A drainage design plan at a scale of 1:200, designed by a qualified Hydraulic Designer,
showing the location of the proposed sewer and stormwater house connection drains;
including the pipe sizes, pits and driveway drainage, must be submitted with the
application for Plumbing Permit.

ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Locality Plan
Application Site Plans and Sign
Checklist
TasWater Conditions
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Locality Plan – 15 Home Avenue, Blackmans Bay
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Attachment 1
ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
ZONE PROVISIONS

CLAUSE

COMPLIES?

COMMENTS

YES NO N/A
Genera Residential Zone
Residential
density for
multiple
dwellings
(Cl.10.4.1).

Setbacks and
building
envelop for all
dwellings
(Cl.10.4.2).

• A1 – Multiple dwellings
must have a site area per
dwelling of not less than:
(a) 325m2; or
(b) if within a density area
specified in Table 10.4.1
below and shown on
the planning scheme
maps, that specified for
the density area.



A1 –. Complies. Density for the
subject site is 1056 m2 per
dwelling. This figure is based on
dividing the current total site
area of the General Residential
Zoned land at the time of
lodgement of the application
(3.17 ha) by the number of
proposed dwellings (30).
The density has also been
calculated based on the
assumption that the subdivision,
Permit DAS 2018-15, has been
completed and the new General
Residential lots created. The
proposed site area per dwelling
complies with A1 when
considered on this basis as
follows:
Lot 10 - 896m2 per dwelling
Lot 12 - 670m2 per dwelling
Lot 13 - 661m2 per dwelling
Lot 14 - 770m2 per dwelling
Lot 15 - 837m2 per dwelling
Lot 16 - 456m2 per dwelling
Lot 19 - 561m2 per dwelling
Lot 21 - 542m2 per dwelling
Lot 22 - 381m2 per dwelling

• A1- Unless within a
building area, a dwelling,
excluding protrusions
(such as eaves, steps,
porches, and awnings)
that extend not more
than 0.6 m into the
frontage setback, must
have a setback from a
frontage that is:
(a) if the frontage is a
primary frontage, at



A1 – Complies –. The proposal
complies with the setbacks from
the existing street frontages off
Blowhole Road, Derwent Avenue
and Ocean Esplanade. The
setbacks from these frontages are
44m, 14.1m and 55.3m
respectively.
The setbacks have also been
calculated based on the
assumption that the subdivision,
Permit DAS 2018-15, has been
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COMPLIES?

COMMENTS

YES NO N/A
least 4.5 m, or, if the
setback from the
primary frontage is
less than 4.5 m, not
less than the
setback, from the
primary frontage, of
any existing dwelling
on the site; or
(b) if the frontage is not
a primary frontage,
at least 3 m, or, if
the setback from the
frontage is less than
3 m, not less than
the setback, from a
frontage that is not
a primary frontage,
of any existing
dwelling on the site;
or
(c) if for a vacant site
with existing
dwellings on
adjoining sites on
the same street, not
more than the
greater, or less than
the lesser, setback
for the equivalent
frontage of the
dwellings on the
adjoining sites on
the same street; or
(d) if the development
is on land that abuts
a road specified in
Table 10.4.2, at least
that specified for the
road.
• A2 -A garage or carport
must have a setback from
a primary frontage of at
least:
(a) 5.5 m, or
alternatively 1 m
behind the façade of
the dwelling; or

completed and the new General
Residential lots created. The
proposed setbacks comply with
A1 when considered on this basis
as follows:
Lot 10
13.71m.
Lot 12 5.0m.
Lot 13 4.56m.
Lot 14 4.62m.
Lot 15 7.6m.
Lot 16 4.59m.
Lot 19 4.76m (Primary); 4.92m
(Non-Primary).
Lot 21 4.56m.
Lot 22 4.5m (Primary); 3.0m (NonPrimary).



A2 – Complies – The proposal
complies as the required setbacks
from the existing street frontages
of Blowhole Road, Derwent
Avenue and Ocean Esplanade.
are 44m, 14.1m and 55.3m
respectively.
The garage/carport setbacks have
also been calculated based on the
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COMPLIES?

COMMENTS

YES NO N/A
(b) the same as the
dwelling façade, if a
portion of the
dwelling gross floor
area is located
above the garage or
carport; or
(c) 1 m, if the natural
ground level slopes
up or down at a
gradient steeper
than 1 in 5 for a
distance of 10 m
from the frontage.

•

A3 - A dwelling,
excluding outbuildings
with a building height of
not more than 2.4 m and
protrusions (such as
eaves, steps, porches,
and awnings) that
extend not more than
0.6 m horizontally
beyond the building
envelope, must:
(a) be contained within
a building envelope
(refer to Diagrams
10.4.2A, 10.4.2B,
10.4.2C and
10.4.2D)
determined by:
(i) a distance
equal to the
frontage
setback or, for
an internal lot,
a distance of
4.5 m from the
rear boundary
of a lot with an
adjoining
frontage; and
(ii) projecting a line
at an angle of
45 degrees

assumption that the subdivision,
Permit DAS 2018-15, has been
completed and the new General
Residential lots created. The
proposed setbacks comply with
A1 when considered on this basis
as follows:
Lot 10 13.7m.
Lot 12 11.2m
Lot 13 14.8m
Lot 14 16.0m.
Lot 15 18.8m.
Lot 16 12.4m.
Lot 19 5.52m.
Lot 21 6.9m.
Lot 22 8.5m.



A3 – Complies - All the dwellings
comply to the Building Envelope
including the height and side and
rear boundary set back
requirements.
The 30 dwellings have also been
assessed on the assumption that
the subdivision, Permit DAS 201815, has been completed and the
new General Residential lots
created. The proposed building
heights and setbacks comply with
A3.
Note is made that the Horizontal
and Vertical Datums on the plans
is note as “Arbitary” due to the
subdivision works currently being
undertaken in relation to the
require works for DAS 2018-15.
Conditions have been included in
the Permit to:
• require compliance to the
setbacks required to
achieve compliance with
the Acceptable Standards
in the Planning Scheme
for the boundary
setbacks in relation to the
boundaries of the new
lots under Permit DAS
2018-15; and
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COMPLIES?

COMMENTS

YES NO N/A
•

from the
horizontal at a
height of 3 m
above natural
ground level at
the side
boundaries and
a distance of 4
m from the rear
boundary to a
building height
of not more
than 8.5 m
above natural
ground level;
and
(b) only have a setback
within 1.5 m of a
side boundary if the
dwelling:
(i) does not
extend beyond
an existing
building built
on or within 0.2
m of the
boundary of the
adjoining lot; or
(ii) does not
exceed a total
length of 9 m or
one-third the
length of the
side boundary
(whichever is
the lesser).
• A4 - No trees of high
conservation value will be
impacted.

Site coverage
and private
open space for
all dwellings
(Cl.10.4.3)

A1 – Dwellings must have:
(a)a site coverage of not
more than 50% (excluding
eaves up to 0.6m); and
(b)for multiple dwellings, a
total area of private open





X

maintain the maximum
heights of the dwellings
as detailed in the
approved plans and to
achieve compliance to
with the Acceptable
Standards in the Planning
Scheme for the building
envelopes.

A4 – Not Complying.
The works will impact on trees of
high conservation value, and
therefore do not comply with A1
and must be assessed against the
performance criteria.
A1(a) – Complies. Site coverage
for the subject site is less than
12%. This figure is based on
dividing the current total site
area at the time of lodgement of
the application of 3.17ha by the
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COMPLIES?

COMMENTS

YES NO N/A
space of not less than 60m²
associated with each
dwelling, unless the dwelling
has a finished floor level that
is entirely more than 1.8m
above the finished ground
level (excluding a garage,
carport or entry foyer); and
(c)a site area of which at
least 25% of the site area is
free from impervious
surfaces.

• A2 -.A dwelling must have
an area of private open
space that:
(a) is in one location and is
at least:
(i) 24 m²; or
(ii) 12 m², if the
dwelling is a
multiple dwelling
with a finished
floor level that is
entirely more than
1.8 m above the
finished ground
level (excluding a
garage, carport or
entry foyer); and
(b) has a minimum
horizontal dimension
of:
(i) 4 m; or
(ii) 2 m, if the dwelling
is a multiple
dwelling with a
finished floor level
that is entirely

number of proposed dwellings
(30).
The site coverage has also been
calculated based on the
assumption that the subdivision,
Permit DAS 2018-15, has been
completed and the new General
Residential lots created. The site
coverage complies with A1 when
considered on this basis and is in
the range of 20-35% for the
relevant lolts.
A1(b) – Complies - Each dwelling
has a total area of private open
space of not less than 60m2.
A1(c) – Complies - at least 25% of
the site area is free from
impervious surfaces. The total
amount of the site to be covered
by impervious surfaces including
roofed areas, driveways, road,
footpaths is less than 37%.

X

A2 – Not Complying. There are a
number of dwellings that do not
have a Private Open Space area
that complies with all of the
requirements in A2.
Non-complying Units:
• Lot 10/Unit 1
• Lot 13/Unit 1
• Lot 14/Unit 1
• Lot 15/Unit 1
• Lot 16/Unit 7
• Lot19/Unit 1
• Lot 22/Unit 11
Complying Units:
• Lot 12/Unit 1
• Lot 16/Units 1, 2, 3, 6
• Lot 21/Units 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7.
• Lot 22/Units 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13.
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COMPLIES?

COMMENTS

YES NO N/A
more than 1.8 m
above the finished
ground level
(excluding a
garage, carport or
entry foyer); and
(c) is directly accessible
from, and adjacent to, a
habitable room (other
than a bedroom); and
(d) is not located to the
south, south-east or
south-west of the
dwelling, unless the
area receives at least 3
hours of sunlight to
50% of the area
between 9.00am and
3.00pm on the 21st
June; and
(e) is located between the
dwelling and the
frontage, only if the
frontage is orientated
between 30 degrees
west of north and 30
degrees east of north,
excluding any dwelling
located behind another
on the same site; and
(f) has a gradient not
steeper than 1 in 10;
and
(g) is not used for vehicle
access or parking.
Sunlight and
overshadowing
for all dwellings

•

A1 A dwelling must have
at least one habitable
room (other than a
bedroom) in which there
is a window that faces
between 30 degrees
west of north and 30
degrees east of north
(see Diagram 10.4.4A).

X

A1 – Not Complying - Given the
orientation of the existing lot
boundaries and the approved lot
boundaries in DAS 2018-15 only
the dwellings on proposed Lots
10 and 12 would have a habitable
window orientated within 30o of
north.

•

A2 - A multiple dwelling
that is to the north of a
window of a habitable
room (other than a

X

A2 - Complying –
The majority of -the dwellings do
not have an orientation 30o of
north and therefore do not have

(Cl.10.4.4)
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COMPLIES?

COMMENTS

YES NO N/A
bedroom) of another
dwelling on the same
site, which window faces
between 30 degrees
west of north and 30
degrees east of north
(see Diagram 10.4.4A),
must be in accordance
with (a) or (b), unless
excluded by (c):
(a) The multiple dwelling is
contained within a line
projecting (see Diagram
10.4.4B):
(i) at a distance of 3
m from the
window; and
(ii) vertically to a
height of 3 m
above natural
ground level and
then at an angle of
45 degrees from
the horizontal.
(b) The multiple dwelling
does not cause the
habitable room to
receive less than 3
hours of sunlight
between 9.00 am and
3.00 pm on 21st June.
(c) That part, of a multiple
dwelling, consisting of:
(i) an outbuilding
with a building
height no more
than 2.4 m; or
(ii) protrusions (such
as eaves, steps,
and awnings) that
extend no more
than 0.6 m
horizontally from
the multiple
dwelling.
•

A3 - A multiple dwelling,
that is to the north of
the private open space,

window facing between 30
degrees west of north and 30
degrees east of north.
Accordingly, the Acceptable
Solution is not applicable.
However where a north facing
window is proposed the design of
the dwellings complies with the
Acceptable Solution.
The only dwelling north of a
complying north facing window
of a dwelling on the same site is
Unit 1 on Lot 12. This situation
complies with A2(a) as the two
proposed dwellings are separated
by car parking spaces between
them.

X

A3 –Complies – Shadow diagrams
have been provided
demonstrating the
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COMMENTS

YES NO N/A
of another dwelling on
the same site, required
in accordance with A2 or
P2 of subclause 10.4.3,
must be in accordance
with (a) or (b), unless
excluded by (c):
(a) The multiple dwelling is
contained within a line
projecting (see Diagram
10.4.4C):
(i) at a distance of 3
m from the
northern edge of
the private open
space; and
(ii) vertically to a
height of 3 m
above natural
ground level and
then at an angle of
45 degrees from
the horizontal.
(b) The multiple dwelling
does not cause 50% of
the private open space
to receive less than 3
hours of sunlight
between 9.00 am and
3.00 pm on 21st June.
(c) That part, of a multiple
dwelling, consisting of:
(i) an outbuilding
with a building
height no more
than 2.4 m; or
(ii) protrusions (such
as eaves, steps,
and awnings) that
extend no more
than 0.6 m
horizontally from
the multiple
dwelling.
Width of
openings for
garages and
carports for all

•

A1 - A garage or carport
within 12 m of a primary
frontage (whether the
garage or carport is free-

overshadowing of dwellings. The
proposed dwellings are shown to
not cause 50% of the private
open space of other dwellings to
receive less than 3 hours of
sunlight between 9am and 3pm
on 21 June.
The sunlight and overshadowing
standard A3 has also been
calculated based on the
assumption that the subdivision,
Permit DAS 2018-15, has been
completed and the new General
Residential lots created. The
dwellings on the proposed lots
comply with A3.
This situation may change with
any future development of
further dwellings on proposed
Lots 13, 14, and 15. However
that is a matter to be assessed at
the time of any development
applications and in accordance
with the relevant Planning
Scheme standards.



A1 - Complies – A garage/carport
is not proposed within 12m on
the existing frontages.
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COMMENTS

YES NO N/A
dwellings

standing or part of the
dwelling) must have a
total width of openings
facing the primary
frontage of not more
than 6 m or half the
width of the frontage
(whichever is the lesser).

(Cl.10.4.5)

Privacy for all
dwellings
(Cl.10.4.6)

•

A1 - A balcony, deck,
roof terrace, parking
space, or carport
(whether freestanding or
part of the dwelling),
that has a finished
surface or floor level
more than 1 m above
natural ground level
must have a
permanently fixed
screen to a height of at
least 1.7 m above the
finished surface or floor
level, with a uniform
transparency of no more
than 25%, along the
sides facing a:
(a) side boundary,
unless the balcony,
deck, roof terrace,
parking space, or
carport has a
setback of at least 3
m from the side
boundary; and
(b) rear boundary,
unless the balcony,
deck, roof terrace,
parking space, or
carport has a
setback of at least 4
m from the rear
boundary; and
(c) dwelling on the
same site, unless
the balcony, deck,

The garage and carport widths
have also been calculated based
on the assumption that the
subdivision, Permit DAS 2018-15,
has been completed and the new
General Residential lots created.
The dwellings on the proposed
lots all comply with A1 - i.e. any
garages/carports within 12m of a
frontage have openings of no
more than 6m or half the width
of the frontage.


A1 – Complies.
The majority of the dwellings are
a single storey and therefore the
number of elevated decks and
similar structures are limited.
There are elevated decks only on
Lots 10, 19 and 22. The dwellings
with these structures are well
separated from both existing and
proposed approved lot
boundaries and other dwellings
on the site/s. They comply with
A1 standards.
Elevated decks (with a finished
surface level more than 1m above
natural ground level) are
proposed on the north-eastern
side of Units 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 on
proposed Lot 22. They are well
separated from existing and
proposed approved side and rear
boundaries. The decks generally
achieve the required 6m
separation from other areas of
Private Open Space with the
exception of the Private Open
Spaces for Units 4 and 5. A
permanently fixed screen is to be
provided on the edge of the deck
on Unit 5 facing the POS of Unit 4
in compliance with A1.
The decks for Lot 22 Units 1 to 6
would be less than 6m from the
windows within the southwestern elevations of the other
dwelling s on the lot to the east
(Units 7 to 13). These windows
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COMMENTS

YES NO N/A
roof terrace,
parking space, or
carport is at least 6
m:
(i) from a window
or glazed door,
to a habitable
room of the
other dwelling
on the same
site; or
(ii) from a balcony,
deck, roof
terrace or the
private open
space, of the
other dwelling
on the same
site.
•

A2 - A window or glazed
door, to a habitable
room, of a dwelling, that
has a floor level more
than 1 m above the
natural ground level,
must be in accordance
with (a), unless it is in
accordance with (b):
(a) The window or glazed
door:
(i) is to have a
setback of at least
3 m from a side
boundary; and
(ii) is to have a
setback of at least
4 m from a rear
boundary; and
(iii) if the dwelling is a
multiple dwelling,
is to be at least 6
m from a window
or glazed door, to
a habitable room,
of another
dwelling on the
same site; and

would not be habitable rooms as
defined (i.e. they are bathrooms,
toilets and hallways) and
therefore complies to A1.



A2 – Complies - Due to the
general slope of the site several
dwellings will have floor levels
greater than 1m above natural
ground level.
The windows of the dwellings on
proposed lots 10, 13, 14, 15, 19
and 21 achieve the separation
required from existing and
approved boundaries, areas of
Private Open Space, and other
habitable room windows within
the development.
There are dwellings with
habitable rooms with elevated
floor levels on proposed Lot 22.
Their windows achieve the
separation required from other
habitable windows.
Several of the dwellings along the
south-western boundary of
proposed Lot 22 (Units 1-6)will
be less than 6m apart. However
windows to habitable rooms with
elevated floor levels are not
proposed within the respective
elevations where the required
separation is not achieved, as
only windows to non-habitable
rooms are proposed in this
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YES NO N/A
(iv) if the dwelling is a
multiple dwelling,
is to be at least 6
m from the private
open space of
another dwelling
on the same site.
(b) The window or glazed
door:
(i) is to be offset, in
the horizontal
plane, at least 1.5
m from the edge
of a window or
glazed door, to a
habitable room of
another dwelling;
or
(ii) is to have a sill
height of at least
1.7 m above the
floor level or has
fixed obscure
glazing extending
to a height of at
least 1.7 m above
the floor level; or
(iii) is to have a
permanently fixed
external screen for
the full length of
the window or
glazed door, to a
height of at least
1.7 m above floor
level, with a
uniform
transparency of
not more than
25%.
•

A3 - shared driveway or
parking space (excluding
a parking space allocated
to that dwelling) must be
separated from a
window, or glazed door,
to a habitable room of a
multiple dwelling by a

situation. The dwellings within
the north-eastern row (Units 713) would not have habitable
room windows that face other
habitable room windows.
This situation may change with
any future development of
further dwellings on proposed
Lots 13, 14, 15 and 21. However
that is a matter to be assessed at
the time of any development
applications and in accordance
with the relevant Planning
Scheme standards.



A3 – Complies – The proposal
complies in that the separation
distance of 2.5m is provided
between shared driveways and
habitable room windows and
screens provided where a lessor
separation occurs under A3(b).
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horizontal distance of at
least:
(a) 2.5 m; or
(b) 1 m if:
(i) it is separated by a
screen of at least 1.7
m in height; or
(ii) the window, or
glazed door, to a
habitable room has a
sill height of at least
1.7 m above the
shared driveway or
parking space, or has
fixed obscure glazing
extending to a height
of at least 1.7 m
above the floor level.
Frontage fences
for all dwellings
(Cl. 10.4.7)

Waste storage
for multiple
dwellings (Cl.
10.4.8)

• A1 – A fence (including a
free-standing wall) within
4.5 m of a frontage must
have a height above
natural ground level of
not more than:
(a) 1.2 m if the fence is
solid; or
(b) 1.8 m, if any part of the
fence that is within 4.5
m of a primary frontage
has openings above a
height of 1.2 m which
provide a uniform
transparency of not less
than 30% (excluding
any posts or uprights).
•

A1 -.A multiple dwelling
must have a storage
area, for waste and
recycling bins, that is an
area of at least 1.5 m2
per dwelling and is
within one of the
following locations:
(a) in an area for the
exclusive use of each
dwelling, excluding the
area in front of the
dwelling; or



A1 – Complies - All fences
proposed in the application are
well clear (more than 4.5m) of
the existing frontages.
The proposed fences comply with
the Acceptable solution standards
in relation to the proposed lots
and frontages approved in DAS
2018-15. Any proposed frontage
fencing that is over 1.2m and up
to 1.8m high will provide the
required transparency.

X

A1 – Not Complying – Dwellings
on Lots 12,13, 14, and 15 do not
comply as the location of the
storage areas for the waste and
recycling bins are in the front of
the respective dwellings.
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(b) in a communal storage
area with an impervious
surface that:
(i) has a setback of at
least 4.5 m from a
frontage; and
(ii) is at least 5.5 m
from any dwelling;
and
(iii) is screened from
the frontage and
any dwelling by a
wall to a height of
at least 1.2 m
above the finished
surface level of the
storage area.

Code Provisions
CLAUSE

COMPLIES?

COMMENTS

YES NO N/A
E1.0 Bushfire-Prone Areas Code
The proposed use of multiple dwellings are not classified as vulnerable or hazardous uses and
subdivision is not proposed. Therefore the Bushfire-Prone Areas Code is not applicable to the
application.
[Note: vulnerable use includes:
(d) Residential if for respite centre, residential aged care home, retirement home, and group
home.]

E3.0 Landslide Code (Low)
The proposed use of multiple dwellings are not classified as vulnerable or hazardous uses and
subdivision is not proposed. The proposed uses for Multiple Dwellings are exempt under Cl.E3.4 - Use
or Development Exempt from this Code:
…(c) buildings within a Low Landslide Hazard Area.

E6.0 Parking and Access Code
Use standards –
number of car
parking spaces

• A1 - Number of on-site
car parking spaces
complies with table

A1 – Complies - Parking for
multiple dwellings is total of
spaces.

• A1 – Number of vehicle
access points complies

A1 - Complies – The subject.

(Cl.E6.6.1)

Number of
vehicular
accesses
(Cl.E6.7.1)
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COMPLIES?

COMMENTS

YES NO N/A
Design of
vehicular
accesses

• A1 - Design of vehicle
access points complies

A1 - Complies – The access and
manoeuvring areas have been
designed to comply with the
standards.

• A1 - Vehicular passing
areas along an access.

A1 – Complies -

(Cl.E6.7.2)

Vehicular
Passing Areas
Along an
Access (Cl.E6.7.3)

•

On-Site
Turning
(CL.6.7.4)

Layout of
Parking Areas

A1 – Complies - Proposed
driveway is 6m wide.

•

A1 - layout in compliance
with Australian
Standard.

A1 – Complies – to be built to
Australian Standard (Section 2
‘Design of Parking Modules’
Australian Standard
AS2890.1:2004 Parking Facilities:
Off-street car parking.

•

A1 - Parking spaces and
vehicle circulation
roadways provided

A1 – Complies – Vehicle
accessible areas will be sealed.

(CL.6.7.5)

Surface
Treatment of
Parking Areas

A1 - On-site turning
must be provided to
exit a site in a forward
direction, except if it
serves no more than
two dwelling units.

(CL.6.7.6)

• A1 - Parking and vehicle
circulation roadways and
pedestrian paths serving
5 or more car parking
spaces, used outside
daylight hours, must be
provided with lighting

A1 – Complies – Low level
security lighting to be provided.
Condition on permit.

A1 – Complies –the proposal
includes site landscaping.

(CL.6.7.8)

• Landscaping of parking
and circulation areas
must be provided where
more than 5 car parking
spaces are proposed

Access to a
road (Cl.6.7.14)

• A1 - – Access to a road
complies with road
authority requirements

A1 - Complies - Access to Jenkins
St to comply with Council
requirements.

Lighting of
Parking Areas
(CL.6.7.7)

Landscaping of
Parking Areas

E7.0 Stormwater Management Code
Stormwater
drainage and
disposal

• A1 - Disposal of
stormwater to public
infrastructure

A1 - Complies – Stormwater is to
be to the existing public
stormwater infrastructure

(Cl.E7.7.1)

• A2 – Sensitive design of
stormwater system

A2 – Complies –
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COMPLIES?

CLAUSE

COMMENTS

YES NO N/A
incorporates water
sensitive urban design
principles
• A3 – Design of minor
stormwater drainage
system

A3 – Complies -

• A4 – Design of major
stormwater drainage
system

A4 – Complies -.

E10.0 Biodiversity Code
Buildings and
Works (E10.7.1)

• A1 - Clearance and
conversion or disturbance
must be within a Building
Area on a plan of
subdivision approved
under this planning
scheme.

A1 - Not Complying – There is no
Building Areas on a plan of
subdivision approved under this
planning scheme.

X

E11.0 Waterways and Coastal Protection Code.
The site is within a Waterway and Coastal Protection Area however the proposal will not impact this
area therefore Code E11.0 is not applicable.

E17.0 Signs Code
Use of Signs
(E.17.6.1)

•

A1 - A sign must be a
permitted sign in Table
E.17.3.

•

A2 - A sign associated
with the sale of goods or
services must relate
directly to the use of the
building or site to which
it is affixed.

•

A3 - A sign must not
contain flashing lights,
moving parts or moving

P

A1 – Not Complying – The
proposed sign is a “ground based
sign” and it contains the name of
the estate – Maryknoll Estate. It
is discretionary in the General
Residential Zone.
[ground based sign - means a sign
permanently attached to the
ground on its own supportive
structure, independent of any
building, primarily intended to
identify the premises or its access
on arrival and not be seen from a
distance. Does not include a pole
or pylon sign or ground based
panel sign.]
P

P

A2 – NA.

A3 – Complies. The sign does not
contain flashing lights, moving
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COMPLIES?

COMMENTS

YES NO N/A
or changing messages or
graphics, except if a
Statutory Sign

Development
Standards

•

A4 - An illuminated sign
must not be located
within 30 metres of a
residential use, except if
a Statutory Sign.

•

A1 - A sign must comply
with the standards listed
in Table E.17.2 and be a
permitted sign in Table
E17.3

(E17.7.1)

parts or moving or changing
messages or graphics.
P

A4 – Complies – the sign is not
illuminated.

X

A1 - Not Complying –
• The sign does not comply
with the Table E.17.2
standard for a ground
based sign in relation to
the area of each face –
(should not be more than
2.5m2):
o The words Maryknoll
Estate on the sign
have an area of 0.7m2
however the area of
face of the sign
structure is 4.1m2.
• The sign is not a
permitted sign in Table
E17.3.
The ground based sign complies
with the following size standards
in Table E17.3:
(a) Height above the ground
no more than 2400mm:
The sign has a height
of 1.235m.
(c) Does not encroach on any
road or other public
reservation.
o The sign is located on
a lot within the estate
and does not
encroach n the road
or a public
reservation.
o

•

A2 - The number of signs
per business per street
frontage must comply
with all of the following:

P

A2 – Complies – there is only 1
sign.
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COMPLIES?

COMMENTS

YES NO N/A
(a) maximum of 1 of each
sign type;
(b) maximum of 1 window
sign per window;
(c) if the street frontage is
less than 20 m in
length, the maximum
number of signs on that
frontage is 3;
(d) if the street frontage is
20 m in length or
greater, the maximum
number of signs on that
frontage is 6.
except for the following sign
types, for which there is no
limit;
(i) Building Site,
(ii) Name Plate,
(iii) Newspaper Day Bill,
(iv) Open/Closed,
(v) Real Estate,
(vi) Street Number,
(vii) Temporary Sign.
•

A3 - Signs must not
obscure or prevent or
delay a driver from
seeing a Statutory Sign
or a Tourist Information
Sign.

P

A3 – Complies. The sign is
located in the front yard of
proposed lot 21 adjacent to the
new internal road. It does not
obscure or prevent or delay a
driver from seeing a Statutory
Sign or a Tourist Information Sign.

•

A4 - Signs must not
resemble Statutory Signs
because of the same or
similar shape, size,
design, colour, letter size
or lighting.

P

A4 – Complies – The sign is clearly
an Estate Name sign and does not
resemble a Statutory Signs.

Note: All other codes were reviewed and are not applicable to the proposed use/development.
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OPEN SESSION
15

NOTICES OF MOTION

15.1

Climate Change Resourcing

The following Notice of Motion was submitted by Cr Midgley
RECOMMENDATION
That Council considers an additional $50,000 of funding in the 2021/2022 midyear budget review
to address actions identified under the key priority areas in the Kingborough Climate Change Plan
2019-2024. These key priority areas are:
•

Climate change strategic management;

•

Energy and greenhouse gas management; and

•

Climate change adaption.

Background
In July 2019, Kingborough Council declared a Climate Change and Biodiversity Emergency.
Kingborough Council has a Climate Change Plan 2019-2024 (the plan) and Climate Change
Adaption Policy (the policy).
The emphasis within the plan is in accordance with the climate change approach undertaken by
Kingborough for over 10 years targeting the three key categories of action that are essential; these
being:
•

climate change strategic management;

•

energy and greenhouse gas management; and

•

climate change adaptation.

The plan and the policy is insufficiently resourced, and Council has been unable to fulfil all of its
actions in the plan.
Allocating necessary funding in the mid-year budget review to address the specific actions in the
Climate Change Plan 2019-2024 will:
•

Enable council to focus on the agreed actions in the plan, as well as delivering intended
outcomes.

•

Provide a further a focus on these actions to develop community climate change
communications and projects relating to:
−

climate change risk management

−

climate change opportunities eg grants and partnerships

−

energy and greenhouse gas targets and actions

−

climate change adaptation planning and community resilience

−

coastal hazards management.
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Specific examples of projects currently underway and/or identified as being progressed in the
2021/2022 financial year that would be significantly advanced by the proposed climate change
resourcing increase include:
•

Greenhouse and energy monitoring and auditing data collection and reporting methodology
development and implementation

•

Electric vehicle fast change station implementation

•

Barretta methane flaring carbon credits program resurrection

•

Coastal asset and works prioritisation tool development and implementation

•

Kingston Beach, Snug and Adventure Bay climate change adaptation planning and
community engagement

•

Nebraska Beach community based coastal adaptation project

•

Climate change retreat feasibility research and financing options

•

Coastal Hazards Strategy development

•

Barretta Solar Park project facilitation and partnership options investigations

•

Vegetation (terrestrial and ocean) carbon offset and potential credits initiatives

•

Waste reduction and minimisation / greenhouse reduction program

•

Climate related risk and financial exposure quantification and cost / benefit analysis

•

Best practice climate risk and asset management processes and procedures development

•

Climate change communications / engagement planning and implementation

Climate change is a global concern, as we start to experience the impacts that are closer to home,
like the May 2018 floods, 2019 southern bushfires, or the summer water restrictions.
Climate change poses a significant threat to Kingborough’s biodiversity and ecosystems and this
will continue to be progressively exacerbated into the future. It is time to act now.
It is recognised by Council that a meaningful and strategic response to the impacts of climate
change must be managed now and into the foreseeable future.
Dedicated resources will have responsibility to translate plan actions into meaningful projects, tasks
and activities and to report progress against plan actions to Council and the community e.g. on
quarterly basis. The outcomes will determine and guide future resourcing needs to ensure the plan
is successfully implemented.
Currently Council is not fulfilling it’s obligations under The Kingborough Climate Change Plan 2019
to 2024. It is important Council allocates necessary funding in this area to ensure actions are
fulfilled and currently there are significant opportunities due to political momentum shift. It is
important Council is ready to take these opportunities.
Officer’s Response
This can be considered in the mid-year budget review.
Tim Jones, Manager Finance
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Workshop to Consider Unspent Covid Relief Funds

The following Notice of Motion was submitted by Cr Gideon Cordover
RECOMMENDATION
That Council will hold a workshop to discuss the reallocation of some or all of the $500,000 in
unspent Covid-relief funds towards other initiatives such as climate action projects, waste reduction
initiatives, funding for a street tree strategy or improved active transport connectivity development
for a pram-friendly Kingborough.
Background
At the onset of the global Covid19 pandemic, Council set aside funds to pay COVID-related costs
such as commercial rates relief as part of a Financial Hardship Policy passed by council on 22
June 2020. A maximum of $500,000 was set aside to pay out potential claims.
The uptake of these financial supports turned out to be less than expected and so the budget
allocation of $500,000 has not been spent. As such, the allocation has been accounted as a
positive variance in the rates budget for the 2020-21 financial year.
There are several projects that are ready ‘on the shelf’ but currently unfunded, such as funding
work on climate change mitigation initiatives, or waste reduction projects, or infrastructure
maintenance and upgrades such to infrastructure like public toilets, playgrounds or council
roads.
There is precedent for Council reallocating unspent funds towards different projects, for example
with the Taroona Neighbourhood Garden’s community worm farm.
The $500,000 in covid-relief money will not be carried forward into the next financial year and so
it would be necessary to discuss this matter precipitously if Councillors wanted to consider other
choices for using these funds.
There are myriad options for the reallocation of some or all of the $500,000 of unspent covidrelief funds rather than the option of paying down deficit. It would be useful for Councillors to have
a discussion about this before the end of the financial year.
Officer’s Response
The allowance for COVID Relief was an estimate of the impact of COVID on rates revenue, not a
specific budget allocation. The various COVID impacts directly increased the Underlying Deficit.
To spend any of these savings would be contrary to the objectives of the Long Term Financial Plan
and further erode Council’s cash position.
Tim Jones, Manager Finance

16

PETITIONS STILL BEING ACTIONED

There are no petitions still being actioned.

17

PETITIONS RECEIVED IN LAST PERIOD

At the time the Agenda was compiled no Petitions had been received.
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OFFICERS REPORTS TO COUNCIL

18.1

INTENTION TO MAKE BY-LAWS

7 June 2021

File Number:

12.250

Author:

Scott Basham, Compliance Coordinator

Authoriser:

Daniel Smee, Director Governance, Recreation & Property Services

Strategic Plan Reference
Key Priority Area:
Strategic Outcome:
1.

The purpose of this report is to recommend a motion of intention to make By-laws
pursuant to s.156 of the Local Government Act 1993 (the Act) and commence the
advertising process, with the intent to return the proposed By-laws (including any
alterations) to Council, for final approval.

BACKGROUND
2.1

Council has four By-laws (excluding the Bruny Island Cat By-law) established under
the Act which are designed to ensure that Council can provide for the community in
matters relating to the use of marine facilities, the use of recreational facilities, public
and environmental health, and the use of Council roads and parking areas.

2.2

Council can make By-laws in respect of any act, matter or thing for which a Council has
a function or power under the Act or any other Act. A By-law expires 10 years after the
date on which it takes effect unless it is expressed to expire sooner. The below table
identifies Council’s current four By-laws and their expiry date.
No.

2.3

3.

Encourage and support a safe, healthy and connected community.
A Council that engages with and enables its community.

PURPOSE
1.1

2.

1
1.1

By-Law

Expiry date

1

Marine Facilities

29 March 2021

2

Parks, Recreation & Natural Areas

4 August 2021

3

Health and Environmental Services

4 August 2021

4

Roads, Parking and Stormwater

4 August 2021

Council has undertaken a process to develop proposed By-laws that would serve the
municipality until 2031. It is recommended that Council commence the action to make
new By-laws.

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS
3.1

The power of Council to make By-laws is pursuant to Part 11 of the Act. Division 1
contains general provisions, Division 2 contains procedural provisions, Division 3
contains By-laws in respect of certain matters and Division 4 contains model By-laws.
It is not intended to explore each division within this report.

3.2

The statutory emphasis of this report is Part 11, Division 2 – Procedural provisions of
the Act.
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4.

5.

DISCUSSION
4.1

S.156(1) of the Act states ‘A council which intends to make a by-law is to pass a
resolution (motion of intention to make a By-law) by an absolute majority to that effect’.
A By-law which is made without a resolution passed by absolute majority is invalid.
Annexed hereto and marked as annexure 1 through to 4 are copies of the proposed
By-laws.

4.2

S.156A of the act states ‘A council is to prepare a regulatory impact statement in
respect of any by-law it intends to make’. This section also outlines what a regulatory
impact statement is to include, and that Council is to submit regulatory impact
statements to the Director of Local Government, on the passing of the motion. Annexed
hereto and marked 5 through to 8 are copies of the regulatory impact statements
associated with the proposed By-laws.

4.3

On receipt of the regulatory impact statements, if satisfied as to the statements, the
Director is to issue to the Council a certificate certifying that the statements are
satisfactory and stating that the Council may commence the public consultation
process.

4.4

On completion of the consultation phase, any submissions properly made will be
returned to Council for consideration, along with the proposed By-laws (including any
alterations) for final approval.

4.5

There have been numerous updates to the existing By-laws to reflect changes in
legislation and contemporary community expectations. This includes the removal of
provisions relating to the regulation of native trees on private land from the Health and
Environmental Services By-law following legal advice.

FINANCE
5.1

6.

Funding for the making of these proposed By-laws was approved in the 2020/21
Council operational budget.

ENVIRONMENT
6.1

7.

7 June 2021

The proposed Health and Environmental Services By-law, By-law No.2 of 2021,
specifically addresses matters associated to public health, environmental harm, and
nuisance provisions. More broadly though, each proposed By-law identifies ‘the
potential for and extent of any environmental harm’ within the factors to be considered
when granting permits.

COMMUNICATION AND CONSULTATION
7.1

In preparation of the proposed By-laws and regulatory impact statements, there has
been internal and external consultation, including two Councillor workshops and an
informal review by DPAC.

7.2

In accordance with s.157 of the Act the General Manager is to give notice of the
proposed By-laws on receipt of the certificate issued by the Director. The notice must
be:
a)

published at least once in a daily newspaper circulating in the municipal area; and

b)

made available for viewing at a website of the Council from the day when the notice
is first published in the newspaper, until the end of the day specified in the notice
(no earlier than 21 days after publication); and
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c)

8.

9.

10.

7 June 2021

displayed in a conspicuous place in the public office of the Council from the day
when the notice is first published in the newspaper until the end of the day specified
in the notice.

7.3

The General Manager must also make the proposed By-laws and regulatory impact
statements open for inspection by the public. This includes on Council’s website and
for purchase at the Civic Centre.

7.4

Any person may make a submission in respect of the proposed By-laws and Council
must consider every submission properly made.

7.5

The regulatory impact statements also define the proposed public consultation process.

RISK
8.1

There is no risk associated with the motion of intention to make By-laws.

8.2

There is a risk that if the resolution is not passed by absolute majority, this may delay
the implementation of the proposed By-laws.

8.3

Should Council not proceed with the implementation of the proposed By-laws, following
the expiration of the existing By-laws, Council will have no statutory power to control a
number of activities associated with Council owned and managed assets.

8.4

It is noted that the Marine Facilities By-law expired on 29 March 2021. This represents
a low risk to Council as the provisions of this By-law are rarely used.

CONCLUSION
9.1

Council’s current By-laws are due to expire or have expired.

9.2

Council has been through a process to develop proposed By-laws that would serve the
municipality until 2031. It is recommended that Council commence the action to make
new By-laws.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
(a)

in accordance with s.156(1) of the Act, propose to make the following By-laws as
annexed to this report:
(i)

Marine Facilities;

(ii)

Health and Environmental Services;

(iii)

Parks, Recreation and Natural Areas; and

(iv)

Roads and Parking.

(b)

submit regulatory impact statements as annexed to this report to the Director of Local
Government; and

(c)

on receipt of the certificate issued by the Director under s.156A(6) of the Act and the
General Manager giving notice pursuant to s.157 of the Act, undertakes public
consultation in respect of the proposed By-laws.
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ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Marine By-law
Health By-law
Parks By-law
Roads By-law
Marine By-law Regulatory Impact Statement
Health By-law Regulatory Impact Statement
Parks By-law Regulatory Impact Statement
Roads By-law Regulatory Impact Statement
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COFFEE CREEK HYDRAULIC ASSESSMENT

File Number:

TS2975

Author:

Alexander Aronsson, Stormwater Engineer

Authoriser:

David Reeve, Director Engineering Services

Strategic Plan Reference
Key Priority Area:

3

Strategic Outcome:

3.5

1.

PURPOSE
1.1

2.

3.

Sustaining the natural environment whilst facilitating development for
our future.
Management of environmental assets is based on professional
advice and strategic planning.

The purpose of this report is to provide a summary of the Coffee Creek Hydraulic
Assessment undertaken for Kingborough Council and to seek Council endorsement for
recommendations from the study.

BACKGROUND
2.1

The Coffee Creek Catchment covers areas of Kingston, Huntingfield, Blackmans Bay
and the Peter Murrell Conservation Area and drains into the North West Bay.

2.2

An increased level of urbanisation of the catchment has occurred over time and is in
fact still occurring. The urbanisation has mainly occurred in the upper part of the
catchment including intensive paving of roads, concrete aprons and both extensive
industrial and residential development. These changes to the catchment characteristics
have resulted in Coffee Creek having a higher exposure to flash flooding and increased
sediment transportation (erosion) within the waterway due to increase in peak flow.

2.3

The May 2018 storm saw many of Coffee Creek’s instream ponds and basins overtop
and suffer significant storm damage due to a combination of its flash flooding behaviour
and the magnitude of the storm. Both Heron Pond (Parks and Wildlife Services) and
Huntingfield Pond (Council) were particularly damaged and needed rectification works
to reduce the risk of dam failure and further environmental degradation of the creek
from ongoing erosion.

2.4

A major future development is planned for within the catchment by Housing Tasmania
- the Huntingfield development. With the already known issues of flash flooding and
erosion along the creek, it is important for Council to gain detailed flood information
regarding the natural waterway to better inform future planning decisions, risk
management and ongoing creek management. These were all drivers for undertaking
a detailed hydraulic assessment.

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS
3.1

Under Land Use & Approvals Act (LUPAA) 1993, planning and development within the
Kingborough Local Government Area is governed by the Kingborough Interim Planning
Scheme 2015. Several objectives of the Planning Scheme require responses to
flooding, such as: the risk of loss of life and property from flooding is minimised (3.0.6)
and that Council must identify areas which are at risk of periodic or permanent
inundation from riverine, watercourse and inland flooding (E15.1).
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3.2

4.

7 June 2021

Under the Urban Drainage Act 2013 Council is required to identify the level of risk from
flooding for each urban stormwater catchment in the public stormwater system, of
which Coffee Creek forms a significant part.

DISCUSSION
4.1

The purpose of the Coffee Creek Hydraulic Assessment is to provide Council with flood
intelligence that can be used in the preparation of planning controls for development
applications, to understand existing and future flood and erosion risk and to develop a
catchment management plan using a range of management measures.
The report comprises in excess of 200 pages and has previously been provided to all
councillors via the councillor Dropbox. A hard copy of the report will be tabled at the
meeting and a copy of the report made available on Council’s website.

4.2

4.3

In completing the Coffee Creek Hydraulic Assessment, the following activities were
undertaken:
•

Collection and compilation of available historical rainfall, runoff and flood data
related to the study area.

•

Development of a comprehensive flood model using available data and current
best practise, including calibration and validation of the model.

•

Production of a range of design flood maps for the Coffee Creek Catchment for
the 5%, 1% and 0.5% AEP event. The produced mapping includes climate
change scenarios and other sensitivity tests.

•

Identification of flooding hotspots along Coffee Creek. Although some overland
flow flooding in the upper catchment have been identified, the flood mapping was
calibrated to target the accuracy of in-stream flooding. Should any future
development occur within a mapped overland flow area, localised flood modelling
may be required to identify potential impact and mitigation requirements. Any
localised studies can build upon the existing Coffee Creek flood model.

•

Undertaking an erosion risk assessment along the creek to identify erosion
hotspots and to suggest potential mitigation measures.

•

Carry out a future development assessment to understand its potential impact on
flooding and waterway health.

The results indicate that:
•

Inundation is not a key risk within the Coffee Creek Catchment with only a few
properties exposed to flood hazard category H1 (generally safe for people,
vehicles and buildings).

•

A total of 12 locations were assessed for erosion risk and were categorised
accordingly:
i.

three locations are ‘High risk and actively eroding’;

ii.

three locations have ‘Median risk of erosion’;

iii.

five locations have ‘Low risk but high potential to future development’; and

iv.

one location is at ‘Low risk of erosion’.
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•

5.

6.

7.

7 June 2021

Future development in the catchment, based on the current planning scheme,
may cause a significant change to flood behaviour at three locations (hotspots):
i.

Hotspot 1 located north of Algona Road;

ii.

Hotspot 2 includes the tributary west of Nautilus Grove and a section of
Coffee Creek south of Penrhyn Pond; and

iii.

Hotspot 3 located south of Heron Pond and is a result of the Huntingfield
development.

4.4

A catchment management plan was developed to mitigate the risks in the Coffee Creek
Catchment. A range of management measures were considered (both structural and
non-structural measures).

4.5

The plan identified that the most effective mitigation measures to reduce the risk of
flooding and erosion in Coffee Creek are non-structural measures and include:
•

Introduction of catchment specific planning controls/guidelines to inform the
planning processes;

•

Development of a stormwater management and waterway protection strategy for
the catchment;

•

Undertaking local flood and erosion community awareness programs; and

•

Undertaking channel and riparian zone revegetation and/or assessing and
potentially implementing structural measures to reduce the erosion risk at the
three high risk areas.

FINANCE
5.1

The Coffee Creek Hydraulic Assessment had a total funding of $62,000.00 and it has
been completed on budget.

5.2

Future works arising from this study will require both capital and operational
expenditure. The timing and extent of any such works will be determined on further
investigations, available budget, and resourcing.

ENVIRONMENT
6.1

In-creek erosion may have a negative impact on waterway health as it may result in
high levels of suspended solids in the water. High levels of suspended solids may
decrease water’s natural dissolved oxygen levels and can increase water temperature.
This may in turn prevent organisms living in the water to survive. Understanding existing
and future erosion risk in Coffee Creek and what management measures are available
for consideration is critical to improve the condition of the creek as a habitat for aquatic
organisms.

6.2

Other environmental considerations beyond waterway health have not formed part of
this study.

COMMUNICATION AND CONSULTATION
7.1

There has been no community communication or consultation in relation to this study
to date.
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8.

7.2

The complete finalised flood study will be publicly available on Council’s website.

7.3

Should community members have any concerns in relation to the completed study, they
can raise these on the online forum for Council officers to respond to.

7.4

No further community engagement has been planned for at this stage.

RISK
8.1

9.

The principal purpose of this study is to classify the existing and future flood and erosion
risk within the catchment during extreme weather events and, where applicable,
develop mitigation strategies to manage those risks.

CONCLUSION
9.1

10.

7 June 2021

This report has provided a summary of the extensive Coffee Creek Hydraulic
Assessment resulting in several recommendations for Council endorsement.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
(a)

Incorporate the 1% AEP storm event (year 2100), as identified in the Coffee Creek
Hydraulic Assessment, into Council’s planning process;

(b)

Engage with the community about the result of this study via Council’s website and
online forum; and

(c)

Further investigate, and where appropriate, implement relevant aspects of the
Catchment Management Plan for Coffee Creek.

ATTACHMENTS
NIL
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COMMUNITY GRANTS 2020/2021 ROUND 2

File Number:

10.217

Author:

Julie Alderfox, Community Development Officer

Authoriser:

Dr Katrena
Community

Stephenson,

Director

Environment,

Development

&

Strategic Plan Reference
Key Priority Area:
Strategic Outcome:
1.

3.

5.

The purpose of this report is to provide Council with recommendations of funding
allocations for projects from round two of the 2020/2021 Community Grants program.

BACKGROUND
2.1

Applications for Council’s Community Grants were advertised in March and April with
a closing date of 10 May 2021.

2.2

This financial year there have been two grant rounds.
This report makes
recommendations arising from the second round with a total of 17 applications
received, seeking a total of $44,298.00.

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS
3.1

4.

Encourage and support a safe, healthy and connected community.
A Council that engages with and enables its community.

PURPOSE
1.1

2.

1
1.1

Grants are required to be listed in Council’s Annual Report in accordance with
Section 77 of the Local Government Act 1993.

DISCUSSION
4.1

In the 2020/2021 budget, Council made an allocation of $40,000 to fund the Community
Grants Program. $24,727 is available for this round.

4.2

The applications as listed in the attached table have been assessed against guidelines
and selection criteria and are provided for Council’s consideration.

4.3

In accordance with the guidelines, the recommended grant for each recipient totals no
more than 50% of the total project cost.

4.4

An amount of $24,727 is recommended to fund projects that meet the criteria for
Round 2 of Council’s 2020/2021 Community Grants program.

4.5

The attached table provides details of each of the grant applications received and
subsequent recommendations for Council’s consideration.

4.6

Successful Round 2 applicants will be formally announced as soon as practical after
this meeting.

FINANCE
5.1

An amount of $40,000 was budgeted for the 2020/21 Community Grants. $15,273 was
expended in Round 1, leaving $ 24,727 available for Round 2. If the recommended
allocations are approved, the funding will be fully expended.
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6.

ENVIRONMENT
6.1

7.

No risks to Council are identified in relation to this matter.

CONCLUSION
9.1

10.

The Community Grants program was widely advertised in the local print media, on
social media and information was sent directly to an extensive database of community
organisations.

RISK
8.1

9.

There are no environmental implications associated with this report.

COMMUNICATION AND CONSULTATION
7.1

8.

7 June 2021

A total of 17 applications were received for Round 2, seeking a total of $44,298.
Following assessment against the criteria, grants to the value of $24,727 are
recommended for funding.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council approve the allocation for funding as outlined in the attached table.

ATTACHMENTS
1.

List of Grant Applicants
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No.
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Applicant

Project

Amount

1

Kingston Beach Golf
Club

Clubroom heating & electrical
upgrade

$3000

Nil

2

Bruny Island
Environment Network

Assistance with Bird Festival
on Bruny Island

$3000

$550 for hall hire

3

Taroona
Neighbourhood
Garden

Garden bed repair &
replacement

$2800

Partial funding
$1000 for raised
garden infrastructure

4

Boronia Girl Guides

Driveway resurfacing and
drainage at hall

$3000

Encourage to
reapply when
matching funds are
sourced.

5

North West Bay Golf
Club

Purchase of junior program
equipment – golf clubs etc

$2000

$2000

6

KIngborough
Gymnastics

Upgrade pf pommel horse
and safety padding for
gymnasts

$3000

Nil

7

Birdlife Tasmania

Produce Kingborough bird
walks brochure

$1880

$1880

8

Friends of North
Bruny

Microplastics collection
project on Bruny Island

$3000

$3000

9

Kingborough
Community Missions

Short term food relief for
disadvantaged people in
Kingborough

$3000

Nil

10

Kingston Tennis Club

Community and spectator
seating

$2518

$2197

11

Dementia Friendly
Tasmania

Self-care workshops for older
people people living in
isolated areas. (Alonnah,
Middleton & Snug)

$3000

$3000

12

Woodbridge Hall
Management
Committee

Supper Room Comfort –
purchase of floor rugs

$800

$800

13

Taroona Ex-Services
Club

Defibrillator purchase for
Taroona Community Hall

$1300

$1300

14

Kingston High School
Association

Mural project at Kingston
High School

$3000

$3000 with guidance
from Urban Designer
if impacting street
view.

15

Ten Lives Cat Centre

Cat education project in
schools

$3000

Nil

16

South East
Tasmanian Aboriginal
Corporation

Assistance with Ngune
Healing Country Festival on
Bruny island

$3000

$3000 with
understanding that it
is one-off support.

17

Kingston Beach
Coastcare Group

Insect
Education/display/workshops
in Kingston

$3000

$3000

TOTAL

$44,298

Recommendation

$25,048
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RIVERDALE ROAD - WALKWAY ACCESS

File Number:

5759374

Author:

Sean Kerr, Property Officer

Authoriser:

Daniel Smee, Director Governance, Recreation & Property Services

Strategic Plan Reference
Key Priority Area:
Strategic Outcome:
1.

2.

1
1.5

Encourage and support a safe, healthy and connected community.
An active and healthy community, with vibrant, clean local areas that
provide social, recreational and economic opportunities.

PURPOSE
1.1

The purpose of this report is to consider a proposal for an agreement to facilitate public
access over private land required for the development of the proposed Stage One of
the North West Bay River trail from Riverdale Road to the Huon Highway.

1.2

The owner of the land in question is prepared to grant Council a permanent public right
of way in exchange for a lease over a section of Council land.

BACKGROUND
2.1

The Kingborough Tracks and Trails Strategic Action Plan identifies linkages to the
North West Bay River links as a “Priority 1”.

2.2

Council commissioned a Feasibility Study for a Multi-use Trail in 2020 along the North
West Bay River which was unanimously endorsed by Council.

2.3

The map below shows the proposed route in black; the red circle shows the area
required for public access over private land.
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3.

2.4

The area below, highlighted in yellow, is the area that the landowner of 35 Riverdale
Road wishes to lease from Council in exchange for allowing the public right of way to
be permanently established. This landowner owns the land on both sides of the river.

2.5

The proposed agreement would have the landowner grant the right of way in exchange
for the lease of the area shown in yellow, for a period of ten years.

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS
3.1

4.

5.

7 June 2021

As the land in question is classified as Public Land and a lease term more than five
years is contemplated, it is necessary for Council to publicly advertise its intent in
accordance with Section 178 of the Local Government Act 1993.

DISCUSSION
4.1

Alternative routes have been considered but none offer the convenience and
accessibility of the one proposed by the feasibility study.

4.2

A valuation was conducted of the proposed permanent right of way and the land that is
proposed to be leased for ten years and the values are almost identical.

4.3

The landowner has requested an option for a further ten years and if approved would
require a further valuation at the end of the first ten years and a market rental being
applied to the second ten-year period.

FINANCE
5.1

The valuation conducted in April of this year established the value of the proposed right
of way at $1,400.
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6.

5.2

The value for the leased land was established at $150 per annum. (Ten-year lease
$1,500)

5.3

Council would pay all legal costs and fencing of the right of way.

ENVIRONMENT
6.1

7.

10.

The sale or leasing of Council land classified as Public Land is subject to the provisions
of Section 178 of the Local Government Act 1993 and as such, any proposal to dispose
of this land must be advertised twice in a daily newspaper circulating in the municipal
area and the public provided with an opportunity to make representations.

RISK
8.1

9.

There are no environmental issues raised by this proposal.

COMMUNICATION AND CONSULTATION
7.1

8.

7 June 2021

In the absence of agreement being reached on this matter, there is a risk that the North
West Bay River trail won’t be able to proceed.

CONCLUSION
9.1

The establishment of a public right of way across a section of privately owned land at
35 Riverdale Road is critical to the creation of the North West Bay River trail.

9.2

An in-principle agreement has been reached with the landowner to grant Council an
easement over this land to allow public access in exchange for a lease of Council
owned land for a period of ten years.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
a)

Advertise its intent to lease land at Riverdale Road for an initial ten-year period at a
peppercorn rental with an option for a further ten years with rent to be at market
valuation.

b)

Subject to there being no objections received to the proposed lease, authorises the
General Manager to enter into an agreement with the owner of 35 Riverdale Road to
secure an easement required to facilitate access for the proposed North West Bay River
trail.

c)

Acknowledges that the proposed peppercorn rental applied to the first 10 years of the
lease agreement has been discounted in lieu of the equivalent value of the easement
acquired by Council to achieve a right of public access required to create Stage One of
the North West Bay River trail.

ATTACHMENTS
Nil
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TAROONA PARK (PROPOSAL TO FUND ADDITIONAL SEATING): FURTHER
INFORMATION

File Number:

20.125

Author:

Paul Donnelly, Urban Designer

Authoriser:

Daniel Smee, Director Governance, Recreation & Property Services

Strategic Plan Reference
Key Priority Area:
Strategic Outcome:
1.

Deliver quality infrastructure and services.
Community facilities are safe, accessible and meet contemporary
standards.

PURPOSE
1.1

2.

2
2.3

The purpose of this report is to provide additional information in relation to procurement
and selection of park furniture assets. This report should be read in conjunction with a
previous report on this matter (ref. item 17.5 - Ordinary Council Meeting Agenda No. 9
- 17 May 2021).

BACKGROUND
2.1

At the Ordinary Council Meeting held on May 17, Councillors voted to defer agenda
item 17.5, pending the submission of additional information relating to product
selection, pricing, and procurement. Councillors’ queries related to:
2.1.1 Procurement of goods from local suppliers (inferring Tasmanian based
suppliers should be given precedence over those based elsewhere);
2.1.2 Total purchase price per unit, and;
2.1.3 Selection of seats with additional ‘third’ armrest to provide the utmost inclusive
design outcome.

3.

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS
3.1

Council maintains a series of policies that describe the organisation’s operational
procedures, in accordance with the Local Government Act 1993.

3.2

Council’s procurement procedures are outlined in Council Policy 3.7: ‘Purchasing
Policy’ (updated 2020 – herein the ‘Policy’). The Policy states that local suppliers will
be encouraged to compete to provide goods and services (ref. 3.1e).

3.3

The Policy provides the following definition of ‘local supplier’:
Local Supplier means a supplier both having a business premises within Kingborough
Municipality and liable for payment of rates to Kingborough Council. (ref. 2.7)

3.4

4.

The Policy does not require Council to give preference to ‘local suppliers’ over those
located outside of Kingborough. Similarly, the policy is silent on procurement of goods
and services from within Tasmania (or elsewhere).

DISCUSSION
4.1

The purpose of the original report was to authorise the release of funding from the
Public Open Space reserve account in order to install additional seating in Taroona
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Park. The report provided background information in relation to the proposed works to
give context to the funding request; however, these works did not constitute the
principal subject of the report. Further information in response to Councillors’ enquiries
is provided below.
4.2

The assessment, selection, procurement, installation, and maintenance of street and
park furniture are subject to inputs from suitably qualitied and experienced staff from
the Works Department (through the Parks & Reserves Crew) with oversight provided
by the Urban Designer and Manager Works Department.

4.3

In addition to matters relating to ‘local suppliers’ under the Procurement Policy (ref. 3.2
above), Council is required to obtain goods and services at “best value” by, at a
minimum, taking into consideration “… factors such as price, quality, and availability”.
This means, within the context of a discrete project, value may not necessarily be
defined on the basis of cost alone. Other factors such as product durability and
continuity of supply (including supplier reliability) are also taken into consideration when
assessing ‘value’.

4.4

Street and park furniture assets can be subject to intensive use and are susceptible to
vandalism and accidental damage. This means component parts may be required
(sometimes on a regular basis) in order to rectify damage.

4.5

The ability to source component parts, or replace whole assets, is influenced by the
availability of a particular product or component part in the marketplace. Products are
occasionally withdrawn from sale, or a manufacturer or supplier may cease operations.
Consideration is therefore given to supplier reliability and ready access to component
parts when assessing ‘value’. These factors are considered highly desirable – and,
therefore, contribute to ‘value’ – in relation to street and park furniture.

4.6

When determining value, assessments are also made of a product’s construction
method (ie. how it is put together). This includes whether or not particular elements of,
say, a seat are integral to the main structure or attached (ie. fixed using screws or
bolts). For example, armrests that are integral to (ie. welded to or moulded into) the
main frame of a seat are more difficult, and in some cases impossible, to replace
individually. This means, in the event the armrest is damaged, the entire seat may need
to be decommissioned and replaced, which represents an ongoing maintenance
burden and additional cost to Council over the life of the asset.

4.7

Council’s Works Department maintains a stockpile of component parts that can be
deployed as needed to rectify damage. The stockpile and reliability of supply means
that Council is able to rectify damage within the shortest possible timeframes.
Maintenance of the stockpile and access to parts and service over the life of the asset
are considered particularly relevant, as these types of assets often have an expected
design life of approximately 20 years (and in many cases will remain in situ for much
longer if considered safe and fit-for-purpose). Therefore, when assessing value,
assessments are also made of a manufacturer’s ability to maintain supply through
continuity of operations over similarly long timeframes.

4.8

Furthermore, the Policy requires Council to give consideration to ‘quality’ when
determining ‘value’. There are various factors taken into consideration when assessing
quality, including design aesthetic (ie. look and feel), comfort, surface finishes,
structural integrity, and maintenance requirements. Quality is also assessed against
the intended placement of the street or park furniture asset.

4.9

There are several highly reputable suppliers with demonstrated track records of
delivering quality products, continuity of operations, and exceptional customer service
in relation to street and park furniture across Australia. Selecting suppliers who draw
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on the benefits of the national market contributes to safeguarding access to raw
materials, parts, service, labour and delivery.
4.10 For the reasons outlined above, it is common for Councils to identify a standard (or
preferred) street or park furniture product. Kingborough Council maintains relationships
with several reputable street and park furniture suppliers, including Street Furniture
Australia. The SFA ‘Park’ seat is used regularly in Council’s urban areas and forms the
bulk of assets within the ‘urban’ suite.
4.11 The SFA ‘Plaza’ seat was selected as the preferred product for Taroona Park as it is
considered to be more appropriate to the landscape character at that site, whilst also
providing acceptable comfort, durability and value for money. The plaza seat is used
elsewhere in Kingborough, including at Kingston Beach. It is anticipated consideration
will also be given to utilising the ‘Plaza’ seat in similar landscape settings elsewhere in
Kingborough in the near future.
4.12 An additional ‘third’ armrest is not usually provided as a proprietary alternative on park
seating of this type. It is, however, able to be supplied as a customised solution at
additional cost. In order to minimise costs, whilst providing additional inclusive amenity,
it is proposed that 4x customised seats are supplied with the remaining 8 being
standard proprietary items (total number of seats being: 12). Provision of 4x customised
SFA Classic Plaza DDA-compliant seats with ‘third’ armrest would incur an additional
cost of $600.00.
5.

6.

FINANCE
5.1

Refer to Section 5 (item 17.5 - Ordinary Council Meeting Agenda No. 9 - 17 May 2021)
for information relating to the value of the funding request.

5.2

Payment authorisation has not yet been given by an Authorised Purchasing Officer, nor
has it been sought, in relation to the seating proposal for Taroona Park, as funding for
the works has not yet been secured. It is proposed that funding be released to this
project from the Public Open Space reserve account, as this is considered to be the
most appropriate source in relation to the project aims.

5.3

Purchase of the subject seating will be made in accordance with the Purchasing Policy,
including procedures set out in Item 5.6 and Item 5.8d of the Policy.

ENVIRONMENT
6.1

7.

Refer to Section 6 (item 17.5 - Ordinary Council Meeting Agenda No. 9 - 17 May 2021).
There are no additional environmental matters relating to this proposal.

COMMUNICATION AND CONSULTATION
7.1

Further to the information provided in the previous report to Council, matters relating to
broad community consultation are determined in accordance with Council’s
Communication and Engagement Policy, including Section 1 - Part 5; which requires
Council to consult with the community in relation to changes to infrastructure and capital
works.

7.2

Magnitude of change is considered a determining factor when designing and resourcing
consultation activities. In this instance, the magnitude of change to the parkland setting
at Taroona Park is considered to be minimal (meaning the proposed seating will not
substantially alter the character or function of the open spaces).
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7.3

These works are, therefore, considered to be of a relatively minor nature. Consultation
to date has, therefore, focused on contact with the proponent (as a representative of
the target demographic in the Taroona community) and completing necessary internal
coordination.

7.4

It is not considered appropriate to undertake further consultation (with, for example,
community interest groups in Taroona) until project funding is confirmed (subject to this
report). Additional consultation, as required, can then be undertaken with a clear
understanding of the project parameters.

RISK
8.1

9.

10.

7 June 2021

This proposal will bring the provision of seating within Taroona Park into line with
community expectations, industry standards and best-practice open space planning
and design standards and presents minimal risk to Council.

CONCLUSION
9.1

Background information in relation to this proposed is published in item 17.5 - Ordinary
Council Meeting Agenda No. 9 - 17 May 2021.

9.2

Council is not required to give preference local (Kingborough-based) goods or service
providers, nor is it required to give preference to goods or service providers based in
Tasmania (or elsewhere).

9.3

Procurement is undertaken in accordance with Council’s Procurement Policy.

9.4

The selection of park furniture assets is undertaken by suitably qualified and
experienced staff; giving due consideration to price, quality, and availability when
determining ‘best value’ in accordance with the Policy.

9.5

It is proposed that funding be drawn from the Open Space Account for the installation
of 12 new DDA-compliant seats within Taroona Park, noting this allocation is made at
zero cost to the general rate base.

RECOMMENDATION
That the amount of $31,720 be made available from the Open Space Account to fund
installation of 12 new park seats within Taroona Park (in accordance with this report and
attachments).

ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.

Ordinary Council Meeting Agenda No 9 - 17.5 Taroona Park: proposal to fund and
install additional seating (17 May 2021)
Taroona Park - Site Plan - Proposed Seating Locations (May 2021)
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DECLARED GREYHOUND EXERCISE AREA

File Number:

12.104

Author:

Scott Basham, Compliance Coordinator

Authoriser:

Daniel Smee, Director Governance, Recreation & Property Services

Strategic Plan Reference
Key Priority Area:
Strategic Outcome:

1.

4.

The purpose of this report is to recommend that Council declare a greyhound exercise
area in the vicinity of the established Kingston View Drive, off lead, dog exercise area
and on that declaration taking effect, amend its Dog Management Policy.

BACKGROUND
2.1

3.

Deliver quality infrastructure and services.
Service provision meets the current and future requirements of
residents and visitors.

PURPOSE
1.1

2.

2
2.1

Council, at its meeting held on 15 March 2021, resolved to commence action in
accordance with s.24 of the Dog Control Act 2000 (the Act) to establish a greyhound
exercise area (minute C134/5-2021).

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS
3.1

S.24 of the Act sets out Council’s requirements before it resolves to make a declaration
in relation to an area. This includes notifying the public of the area and any conditions
relating to the use of the area, inviting submissions, and considering those
submissions.

3.2

S.25 of the Act requires that Council, via public notice, advises the date on which a
declaration made takes effect and the period during which the declaration remains in
force.

3.3

S.27 of the Act requires Council to erect and maintain signs sufficient to identify an
exercise area.

DISCUSSION
4.1

Council has completed public consultation pursuant to s.24 of the Act. Annexed hereto
and marked as Annexure 1 is a copy of the 13 received submissions.

4.2

The themes raised within the submissions were:
•

Size of the exercise area: Submissions raised that the size of the enclosure was
too small. On advice, the size is designed to inhibit the speed of greyhounds. Once
usage of the site has been established, it is recommended further assessment take
place regarding size, within the Dog Management Policy review.

•

Internal barriers within the exercise area: Submissions mentioned the internal
barriers and that they were unnecessary. The intent of the barriers is to break the
greyhound’s line of site and to further reduce their speed within the area.
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•

4.3

5.

8.

10.

Council has approved an allocation of up to $5,000 from the Public Open Space
account to undertake the works.

As the area is already used for the exercising of dogs, there are no further
environmental issues to consider.

COMMUNICATION AND CONSULTATION
7.1

Council has conducted internal and external stakeholder consultation. Council has also
completed community consultation in accordance with s.24 of the Act and has
considered those submissions lodged.

7.2

If Council resolves to establish the greyhound exercise area, a notice will be published
in accordance with s.25 of the Act.

7.3

Council will also liaise with external stakeholders to develop interpretative signage for
the area that complies with s.27 of the Act.

RISK
8.1

9.

On consideration of the submissions, a new site plan has been developed which shows
the internal barriers removed. The fencing has been amended to black PVC coated
wire which will provide an improved visual perimeter of the area. If found that internal
barriers are required, this can be assessed and funded as appropriate. Annexed hereto
and marked as Annexure 2 is a copy of the updated site plan.

ENVIRONMENT
6.1

7.

Alternative sites: Other sites were suggested in the submissions including Dru
Point and the current quiet dog area at Kingston View Drive. There was also a
suggestion of shared time use of current declared exercise areas. The proposed
site was identified following internal officer consultation and external consultation
with the Kingborough Dog Walking Association, the Sighthound Appreciation
Society Hobart and the Greyhound Adoption Program Tasmania.

FINANCE
5.1

6.

7 June 2021

No further risks have been identified since this matter was last put before Council.

CONCLUSION
9.1

At its meeting held on 15 March 2021, Council resolved to commence action in
accordance with s.24 of the Act to establish a greyhound exercise area.

9.2

Council has completed the public notification process and has considered the
submissions received.

9.3

It is recommended that Council commence action to declare a greyhound exercise area
in the vicinity of the established Kingston View Drive, off lead, dog exercise area.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
(a)

Note the submissions received as annexed to this report;

(b)

Note the updated site plan as annexed to this report;
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(c)

Resolve to declare a greyhound exercise area in the vicinity of the established Kingston
View Drive, off lead, dog exercise area;

(d)

Commence action via public notice in accordance with s.25 of the Act; and

(e)

On the declaration taking effect, amend its endorsed Dog Management Policy to reflect
the newly established greyhound exercise area.

ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.

Recieved submissions
Updated site plan
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POLICY 3.14 - RATES AND CHARGES POLICY

File Number:

12.191

Author:

Tim Jones, Manager Finance

Authoriser:

Gary Arnold, General Manager

Strategic Plan Reference
Key Priority Area:
Strategic Outcome:

1.

The Council approved the current Rates and Charges Policy in June 2019.

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS
3.1

4.

The purpose of this report is to review the Rates and Charges Policy.

BACKGROUND
2.1

3.

Deliver quality infrastructure and services.
The organisation has a corporate culture that delivers quality
customer service, encourages innovation and has high standards of
accountability.

PURPOSE
1.1

2.

2
2.4

Section 86B of the Local Government Act 1993, states each Council must prepare and
adopt a Rates and Charges Policy at least every four years.

DISCUSSION
4.1

There are only minor changes to the Policy. These are:
4.1.1 Insertion of a closing bracket in 1.4,
4.1.2 Adding organic waste collection in section 5.6,
4.1.3 Removal of a duplicated paragraph in section 8.1 and 8.2, and
4.1.4 Update for the new Strategic Plan in section 9.1.

5.

FINANCE
5.1

6.

ENVIRONMENT
6.1

7.

There are no environmental issues associated with this matter.

COMMUNICATION AND CONSULTATION
7.1

8.

The changes to the Policy will not affect finances.

The updated Policy will be placed on Council’s website.

RISK
8.1

The Policy is aimed at providing ratepayers information about the way Council
determines and collects rates from the community. By having a clear Policy, it reduces
the risk of ratepayers misunderstanding the application of rates to their property.
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9.

CONCLUSION
9.1

10.

7 June 2021

The update to the policy adds the Organic Waste collection which Council now offers
and some other minor amendments.

RECOMMENDATION
That the updated Rates and Charges Policy be approved and implemented.

ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.

Rates and Charges Policy with track changes
Rates and Charges Policy - new policy
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UPDATED POLICY FOR APPROVAL
Policy No:
Approved by Council:
Next Review Date:
Responsible Officer:

3.14
June 2021
June 2023
Manager Finance

Minute No:
ECM File No:
Version:

TBA
12.191
1.0

Rates and Charges Policy
POLICY STATEMENT

DEFINITIONS

OBJECTIVE

SCOPE

1.1 In Tasmania, Council rates are a form of property tax levied by Local
Governmentas the primary source of funding for the many mandatory
and discretionary services that are provided. Rates are administered in
line with the Local Government Act 1993 which allows some flexibility
for each Council to make decisions that suit its local community.
1.2 As rates are a method of taxation, the total amount of rates paid may
not directly relate to the services used by each ratepayer.
1.3 Property values (set by the Valuer-General) play an important role in
determining how much each individual ratepayer contributes to the
cost of delivering Council services and activities. The Local Government
Act 1993 expects that the higher thevalue of the property the higher
the rates to be paid.
1.4 All land within a Council area, except for land specifically exempt (eg.
Crown Land, Council occupied land and other prescribed land) is
rateable. Council also raises revenue through fees and charges, which
are set, giving consideration to the cost of the service provided and any
equity issues.
2.1 Part 9, Section 86, of the Local Government Act 1993 comprises the
definition ofkey terms applicable to the rating processes of Local
Government.
3.1 The objectives of this policy are to outline Council’s approach to
determining and collecting rates from its community.
3.2 This policy will meet the requirements of Section 86B of the Local
Government Act 1993, which states each Council must prepare and
adopt a Rates and Charges Policy.
4.1 This policy covers:
• The relationship between Council’s strategic plans, its budget and
rates structure
• Council’s revenue raising powers
• Method used to value land
• Adoption of valuations
• Differential general rates
• Minimum rate
• Concessions
• Payment of rates
• Late payment of rates
• Recovery of rates
• Sale of land for non-payment of rates
• Remission and postponement of rates
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• Rebate of rates
• Disclaimer
PROCEDURE (POLICY
DETAIL)

Strategic Focus
5.1 Council is faced with balancing its service levels, the needs and
expectations of the community and setting appropriate tax levels to
adequately resource and fulfil its roles and responsibilities. In
determining rates for the financial year Council gives primary
consideration to:
• Council’s Strategic Plan,
• Council’s Long Term Financial Management Plan,
• the Local Government Act 1993,
• current economic climate, and
• likely impacts on the community
The resources required to successfully achieve this outcome are
documented in theannual plan.
Rates in Kingborough
5.2 Kingborough Council considers the combined use of service charges
and variable charges (rate in the capital value dollar) per rateable
property provides the fairest and most equitable method of charging
rates to our Community.
5.3 Council considers the imposition of a minimum general rate is the most
fair and equitable means of ensuring that all ratepayers contribute
equally to the administration of Council’s services and the development
and maintenance of the Community’s infrastructure.
5.4 Council adopts the Capital Value (CV) as determined by the ValuerGeneral as the valuation method to be used in determining rates.
5.5 Council levies a Stormwater Removal Service Rate on all properties to
fund current and future Stormwater Infrastructure requirements.
5.6 Annual service charges also apply for the collection and disposal of
garbage, organic waste and recycling on a per waste bin basis.
5.7 Council collects three fire rate levies on behalf of the State Fire
Commission based on the cents in the CV dollar, with a minimum fire
levy charge.
5.8 There are a number of properties which are public, educational,
religious or charitable in use or ownership and which are in part or in
full exempt from the general rate.
5.9 Council considers that the CV method of valuing land provides a fair
method of distributing the rate burden across all ratepayers on the
following basis:
• Rates constitute a system of taxation and the equity principle of
taxation requires that ratepayers of similar wealth pay similar taxes
and ratepayers of greater wealth pay more tax than ratepayers of
lesser wealth;
• Property value is a generally accepted indicator of wealth, and
capital value, which closely approximates the market value of a
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property, provides the best indicator of overall property value.
5.10 Council adopts the “CV” as assessed by the Valuer-General as
the valuation method to be used in determining rates. If a ratepayer is
dissatisfied with the valuation made, the ratepayer may object to the
Valuer-General in writing.
5.11 Council has no role in the assessment of objections. The lodgement of
an objection does not alter the due date for the payment of rates. Rates
must be paidin accordance with the Rate Notice until otherwise notified
by Council.
Objections to rates notice
5.12 Council will consider any objections to rate notices in accordance with
Section 123 of the Local Government Act 1993.
Rate Concessions
5.13 The State Government, in providing equity across Tasmania, funds a
range ofconcessions in relation to Council rates. The concessions are
administered by various State Government agencies that determine
eligibility and pay theconcession directly to Council on behalf of the
ratepayer. Concessions are available only on a ratepayer’s principal
place of residence.
5.14 Ratepayers seeking a rate concession are not to withhold payment of
rates pending assessment of an application by the State Government.
Rates must be paid in accordance with the Rate Notice
5.15 A refund will be paid to an eligible person if Council is advised a
concession applies and rates instalments have already been paid.
Payment of Rates
5.16 Council rates are payable by four equal instalments in August, October,
January and April. The total outstanding balance of rates may be
paid in full at any time. Any arrears outstanding are payable with the
first instalment.
5.17 Any ratepayer who may, or is likely to, experience difficulty with
meeting the standard quarterly payment should contact the Rates
Department to discuss alternative payment arrangements. Such
enquiries are treated confidentially by Council.
Late Payment of Rates
5.18 Council has determined that penalties for late payments will be
imposed in accordance with the provisions of the Local Government Act
1993 and relevant Council procedures.
5.19 A penalty of 5% of the unpaid rate may be imposed on instalments not
paid by the due date.
5.20 Daily interest at a rate set by Council’s annual Rate Resolution will be
applied in respect of the unpaid rate or instalment for the period during
which it remains unpaid.
Recovery of Rates
5.21 In accordance with sound financial management principles, Council's
Rates Department will apply prudent debt management practices to
Rate Debtors. This includes an ongoing review of rates in arrears and
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following a systematic debt recovery approach.
5.22 Rates, which remain in arrears for a period exceeding 30 days from the
due date ofan instalment, will be subject to recovery action.
5.23 Council will seek to recover a rate debt through legal Court proceedings
if an amount remains overdue in excess of 90 days.
5.24 Prior to taking legal action Council will provide a notice in writing of its
intention to recover the outstanding debt through the Courts and
provide 14 days for payment prior to lodging the outstanding debt with
its solicitors.
5.25 Prior to taking legal action Council will take all reasonable steps to
establish a payment arrangement or negotiate settlement of the
outstanding debt.
Sale of Land for Non-payment of Rates
5.26 The Local Government Act 1993 provides that a Council may sell any
property where the rates have been in arrears for a period of three
years or more. Council isrequired to;
a) notify the owner of the land of its intention to sell the land,
b) provide the owner with details of the outstanding amounts; and
c) Advise the owner of its intention to sell the land if payment of the
outstanding amount is not received within 90 days. Except in
extraordinary circumstances, Council will enforce the sale of land for
arrears of rates.
Remission and Postponement of Rates
5.27 Application for remission of rates and charges or postponement of
rates will be considered under the discretionary provisions of Section
129 of the Local Government Act 1993.
Rebate of Rates
5.28 Council has determined that rebates of rates will be only granted when
the applicant satisfies the requirements for mandatory rebates under
applicable Sections of the Local Government Act 1993.
5.29 Rebates for Conservation Covenants are addressed within Council
Policy 3.9 “Rate Rebate for Conservation Covenant Policy’.
Disclaimer
5.30 A rate cannot be challenged on the basis of non-compliance with this
policy and must be paid in accordance with the required payment
provisions.
5.31 Where a ratepayer believes that Council has failed to properly apply
this policy, it should raise the matter with Council. In the first instance
contact should be made with the Rates Department.
6.1 Rates constitute taxation for the purposes of Council, rather than a fee
for service.
6.2 The value of rateable land is an indicator of the capacity of ratepayers to
pay rates.
6.3 There is a commitment to the broad principle of fairness and equity in
the distribution of rates across all ratepayers.
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6.4 Capital Value (The valuation of the property) is used as the basis for
valuing land within the Council area, as determined by the Valuer¬General each year.
6.5 A general rate, a differential rate applying to non-vacant residential, a
service charge, and a minimum rate will be applied as a means of raising
taxation revenue within the community.
6.6 Eligible Pensioner ratepayers who hold a Pensioner Concession Card,
DVA Gold Card or Government Health Care Card are entitled to a
remission of rates, subject to a range of criteria. This remission does
not apply to holders of the Commonwealth Seniors Health Cards.
6.7 Annual garbage and recycling collection charges will be charged at a set
amount based on the size bin.
6.8 The three fire rate levies that Council collects on behalf of the State Fire
Commission are based on the cents in the CV dollar.
6.9 Council will apply rebates in accordance with the Local Government Act
1993. Council will adhere to the Act in granting full or part exemption
for general rates for properties which may include public, educational,
religious or charitable in use and ownership.
6.10 Council will continue to accept the payment of rates in full or by four
instalments. Council will consider other payment arrangements with
ratepayers when requested.
6.11 Council will impose late payment penalties strictly in accordance with
the Local Government Act 1993.
6.12 Council may enforce the sale of land for non-payment of rates in
accordance with the Local Government Act 1993.
6.13 Council advises that a rate cannot be challenged on the basis of noncompliance with this policy and rates must be paid in accordance with
the required payment provisions.
7.1 All Councillors and employees may be briefed on this policy as part of
the inductionprogram and on an on-going basis.
8.1 The rating and valuation methods available to local government are
covered under various pieces of legislation. In particular Part 9 of the
Local Government Act 1993 and the Valuation of Land Act 2001 are the
most relevant.
8.2 The following Sections within the Local Government Act 1993 related
to the Rates and Charges Policy are detailed below:
86A. General principles in relation to making or varying rates
(1) A council, in adopting policies and making decisions concerning the
making or varying of rates, must take into account the principles
that –
(a) rates constitute taxation for the purposes of local
government, rather than a fee for a service; and
(b) the value of rateable land is an indicator of the capacity of the
ratepayer in respect of that land to pay rates.
(2) Despite subsection (1), the exercise of a council’s powers to make
or vary rates cannot be challenged on the grounds that the
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principles referred to in that subsection have not been taken into
account by the council.
RELATED DOCUMENTS
AUDIENCE

9.1 Kingborough Council Strategic Plan 2020 – 2025
9.2 Long Term Financial Management Plan
10.1 The Rating and Charges Policy applies to Councillors in setting rates
for thecommunity.
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CONFIRMATION OF ITEMS TO BE DEALT WITH IN CLOSED SESSION

RECOMMENDATION
That in accordance with the Local Government (Meeting Procedures) Regulations 2015 Council,
by absolute majority, move into closed session to consider the following items:
Confirmation of Minutes
Regulation 34(6) In confirming the minutes of a meeting, debate is allowed only in respect of the accuracy of
the minutes.

Applications for Leave of Absence
Regulation 15(2)(h) applications by councillors for a leave of absence

COVID-19 Rental Relief
Regulation 15 (2)(c)(i) commercial information of a confidential nature, that if disclosed, is likely to prejudice
the commercial position of the person who supplied it.

Rate Rebate - Conservation Covenants
Regulation 15 (2)(g) information of a personal and confidential nature or information provided to the council
on the condition it is kept confidential.

In accordance with the Kingborough Council Meetings Audio Recording Guidelines Policy,
recording of the open session of the meeting will now cease.
Open Session of Council adjourned at

OPEN SESSION ADJOURNS
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OPEN SESSION RESUMES
RECOMMENDATION
The Closed Session of Council having met and dealt with its business resolves to report that it has
determined the following:
Item

Decision

Confirmation of Minutes
Applications for Leave of Absence
COVID-19 Rental Relief
Rate Rebate - Conservation Covenants

CLOSURE
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APPENDIX
A

Kingborough Waste Services Bi-monthly report

B

Southern Waste Solutions Authority Quarterly Report April 2021

C

Delegated Authority List 6 May 2021 to 26 May 2021

D

Notification of Natural Resource Management Unit Name Change

E

General Manager's Diary 12 April 2021 to 21 May 2021

F

Current and Ongoing Minute Resolutions (Open Session)

G

Current and Ongoing Minute Resolutions (Closed Session)

H

Calendar

I

Forward Agenda
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KINGBOROUGH WASTE SERVICES BI-MONTHLY REPORT

Attached to this information report are the minutes of the Board meeting held on 3 February 2021,
the financial reports up to the end of December 2020 and the Waste Management Strategy
Progress Report.
FINANCE
The Profit and Loss Statement for the year-to-date period up to 31 August 2020 resulted in an
operational surplus of $30,521. This result is $78,633 more than the budgeted deficit of $48,112.
Month

Income

Expenditure

Surplus/(Deficit)
2020/21

Result 2019/20

July

219,800

221,360

(1560)

11,997

August

202,675

192,311

10,364

(30,689)

September

212,328

209,141

3,187

20,025

October

214,534

196,005

18,530

20,549

November

223,762

193,195

30,567

16,457

December

248,735

212,153

36,582

25,776

January

26,388

February

33,364

March

22,860

April

342

May

4,064

June

14,021

Total

1,321,835

1,224,165

97,670

165,154

The year-to-date budget versus actual results comparison is as follows:
Month

Budget

Actual

Variance

July

(39,830)

(1,560)

38,270

August

(3,625)

10,364

14,016

September

(7,814)

3,187

11,001

October

3,184

18,530

15,346

November

37,965

30,567

(7,398)

December

7,296

36,582

29,286

(2,824)

97,670

100,521

January
February
March
April
May
June
Total
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Variances of note for the 2020/21 year to date include the following:
Item
Income

Positive
Impact

Negative
Impact

$

$

Comments

General waste

21,209

More waste received than expected.

Green waste

5,516

More green waste received than expected.

Reuse shop sales

37,810

Sales well above budget.

Metal sales

14,381

Revenue obtained – noting that no revenue was
originally budgeted for this year because of
market uncertainties.

Kerbside collection
charges

32,091

More waste received than expected.

Bruny disposal
charges

5,540

More waste received than expected.

Expenditure
Salaries

$

$

59,517

Savings due to staff being on leave during this
quieter mid-year period and permanent staff
retiring. Balanced by increased Agency staff
costs

Agency staff

46,513

Additional agency staff employed to cover staff
on leave or retired.

Transport costs –
Copping

15,504

More waste to be taken to Copping than
expected.

Disposal costs –
Tyres/Gas Bottles

11,450

Additional cost to dispose of a stockpile of
tyres.

Maintenance

9,519

Purchase of new heaters following safety audit,
plus new boom gate and repairs to a
compressor..

WASTE TRANSFER STATION SITE ACTIVITIES
Site Management
•

Installation of a security upgrade with a monitored system for Barretta completed during
December. The upgrade includes a fully monitored security system with upgraded night
vision cameras, motion sensor alarms to the main office, weighbridge, compactor and
walking floor areas.

•

The refurbishment of compaction trailer Z40FD was completed during October.

Environmental Management
•

Green Waste – Green waste disposal weekends were held at the Bruny Island and Barretta
transfer stations on 28-29 November and 5-6 December 2020. A total of 50 cubic meters
was received at the Bruny Island transfer station and a further 130.5 tonnes received at
Barretta during this period. The next green waste disposal weekends have been scheduled
for Bruny Island and Barretta on 23-24 January and 30-31 January 2021.
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•

Metal Waste – Expression of Interests for scrap metal collections were sought during
October with Onestop Metal Recycling being the successful contractor. Collections
commenced during December with 54 tonnes being removed with a small financial return to
KWS. Collection will continue through January with approximately a further 260 tonnes to
be recycled.

•

CMA Eco-cycle - 241kg of Fluorescent Tubes and Globes, 30kg of X-Rays and 340kg of
household batteries were recycled through the Eco-cycle program during November and
December 2020.

•

Drum Muster - The Barretta Waste Transfer Station is set up to register Drum Muster
collections electronically. This enables greater accuracy with reporting and when processing
claims and invoices through the scheme. 169 eligible containers were collected and
processed through the scheme over the past twelve months.

•

Paintback - Collections of unwanted paint through the Paintback stewardship scheme
continued with 1,315kg collected during November and a further 1,850kg collected during
December for a total of 15,380kg over the past 12 months enabling a saving of $84,590 over
the previous arrangement.

•

E-Waste - The Tech Collect E-Waste stewardship program continued with a total of 3,880kg
collected during November and a further 2,980kg during December for a total of 39,430kg
over the past 12 months enabling a saving of $1,970 over the previous arrangement. Green
Waste – A free green waste weekend has been scheduled for Bruny Island and Barretta on
28-29 November and 5-6 December 2020.

The following figures show the yearly trends for both general waste and green waste.
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The reuse shop has continued to be very popular with over 30000 transactions in both November
and December resulting in sales of $35,991 and $37,194. This result is approximately $8-9K higher
than in 2019/20 for each of the corresponding months.
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The following table outlines the waste received up to the end of October 2020 and that which is
transported to Copping and other diversions.

Product Received
General Waste
Kerbside General Waste
Kerbside Recycling

Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Totals
Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In
496.44
453.38
458.75
500.07
534.03
605.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3048.17
495.98
472.53
486.66
493.61
468.85
529.95
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2947.58
211.97

177.07

189.26

186.06

183.16

213.18

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Kerbside Green Waste

0.00

0.00

0.00

237.65

227.16

201.52

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

666.33

Weight from Sawtooth

109.23

117.93

139.25

130.79

137.56

152.05

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

786.82

Shop In

1160.70

33.38

35.39

44.64

40.40

23.72

26.28

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

203.82

212.57

207.28

220.54

217.97

277.07

246.54

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1381.96

Diverted Timber Waste

15.27

17.25

21.74

21.03

24.95

25.02

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

125.26

Diverted Car Batteries

7.85

0.00

3.37

3.63

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

14.85

Diverted X-Ray/L-Glo/H-Bat

0.29

0.00

0.28

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.58

Diverted Non Ferrous

6.75

1.88

4.03

2.96

1.86

9.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

26.49

Diverted Oil

0.80

1.80

1.80

1.74

2.20

2.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

11.14

Diverted Paint

0.99

0.81

0.98

1.21

1.30

1.85

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7.14

Diverted Tyre/Gas

0.30

0.46

0.58

0.38

0.53

0.44

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2.69

Diverted E-Waste

2.89

2.56

4.01

2.10

3.88

2.98

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

18.42

Monthly Total In

1594.70

1488.34

1575.90

1839.60

1886.27

2017.13

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

10401.94

To Copping

899.16

790.62

879.04

903.92

894.46

1032.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5400.00

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Totals

Green Waste

Product Diverted
Kerbside Recycling

Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In Tonnes In
211.97

177.07

189.26

186.06

183.16

213.18

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Kerbside Green Waste

0.00

0.00

0.00

237.65

227.16

201.52

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

666.33

Diverted WTS

93.26

135.29

66.37

89.76

108.42

102.65

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

595.75

Diverted Metal

54.69

65.43

75.95

70.43

68.71

74.04

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

409.26

Diverted MRF

31.21

29.91

30.03

33.03

43.29

49.90

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

217.37

Diverted Glass

23.33

22.59

33.27

27.33

25.56

28.11

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

160.19

Diverted Shop

33.38

35.39

44.64

40.40

23.72

26.28

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

203.82

Diverted Green Waste

212.57

207.28

220.54

217.97

277.07

246.54

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1381.96

Diverted Timber Waste

15.27

17.25

21.74

21.03

24.95

25.02

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

125.26

Diverted Car Batteries

7.85

0.00

3.37

3.63

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

14.85

Diverted X-Ray/L-Glo/H-Bat

0.29

0.00

0.28

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.58

Diverted Non Ferrous

6.75

1.88

4.03

2.96

1.86

9.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

26.49

Diverted Oil

0.80

1.80

1.80

1.74

2.20

2.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

11.14

Diverted Paint

0.99

0.81

0.98

1.21

1.30

1.85

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7.14

Diverted Tyre/Gas Bottle

0.30

0.46

0.58

0.38

0.53

0.44

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2.69

Diverted E-Waste

2.89

2.56

4.01

2.10

3.88

2.98

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

18.42

695.54

697.72

696.86

935.68

991.81

984.33

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5001.94

44%

47%

44%

51%

53%

49%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

48%

Total Diverted
Diverted (%)

1160.70
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A list of the diversion rates (waste diverted from landfill) now being achieved on a month-to-month
basis compared to previous years is as shown in the following table. Note that these figures now
include, since mid-October 2018, the kerbside recycling material – hence the increased diversion
percentage compared to previous years. Green waste collection commenced in October 2020 and
this is reflected in the improved diversion below.
Month

2020/21

2019/20 2018/19 2017/18 2016/17

2015/16

2014/15 2013/14

July

44%

41%

33.6%

23.70%

15.16%

17.17%

22.85%

22.04%

August

47%

39%

36.07%

25.92%

19.22%

17.20%

26.35%

23.53%

September

44%

45%

36.03%

22.03%

22.94%

23.01%

23.04%

28.04%

October

51%

46%

45.4%

22.84%

24.73%

19.82%

25.63%

23.85%

November

53%

43%

43.6%

22.62%

21.41%

26.32%

27.69%

25.33%

December

49%

43%

45.46%

21.01%

27.71%

19.87%

20.54%

24.60%

January

42%

44.01%

21.32%

22.01%

24.26%

22.08%

26.29%

February

46%

45.19%

21.49%

24.24%

23.22%

26.11%

30.33%

March

43%

47.37%

19.42%

24.44%

23.62%

25.18%

28.34%

April

42%

43.0%

25.84%

25.63%

21.50%

23.25%

26.36%

May

43%

43.09%

31.12%

19.85%

18.41%

24.05%

25.16%

June

45%

42.25%

23.9%

22.7%

24.97%

17.86%

35.32%

TOTAL

43%

42.56%

24.21%

22.89%

21.73%

23.72%

26.60%

The following graphic summarises the waste diversions for the year to date 2020/21.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES
The Board considered the Service Level report. The kerbside collection program is meeting all
KPIs. The mainland public bin collection program has not been meeting all of its KPIs with all
reports still not being submitted by the due date and issues with missed collection due to vehicle
unreliability. This is not adversely impacting service delivery but does hamper monitoring of
performance, staff will continue to meet with the contractor and seek improvements. The Bruny
Island public bin program is meeting all KPIs.
The green waste kerbside collection commenced in October 2020. There are currently 7120
properties who have opted into the service and 666.33 tonnes of material was collected at an
average bin weight of 24.7kg. The bin weight has begun to drop as the summer months start and
less green waste is generated and/or bins are not put out, it is expected that this trend will continue
from now until the start of Spring next financial year..
The KWS Board will be conducting a workshop in February to discuss a range of strategic matters
and potential initiatives that could be taken up next year. This includes the waste reforms proposed
at a State and regional level, the results of the Kerbside Waste and Recycling Bin Audit, the
possibility of a regional organics processing facility (and a future transition to FOGO. The next
normal Board meeting will be held on 26 May 2021.
PUBLIC COMMUNICATION
Updated information is provided in the Kingborough Chronicle on a monthly basis that provides
information on the services provided at Barretta, re-use shop advertisements and any current
notifications or changes to operating arrangements. Similar information is provided on Council’s
Facebook page. Council provided support for National Recycling Week through promotion via
social media.
Support was provided for the Huon Energy Hub greenhouse project with the supply of PET
containers and advertising of the project at Barretta.

ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.
3.

Financial report
Minutes
Waste Management Strategy progress
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Financial reports up to the end of December 2020
The Profit and Loss statements are provided in detail for November and December and the Balance
sheet as at December. Also included is a forecast summary of income and expenditure.

R
E
V
E
N
U
E

USER CHARGES
General Waste
Tyres / Gas Bottles
Green Waste
Timber
Metal
RECYCLING SALES
Reuse Shop Sales
Non Ferrous Metal Sales
Metal Sales
Recycling Sales
COUNCIL RECHARGES
Kerbside Collection Charges
Bruny Island Disposal Charges
Bruny Island Operational Revenue
Free G/Waste - Foregone Revenue
Waste Management
SUNDRY CHARGES
TOTAL REVENUE
EXPENSES
EMPLOYEE COSTS
Salaries
Agency Staff
Sundry Staff Expenses
Staff Training
Protective Clothing

E
X
P
E
N
S
E
S

DISPOSAL COSTS
Disposal Costs - Copping
Transport Costs - Copping
Disposal Costs - Recycling
Disposal Costs - Glass/Bottles
Disposal Costs - Cardboard
Disposal Costs - Tyres/Gas Bottles
Disposal Costs - Concrete/Cleanfill
Disposal Costs - Metal
Disposal Costs - Hazardous Waste
GREEN WASTE COSTS
Green Waste Mulching
Timber Mulching
HIRE & MAINTENANCE
Barretta Bin Hire and Movement
Bruny Bin Movement & Sundry
Plant Hire(Council)
Plant Hire External
Maintenance
MV/Plant Fuel & Registration
OTHER EXPENSES
Office Expenses
Advertising
Insurance - Public Liability
Insurance - Workers Comp
Board Expenses
Corporate Services Overhead
Waste Management Activities
Doubtful Debts Expense
TOTAL EXPENSES
NET PROFIT/(LOSS)

NOVEMBER 2020
Actual Budget
Var

YTD November 20
Actual
Budget
Var

Annual
Budget

64,705
1,137
19,674
2,791
2,333
90,640

60,500 4,205
833
304
22,500 (2,826)
1,500 1,291
1,500
833
86,833 3,807

298,497 282,500
4,344
4,165
103,679 95,500
11,146
7,500
9,947
7,500
427,612 397,165

15,997
179
8,179
3,646
2,447
30,447

701,000
10,000
240,000
18,000
18,000
987,000

35,988
1,804
0
0
37,792

33,000
2,500
0
0
35,500

188,150 153,500
11,314 12,500
11,177
0
0
0
210,642 166,000

34,650
(1,186)
11,177
0
44,642

375,000
30,000
0
0
405,000

2,988
(696)
0
0
2,292

51,574 51,500
74
264,797 239,500
12,553 11,500 1,053
54,374 50,000
14,079 14,079
0
70,396 70,395
10,098 16,000 (5,902)
10,098 16,000
6,750
6,925
(175)
33,750 34,625
95,054 100,004 (4,950) 433,415 410,520
276
0
276
1,431
0
223,762 222,337 1,425 1,073,100 973,685

25,297
583,750
4,374
138,000
1
168,950
(5,902)
32,000
(875)
83,100
22,895 1,005,800
1,431
0
99,415 2,397,800

75,482
14,226
535
0
464
90,707

77,146 1,664
5,578 (8,648)
450
(85)
550
550
100
(364)
83,824 (6,883)

349,997 392,741 42,744
945,913
65,263 28,448 (36,815)
67,866
640
2,250
1,610
5,400
0
2,750
2,750
7,100
5,872
4,400 (1,472)
9,000
421,772 430,589
8,817 1,035,279

27,161
19,740
606
501
2,491
0
0
0
0
50,499

26,366
(795)
16,294 (3,446)
463
(143)
600
99
1,435 (1,056)
650
650
0
0
0
0
1,000 1,000
46,808 (3,691)

129,268 126,789 (2,479)
90,651 78,354 (12,297)
3,027
2,315
(712)
2,763
3,000
237
9,768
6,615 (3,153)
13,820
3,250 (10,570)
0
750
750
0
0
0
799
5,000
4,201
250,096 226,073 (24,023)

11,000
1,600
12,600

11,000
1,600
12,600

0
0
0

6,486
8,745
6,500
1,367
1,527
1,031
25,656

5,875
10,040
6,500
1,625
700
1,150
25,890

(611)
1,295
0
258
(827)
119
234

61,001
9,300
70,301

315,000
194,670
5,555
7,200
16,870
7,800
1,500
0
12,000
560,595

55,000
8,000
63,000

(6,001)
(1,300)
(7,301)

132,000
19,200
151,200

29,187 27,775
39,803 39,700
32,500 32,500
6,835
8,125
13,209
3,500
4,164
5,750
125,698 117,350

(1,412)
(103)
0
1,290
(9,709)
1,586
(8,348)

70,400
108,680
78,000
19,500
18,200
15,800
310,580

3,652
5,200 1,548
31,630 33,850
2,220
70,850
473
510
37
851
2,550
1,699
6,120
0
0
0
15,460 15,945
485
15,945
0
0
0
17,538 16,275 (1,263)
16,275
0
0
0
7,000
7,000
0
18,000
6,867
6,800
(67)
34,335 34,000
(335)
81,600
2,740
2,740
(0)
37,331 37,200
(131)
50,880
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
13,733 15,250 1,517
144,145 146,820
2,675
259,670
193,195 184,372 (8,823) 1,012,011 983,832 (28,179) 2,317,324
30,567

37,965 (7,398)

61,089

(10,147)

71,236

80,476
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R
E
V
E
N
U
E

USER CHARGES
General Waste
Tyres / Gas Bottles
Green Waste
Timber
Metal
RECYCLING SALES
Reuse Shop Sales
Non Ferrous Metal Sales
Metal Sales
Recycling Sales
COUNCIL RECHARGES
Kerbside Collection Charges
Bruny Island Disposal Charges
Bruny Island Operational Revenue
Free G/Waste - Foregone Revenue
Waste Management
SUNDRY CHARGES
TOTAL REVENUE
EMPLOYEE COSTS
Salaries
Agency Staff
Sundry Staff Expenses
Staff Training
Protective Clothing

E
X
P
E
N
S
E
S

DISPOSAL COSTS
Disposal Costs - Copping
Transport Costs - Copping
Disposal Costs - Recycling
Disposal Costs - Glass/Bottles
Disposal Costs - Cardboard
Disposal Costs - Tyres/Gas Bottles
Disposal Costs - Concrete/Cleanfill
Disposal Costs - Metal
Disposal Costs - Hazardous Waste
GREEN WASTE COSTS
Green Waste Mulching
Timber Mulching
HIRE & MAINTENANCE
Barretta Bin Hire and Movement
Bruny Bin Movement & Sundry
Plant Hire(Council)
Plant Hire External
Maintenance
MV/Plant Fuel & Registration
OTHER EXPENSES
Office Expenses
Advertising
Insurance - Public Liability
Insurance - Workers Comp
Board Expenses
Corporate Services Overhead
Waste Management Activities
Doubtful Debts Expense
TOTAL EXPENSES
NET PROFIT/(LOSS)

7 June 2021

DECEMBER 2020
Actual Budget
Var

YTD December 20
Actual
Budget
Var

Annual
Budget

75,712
511
19,836
2,778
2,256
101,093

70,500
833
22,500
1,500
1,500
96,833

5,212
(322)
(2,664)
1,278
756
4,260

374,209
4,854
123,516
13,924
12,202
528,705

353,000
4,998
118,000
9,000
9,000
493,998

21,209
(144)
5,516
4,924
3,202
34,707

701,000
10,000
240,000
18,000
18,000
987,000

37,159
1,365
3,204
0
41,728

34,000
2,500
0
0
36,500

3,159
(1,135)
3,204
0
5,228

225,310
12,679
14,381
0
252,370

187,500
15,000
0
0
202,500

37,810
(2,321)
14,381
0
49,870

375,000
30,000
0
0
405,000

58,295 51,500 6,795
323,091
291,000 32,091
583,750
18,166 17,000 1,166
72,540
67,000
5,540
138,000
14,079 14,079
0
84,476
84,474
2
168,950
8,194
0 8,194
18,292
16,000
2,292
32,000
6,750
6,925
(175)
40,500
41,550
(1,050)
83,100
105,484 89,504 15,980
538,899
500,024 38,875 1,005,800
430
0
430
1,861
0
1,861
0
248,735 222,837 25,898 1,321,835 1,196,522 125,313 2,397,800

71,180
15,463
516
0
517
87,676

87,953 16,773
5,764 (9,699)
450
(66)
800
800
100
(417)
95,067 7,391

421,177
80,725
1,156
0
6,389
509,448

480,694
34,212
2,700
3,550
4,500
525,656

59,517
945,913
(46,513)
67,866
1,544
5,400
3,550
7,100
(1,889)
9,000
16,208 1,035,279

30,065
21,642
712
572
2,440
1,530
0
0
0
56,960

29,831
18,435
463
600
1,855
650
0
0
1,000
52,834

(234)
(3,207)
(249)
28
(585)
(880)
0
0
1,000
(4,126)

159,333
112,293
3,739
3,334
12,208
15,350
0
0
799
307,056

156,620
96,789
2,778
3,600
8,470
3,900
750
0
6,000
278,907

(2,713)
(15,504)
(961)
266
(3,738)
(11,450)
750
0
5,201
(28,149)

315,000
194,670
5,555
7,200
16,870
7,800
1,500
0
12,000
560,595

11,000
1,694
12,694

11,000
1,600
12,600

0
(94)
(94)

72,001
10,994
82,994

66,000
9,600
75,600

(6,001)
(1,394)
(7,394)

132,000
19,200
151,200

7,744
13,436
6,500
1,367
510
619
30,176

7,275
12,040
6,500
1,625
700
3,150
31,290

(469)
(1,396)
0
258
190
2,531
1,114

36,931
53,239
39,000
8,203
13,719
4,783
155,874

35,050
51,740
39,000
9,750
4,200
8,900
148,640

(1,881)
(1,499)
0
1,547
(9,519)
4,117
(7,234)

70,400
108,680
78,000
19,500
18,200
15,800
310,580

4,751
5,200
1,789
510
0
0
0
0
2,000
2,000
6,867
6,800
9,240
9,240
0
0
24,647 23,750
212,153 215,541
36,582

449
36,381
39,050
(1,279)
2,640
3,060
0
15,460
15,945
0
17,538
16,275
0
9,000
9,000
(67)
41,202
40,800
0
46,571
46,440
0
0
0
(897) 168,792
170,570
3,388 1,224,165 1,199,373

7,296 29,286

97,670

2,669
70,850
420
6,120
485
15,945
(1,263)
16,275
0
18,000
(402)
81,600
(131)
50,880
0
0
1,778
259,670
(24,792) 2,317,324

(2,851) 100,521

80,476
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Balance Sheet as at December 2020

CURRENT
MONTH
699,130
2,700
146,923
(6,344)
0
0
(9,723)
0
0
832,685

JUNE
2020
952,259
2,700
129,392
(6,344)
0
0
(11,843)
0
0
1,066,164

Liabilities
Trade Creditors
GST Collected
Accrued Expenses
Payroll Liabilities
Annual Leave Liability
Long Service Leave Liability
Kingborough Council Loan
Total Liabilities

163,294
0
185,858
9,906
91,831
39,841
0
490,730

99,612
0
197,770
11,124
81,033
32,341
0
421,880

Net Assets

341,955

644,284

Equity
Retained Earnings
Current Earnings
Total Equity

244,284
97,670
341,955

479,662
164,622
644,284

Assets
General Cheque Account
Cash on Hand
Sundry Debtors
Less Provision for Doubtful Debts
Accrued Revenue
GST Receivable
GST Clearing
Workers Comp Recovery
Suspense Account
Total Assets
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Forecast Report for the period ending December 2020

REVENUE
USER CHARGES
General Waste
Tyres / Gas Bottles
Green Waste
Timber
Metal
RECYCLING SALES
Reuse Shop Sales
Non Ferrous Metal Sales
Metal Sales
Recycling Sales
COUNCIL RECHARGES
Kerbside Collection Charges
Bruny Island Disposal Charges
Bruny Island Operational Revenue
Free G/Waste - Foregone Revenue
Waste Management
SUNDRY CHARGES
TOTAL REVENUE
EXPENSES
EMPLOYEE COSTS
Salaries
Sundry Staff Expenses
Staff Training
Protective Clothing

JUL

AUG

ACTUAL
SEP
OCT

59,422
597
20,933
1,661
1,630
84,243

57,067
1,388
20,146
1,908
1,508
82,017

56,670
754
21,735
2,418
2,437
84,015

60,632
467
21,190
2,368
2,039
86,697

64,705 75,712
1,137
511
19,674 19,836
2,791
2,778
2,333
2,256
90,640 101,093

374,209
4,854
123,516
13,924
12,202
528,705

40,950
2,207
6,585
0
49,742

36,173
1,850
1,793
0
39,816

38,109
2,558
1,842
0
42,508

36,931
2,896
958
0
40,785

35,988
1,804
0
0
37,792

225,310
12,679
14,381
0
252,370

NOV

DEC

37,159
1,365
3,204
0
41,728

YTD
ACTUAL BUDGET

80,759
0
0
2,042
82,801

79,444
0
0
500
79,943

82,084
60
0
644
82,788

89,707
535
0
464
90,707

86,643
516
0
517
87,676

501,903
1,156
0
6,389
509,448

VAR

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

353,000
4,998
118,000
9,000
9,000
493,998

70,500
833
26,500
1,500
1,500
100,833

57,500
833
22,500
1,500
1,500
83,833

57,500
833
21,000
1,500
1,500
82,333

55,500
833
21,000
1,500
1,500
80,333

53,500
833
16,000
1,500
1,500
73,333

53,500
837
15,000
1,500
1,500
72,337

722,209
9,856
245,516
22,924
21,202
1,021,707

701,000
10,000
240,000
18,000
18,000
987,000

21,209
(144)
5,516
4,924
3,202
34,707

187,500
15,000
0
0
202,500

35,000
2,500
0
0
37,500

31,500
2,500
0
0
34,000

33,500
2,500
0
0
36,000

30,000
2,500
0
0
32,500

29,000
2,500
0
0
31,500

28,500
2,500
0
0
31,000

412,810
27,679
14,381
0
454,870

375,000
30,000
0
0
405,000

37,810
(2,321)
14,381
0
49,870

54,435 50,959 53,533 54,297 51,574 58,295
323,091
291,000
10,145
9,054 11,134 11,488 12,553 18,166
72,540
67,000
14,079 14,079 14,079 14,079 14,079 14,079
84,476
84,474
0
0
0
0 10,098
8,194
18,292
16,000
6,750
6,750
6,750
6,750
6,750
6,750
40,500
41,550
85,409 80,842 85,496 86,614 95,054 105,484
538,899
500,024
407
0
309
439
276
430
1,861
0
219,800 202,675 212,328 214,534 223,762 248,735 1,321,835 1,196,522

83,266
44
0
2,222
85,532

FORECAST ANNUAL
BUDGET

514,906
2,700
3,550
4,500
525,656

53,500 49,000 51,750 47,500 45,500 45,500
18,500 13,000 12,000 11,000
8,500
8,000
14,079 14,079 14,079 14,079 14,079 14,081
16,000
0
0
0
0
0
6,925
6,925
6,925
6,925
6,925
6,925
109,004 83,004 84,754 79,504 75,004 74,506
0
0
0
0
0
0
247,337 200,837 203,087 192,337 179,837 177,843

85,247
450
550
4,000
90,247

77,676
450
550
100
78,776

85,247
450
550
100
86,347

82,724
450
550
100
83,824

85,247
450
550
100
86,347

82,732
450
800
100
84,082

615,841
583,750 32,091
143,540
138,000
5,540
168,952
168,950
2
34,292
32,000
2,292
82,050
83,100 (1,050)
1,044,675 1,005,800 38,875
1,861
0
1,861
2,523,113 2,397,800 125,313

1,000,776 1,013,779
3,856
5,400
3,550
7,100
10,889
9,000
1,019,071 1,035,279

13,003
1,544
3,550
(1,889)
16,208
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KINGBOROUGH WASTE SERVICES PTY LTD

MINUTES
DIRECTOR’S MEETING NO. 57
Wednesday 3 February 2021
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7 June 2021

Opening
A Meeting of the Directors of Kingborough Waste Services Pty Ltd wall held on Wednesday
3 February 2021 at the Kingston Twin Ovals Function Centre, Lightwood Cres, Kingston
commencing at 9.13 a.m.

2.

3.

Attendance
a.

Present: Debra Mackeen – Chairperson/Director; Bob Calvert – Director; David
Reeve – Director; Tim Jones - Director

b.

Apologies:

c.

Non Director Attendees: Stuart Baldwin; Dean Street

Approval of the Agenda
KWS253/57-21
Directors attending are invited to nominate items of General Business for discussion and/or
decision and to request changes to the Order of Business for the meeting.

4.

Previous Minutes
KWS254/57-21
The Minutes of Board Meeting No. 56 of Wednesday 2 December 2020 are attached.
The Board Resolved: That the Minutes of Board Meeting No. 56 of Wednesday 2
December 2020 be confirmed.

5.

Declarations of Interest
Pursuant to Clause 22.10 of the Constitution, Directors are invited, where applicable, to
declare an interest in any matter listed on the Agenda, nominating the specific item(s) in
which the Director declares interest. The following Standing Declarations are noted:

6.

a.

David Reeve, in his position as Executive Manager Engineering Services with the
Kingborough Council; and

b.

Tim Jones, in his position as Manager Finance with the Kingborough Council.

Business Arising from the Minutes
The Board Action List was discussed;
i.

The Bruny Island Bin Enclosures are awaiting general waste and recycling signage;
additional graphical signage will be done after the bin enclosures have been installed.
It was noted that three bin enclosures had to be used to replace enclosures at
Kingston beach due to vandalism and the replacement bin enclosures will need to be
installed at a later date.

ii.

The review of KPIs & Thresholds in the Service Level Agreement Report for Public
Place Bins and Kerbside Bins to be provided in the next Board Meeting No. 58

iii.

The Kerbside Bin Audit Report Summary to be in the next Board Meeting No. 58

iv.

The Barretta Re-Use Garden was discussed and as it was noted the Garden will be
more of a display of what’s capable in terms or repurposing materials and composting
not a Community Garden, additionally some key points raised around The Re-Use
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Garden were who will get the produce, who will maintain the Garden, will this have an
ongoing cost to KWS that will need to be included in the budget and what are the
educational awareness aspects that are part of the KWS SLA. An updated report with
responses and possible options to be provided in the next Board Meeting No 58
v.

7.

The Howden Bin Strap Survey, report to Council on the recommendations on the
rollout to be done by the next Board Meeting No. 58

General Business
7.1

Financial Reports for Kingborough Waste Services Pty Ltd
KWS255/57-21
The November 2020 and December 2020 Profit and Loss Financial Reports, Balance
Sheet and the Budget Forecast were discussed; July to December 2020 KWS made
a profit of +$98k better than budgeted -$3k Due to General Waste, Kerbside
Collection, Re-Use Shop Sales and Unbudgeted Metal Sales. The $400k Dividend
Paid to Kingborough Council is now reflected in The Balance Sheet as at December
2020 Retained Earnings. It was noted that the Profit and Loss reports no longer
needed the line-item Recycling Sales under Revenue - Recycling Sales as the MRF
is done at a Disposal Cost.
The Board Resolved: That the Profit and Loss Financial reports for Kingborough
Waste Services Pty Ltd for November 2020 and December 2020, the Balance Sheet
as of 31 December 2020 and the Budget Forecast for the period be received and
noted.

7.2

Operational Report
KWS256/57-21
The November 2020 and December 2020 operational report from the Manager KWS
was discussed; The new Security System has been installed but not yet fully
commissioned. The Re-Use Shop toilet refurbishment is due to commence in March.
Due to an increase in Cardboard Disposal at Barretta a third Bin has been added for
Cardboard drop off in the recycling area and will require a staircase to be relocated.
The Second Compaction Trailer refurbished was completed in December 2020.
The Waste Diversion Statistics – Diverted Car Batteries will be now included in the
Diverted Nonferrous rather than as a separate line item.
The Board Resolved: That the November 2020 and December 2020 operational
report of the Manager Kingborough Waste Services be received and noted.

7.3

Service Level Agreement Report
KWS257/57-21
The November 2020 and December 2020 Service Level Agreement Report from the
Manager KWS was discussed, The Kerbside Collection extension investigation and
survey for Tinderbox was complete and a report will be sent to council, Parkdale
Drive was under investigation again for Extension of the Kerbside service. It was
noted the Kerbside Collection contractor had received two complimentary emails from
the public and had self reported when three General waste bins had been collected
by the recycling truck. The Public place bin contractors performance for Bruny Island
had no complaints while the Mainland contractor was still receiving complaints and
providing incomplete reports the Public Place bin contracts are due to expire in 12
months. The Gordon Campground 600-liter bins were removed due to the general
public using them and this has reduced the amount of dumping at the site.
Implementation of the FOGO Service was discussed and It was requested the
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Manager KWS to identify the possibility of bringing the FOGO Service forward from
July 2022 to October 2021.
The Board Resolved: That the November 2020 and December 2020 Service Level
Agreement Report of the Manager Kingborough Waste Services be received and
noted.
8.

Other Business
8.1

Site Visit to Barretta and Bruny Island Transfer Stations
It was noted the housekeeping of both sites was to be applauded.
It was also noted that on Bruny Island unwanted items could be left aside should
some wish to take them certain items could not be left that pose a safety issue
including such items as electrical, PPE and any item requiring the Australian
Standards label.

9.

Date and Place of Next Meeting
The arrangements for the next meeting are 31 March 2021 Company Offices, 15 Channel
Highway, Kingston commencing at 9.00am.

10.

Closure
There being no further business, the Chair declared the meeting closed at 11.20a.m.
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Waste Management Strategy Progress Report
Progress of the 2020/2021 strategic initiatives for the period
Goal

Project Description

Comment

Progress

1. Increased waste avoidance and reduction
•

Implement food
waste avoidance
program and target
specific sections of
the community

Kerbside FOGO service.

•

Support and promote
community gardens
and at home
composting.

Community Gardens and Home Composting guide has
Home Composting.
been developed and printed
with a workshop held on 21
October 2020 and a further
workshop to be held in early
2021.
The first workshop of 80 was
fully booked out with
participants filling out a pre and
post questionnaire on home
composting.
A home composting page has
been created for the Council
website.

Ongoing, The kerbside GO
service commenced 5 October
2020 with 7,198 properties
registered for the service. It is
anticipated a full FOGO service
will commence July 2022.

2.Increased recycling rates
•

•

A Introduce new
kerbside services: •
Fortnightly 240l
comingled recycling
bin; and • Fortnightly
GO bin.

Collaborate with
neighbouring councils
seeking to establish
regional organics
processing solutions.

Kerbside FOGO service.

Ongoing, The kerbside GO
service commenced 5 October
2020 with 7,120 properties
registered for the service. It is
anticipated a full FOGO service
will commence July 2022.

Expanding the kerbside
collection service.

Ongoing, consultation with
property owners as requests to
extend the service are received.
Currently investigating
expanding the kerbside service
to the Tinderbox area.

Regional Organics
Processing Facility.

Due to the Coronavirus impacts
on budgets all Councils were in
agreement to use the most
cost-effective option of
processing green waste for the
near future and to postpone
the Expression of interest
process for a regional organics
facility for the time being.
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Project Description
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Comment

•

Review viability of
implementing
kerbside FOGO
collections.

Advertising and media
releases.

Website, Newspaper, social
media and mail out to affected
property owners.

•

Expand participation
in product
stewardship
(takeback) schemes at
Council facilities.

Stewardship Programs.

Ongoing consultation with
service providers to expand the
range and number of locations
for stewardship schemes.

Progress

3.Best practice and resource recovery infrastructure
•

Review viable options
for Barretta transfer
station to
accommodate new
kerbside services and
best practice
recommendation
(including tip shop
services). Upgrade
transfer stations to
support best practice
recommendations.

Barretta Review.

Ongoing reviews and
benchmarking to ensure best
practise outcomes.

•

Perform public place
litter and recycling bin
stations audits across
municipality and
review against best
practice.

Public Place bin audits.

Ongoing, public place recycling
bin enclosures have been
installed along Kingston Beach
with the contamination
monitored by staff and the
collection contractor. Further
informational signage has been
installed on the enclosures.

•

Public place bins are being
Install additional
upgraded to 240 litre
stations and/or
capacity as identified.
upgrade existing bin
installations at priority
sites.

Public place waste and
recycling bin enclosures have
been installed along Kingston
Beach with a CAPEX bid
submitted to expand the
program during the 2020-21
financial year.

Installation of public place
recycling bins.

Ongoing, installation of public
place recycling enclosures on
Bruny Island. The bin
enclosures have been
manufactured and waiting for
signage to be installed.
Installation is scheduled for
February 2021.
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Comment

Progress

4.Efficient and sustainable governance
•

Adopt KPI’s and
targets for the
operation and
management of
Council transfer
stations.

Transfer station KPI’s

Developed as part of the
Council user agreement.

•

Implement
Kingborough Council
policy and procedures
for setting waste gate
fees aligned with the
user pays principle.

Fees and charges.

Set as part of the budget
process.

•

Implement waste data
management system,
to: record and report
performance; inform
decision making and
provide greater
transparency to the
community.

Data management system

Ongoing as new contracts
commence. Waste data has
been expanded to include
public place bin data for the
mainland and Bruny Island
public place bin servicing.

5.Effective community engagement
•

Roll out ongoing and
periodic
measurement of
community
satisfaction with
waste services.

Waste services survey

Ongoing, surveys, social media

•

Develop a waste
avoidance and
new/expanded
services education
program.

Kerbside collection
calendar.

Waste and Recycling guide
developed and delivered to
coincide with the
commencement of the
kerbside Green waste service.

A draft concept garden
plan has been developed
for Barretta to promote
home composting.

Commencement of the
construction of the garden is
subject to KWS Board approval
and currently under
consideration.

Advertising and media
releases.

Website, Newspaper and social
media.

•

Expand participation
in product
stewardship
(takeback) schemes at
council facilities.
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Project Description
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Comment

•

Investigate the causes
and effects of illegal
dumping and littering
across the
municipality.

Illegal dumping.

Consultation with the Council
Compliance unit to address
illegal dumping at the Gordon
camping ground. Signage has
been installed and was
monitored for three months
with minimal impact on
reducing illegal dumping. The
600 litre bins have since been
removed from the site and a
letter has been sent to all
residents in the area notifying
them the bins are for
campground use only with
penalties applying for illegal
dumping.
These
further
measures have resulted in a
reduction in the amount of
dumping at the site.

•

Expand and improve
recycling at Council
run or supported
events.

Event recycling.

Ongoing, continue to support
and promote the Waste Wise
Policy at Council run events.
Purchase of 240 litre bin lids for
general waste, recycling and
organics collection at Council
events.

Progress
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SOUTHERN WASTE SOLUTIONS AUTHORITY QUARTERLY REPORT APRIL 2021
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DELEGATED AUTHORITY LIST 6 MAY 2021 TO 26 MAY 2021

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATIONS FOR PERMITTED DEVELOPMENT/USE
DA-2021-175

Ms N A Dickson
688 Adventure Bay Road
ADVENTURE BAY

Partial change of use from residential
to visitor accommodation (first floor
only)

DA-2021-204

Ms E J Percival
4052 Bruny Island Main Road
ALONNAH

Change of use from residential to
visitor accommodation

DA-2021-229

Miss P K Martyn
‘Channel Court’, Shops 91 & 92B
29 Channel Highway
KINGSTON

Change of use tenancy 91 and internal
additions and alterations to 91 and
92B

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATIONS FOR DISCRETIONARY DEVELOPMENT/USE
DA-2020-442

G Hills & Partners Architects
14C Bonnie Vale Drive
HOWDEN

Dwelling, outbuilding (shed) and works
(driveway)

DA-2020-513

Mr D C Baker
116 Cemetery Road
LUNAWANNA

Dwelling and outbuilding (garage)

DA-2020-647

JMG Engineers
10 & 16 Marina Drive
BARRETTA

Alterations and extensions to fish
processing facility

DA-2020-732

Wilson Homes Tasmania P/L
54 Henwood Drive
KINGSTON

Dwelling

DA-2021-23

Wilson Homes Tasmania P/L
22 Derwent Avenue
MARGATE

Dwelling

DA-2021-26

Mr K & Mrs M Clarke
166 Tinderbox Road
TINDERBOX

Extensions and alterations to dwelling
(including internal modifications,
decks, pool, spa, pergola and carport),
outbuildings (shed, carport and sauna)
and demolition of outbuilding (shed)

DA-2021-40

Wilson Homes Tasmania P/L
81 Eldridge Drive
KINGSTON

Dwelling

DA-2021-66

Tim Penny Architecture
4A Ocean Esplanade
BLACKMANS BAY

Extension and alterations to dwelling

DA-2021-76

Mr J Bremner & Miss L Jones
148 Cades Drive
KINGSTON

Extension to dwelling
(bathroom/laundry)

DA-2021-81

Snug Primary School
2208 Channel Highway
SNUG

Demolish one existing outbuilding
(shed) and construct a new outbuilding
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DA-2021-89

Mr D Cantwell
3 Pearsall Street
SNUG

Alterations to dwelling and new
ancillary dwelling/workshop

DA-2021-95

Mr N Maher
2 McPhersons Road
ADVENTURE BAY

Outbuilding (shed)

DA-2021-96

Miss H Brinken
32 Powell Road
BLACKMANS BAY

Two multiple dwellings (one existing)

DA-2021-101

Dr J & Mrs R Osborn
12 Blackwood Grove
MARGATE

Extension and alterations to dwelling,
outbuilding (shed) and demolition of
conjoined shed

DA-2021-106

Mrs S R Weeding
13A Ritchie Street
ALONNAH

Frontage fencing and extension to
deck

DA-2021-107

Bruny Island Community
Association
‘Mills Reef Park’, Lot 1 William
Carte Drive
ALONNAH

Mills Reef Park (landscaping and
minor earthworks only) – Public Park

DA-2021-118

MK Drafting & Design
5 Henwood Drive
KINGSTON

Dwelling

DA-2021-119

Telstra Corporation –
Acquirecomm P/L
P 2812 Halls Track Road
SANDFLY

Installation of antennae and
equipment to existing Telstra tower

DA-2021-124

Rainbow Building Solutions
90 Cripps Road
WOODBRIDGE

Outbuilding (garage)

DA-2021-125

Mr R B De Jong
41 Cuthberts Road
MARGATE

Retrospective earthworks, cutoff
drains and proposed retaining walls

DA-2021-130

Mr N Smith
43 Wilsons Road
KETTERING

Outbuilding (shed)

DA-2021-149

Gray Planning
85 Old Station Road
LOWER SNUG

Ancillary dwelling, outbuildings and
carport - Retrospective

DA-2021-152

Ms B Newman
117 Wingara Road
HOWDEN

Dwelling and outbuildings (shed and
carports)

DA-2021-162

Wilson Homes Tasmania P/L
5 London Way
KINGSTON

Dwelling

DA-2021-163

Mr T Wilson & Ms E Pressnell
54 Davies Road
LOWER SNUG

Outbuilding (garage/shed)
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DA-2021-164

L J Hooker Pinnacle
37-39 Beach Road
KINGSTON

7 June 2021

Partial change of use to real estate
agency with signage

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATIONS FOR MINOR AMENDMENTS TO PERMIT
DA-2019-182/A

Wilson Homes Tasmania P/L
77 McQueens Road
SNUG

Rotation of building, internal
reconfiguration, extended driveway
and new carport/workshop

DA-2020-274/A

Mr N Rudenno & Ms L Harrison
24 Stringybark Road
BONNET HILL

Replace retaining walls with battered
slope and open swale drain

DEVELOPMENT APPLICATIONS FOR NO PERMIT REQUIRED
DA-2021-158

G Hills & Partners Architects
91 Hollyhock Drive
KINGSTON

Dwelling

DA-2021-211

Wilson Homes Tasmania P/L
92 Hollyhock Drive
KINGSTON

Dwelling

DA-2021-221

Mr C McConnon & Ms S Blackler
9 Lowana Court
KINGSTON BEACH

Extensions and alterations to existing
dwelling

DA-2021-231

Mr S & Mrs L Pharaoh
16 Cottage Road
KINGSTON

Outbuilding (shed/carport)

DA-2021-245

Wilson Homes Tasmania P/L
22 Homestead Place
KINGSTON

Dwelling

DA-2021-253

Mr A & Miss K Cooper
27 Ferguson Court
KINGSTON

Extension to dwelling (deck)
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NOTIFICATION OF NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT UNIT NAME CHANGE

File Number:

8.76

Author:

Liz Quinn, NRM Coordinator

Authoriser:

Jon Doole, Manager Environmental Services

BACKGROUND
1.

In 2003 the Federal Government initiated a new model of funding for environmental
management. This program led to the development of the Tasmanian Government’s Natural
Resource Management (NRM) Framework. Under this framework three regional NRM
organisations were established in Tasmania to develop and implement regional strategies to
address natural resource issues such as the management of water, soil and biodiversity;
coastal and marine environments; and weeds, pest and diseases.

2.

A new organisation, NRM South was set up in Southern Tasmania as an independent body
that worked with stakeholders to deliver NRM outcomes across the region. It was funded
primarily by the Federal and State Governments.

3.

Being closely involved with the development of the regional NRM bodies, the concept of
Council forming a Natural Resource Management (NRM) Unit was championed by Tony
Ferrier, then Director of Community Planning and Development in 2007. At this time Tony
reasoned that ‘many (if not most) of the traditional responsibilities of Council are essentially
all about the management of natural resources – such as controlling development, managing
urban wastewater (sewerage and stormwater), providing potable water, managing domestic
waste and maintaining roads and recreation reserves. Services are provided to the
community, but only in a manner where the potential adverse impacts on the natural
environment are controlled.’ (Ferrier T, 2007).

4.

At this time Council’s Bushcare Officer was involved in a range of environmental projects that
were delivered across several departments primarily from external funding.

5.

A NRM Framework was developed by staff in 2007, articulating the case for a new unit to
coordinate environmental programs within Council and to build relationships with the State
Government and new regional NRM organisations.

6.

At the end of 2007, a new NRM unit had been formed with a new coordinator and two project
officers.

7.

In 2009 Council adopted a strategic plan which had environmental management as one of
the five future directions for Council over the next decade.

DISCUSSION
1.

The NRM Unit has now been operating as a core activity of Council for nearly fourteen years.
In that time there have been significant changes in the key objectives and role of the unit.
The unit has transitioned from a delivery model of environmental work, somewhat directed
by State and Federal priorities, to a strategic program focused on managing threatening
processes to natural assets.

2.

To better reflect the work of the unit it has recently undergone a name change from NRM to
Natural Areas and Biodiversity.

3.

Natural Resource Management deals with managing the way in which people and natural
landscapes interact. It is a very broad term and brings together biodiversity conservation,
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land-use planning, water management and the sustainability of industries such as mining,
fisheries and forestry.
4.

There are two key reasons for the unit’s name change. These are:
a.

to reflect the core work and priorities of the unit; and

b.

to create a distinct identity from other NRM organisations.

5.

The unit does perform many aspects of natural resource management. It does deal with
managing the way in which people and nature interact, which is at the foundation of NRM,
however the delivery of this is focussed (not exclusively) on the land that Council owns and
manages. Protecting and restoring Council’s bushland, coastal and riparian reserves and
preserving tree canopy in parklands and road reserves, is important work for the unit.

6.

Another key focus of the unit is connecting people with nature; with the wildlife, creeks,
beaches and landscapes that support us. This engagement is delivered in many forms
including building environmental knowledge and skills; providing opportunities for direct
action such as weeding, tree planting and litter removal; and encouraging people to spend
time in nature in our reserves.

7.

Biodiversity encompasses the variety of life on earth. This has been included in the new unit
title as it reflects the unit’s work in managing flora and fauna, ecosystems, threatened species
and the things that threaten them such as weeds, pests and diseases, land clearing and
climate change.

8.

There has been a high degree of confusion from both stakeholders and community about
who employs the NRM team members. It is often assumed that the team is employed and
funded by the regional NRM body, NRM South, and hosted by Council. This common
confusion means that Kingborough Council is not being given credit for its ongoing
investment in environmental management nor the acknowledgement for the stewardship role
we have in caring for a network of natural area reserves.

9.

It is important that the management of natural assets under Council’s care are understood to
be the core work of Council and are seen as integrated into the capital and works programs.

10.

The proposal to change the unit name from NRM to Natural Areas and Biodiversity was
supported by the management team in May.

11.

The name change has necessitated new position titles for team members. These are:

12.

•

NRM Coordinator to Natural Areas and Biodiversity Coordinator

•

NRM Project Officer to Biodiversity Officer

•

Natural Areas Interpretation Officer (unchanged)

•

Bushfire Management Officer (unchanged)

•

Senior Weed Officer and Weeds Officer (unchanged).

The name change will progressively be reflected on Council documents and external
communication.

Ferrier, T. 2007, A discussion paper on a proposed NRM Framework and direction for the
Kingborough municipality. Unpublished.
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GENERAL MANAGER'S DIARY 12 APRIL 2021 TO 21 MAY 2021
Participated in weekly Metro GM’s catchup
Attended the Hobart City Deal Transport and Housing Project Steering
Committee meeting
Attended Council workshop

13 April

Attended the Greater Hobart General Manager’s meeting

14 April

Attended the LG Professionals Board Meeting

15 April

Met with representatives of the JAC Group to discuss development matters

19 April

Participated in weekly Metro GM’s catchup
Attended Council Meeting

20 April

Attended the Greater Hobart General Manager’s meeting

21 April

Participated in Public Health Covid Briefing meeting via Teams

22 April

Attended meeting with representatives of Traders In Purple to discuss
development matters

26 April

Participated in weekly Metro GM’s catchup
Attended Council workshop

29 April

Attended the LGAT GM’s Workshop

3 May

Participated in weekly Metro GM’s catchup
Attended Council meeting

4 May

Attended the Greater Hobart General Manager’s meeting

10 May

Participated in weekly Metro GM’s catchup
Attended Council workshop

12 May

Attended Hobart City Deal Smart Cities Working Group meeting

13 May

Attended the International Women’s Day Awards
Attended the Copping Refuse Site Disposal Joint Authority General Meeting

14 May

Attended the Audit Panel meeting

17 May

Participated in weekly Metro GM’s catchup
Attended the Hobart City Deal Implementation Board Meeting
Attended Council meeting

18 May

Attended the Greater Hobart Mayors Forum
Attended the Kingston Congestion Working Group meeting

19 May

Attended the LGAT Southern Council Waste Discussion

20 May

Met with Mr Owen Whitton to discuss road and stormwater matters
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CURRENT AND ONGOING MINUTE RESOLUTIONS (OPEN SESSION)

CURRENT
Resolution Title

Play Space at Spring Farm or Whitewater Park Estates

Meeting Date

19 April 2021

Minute No.

C179/7-2021

Status

In progress

Responsible Officer

Director Governance, Recreation & Property Services

Officers Comments

Planning commenced

Anticipated Date of Completion
Resolution Title
Meeting Date
Minute No.
Status
Responsible Officer
Officers Comments
Anticipated Date of Completion
Resolution Title
Meeting Date
Minute No.

July 2022
Wingara Road Beach Steps, Howden
3 May 2021
C209/8-2021
Completed
Director Governance, Recreation & Property Services
Licence agreement with the Crown signed.
Completed
Kingborough Bicycle Advisory Committee
3 May 2021
C211/8-2021

Status
Responsible Officer

Ongoing
Director Engineering Services

Officers Comments

Letter written to Minister

Anticipated Date of Completion
Resolution Title
Meeting Date

June 2021
Cat Prohibited Areas – Council Reserves
3 May 2021

Minute No.

C212/8-2021

Status

Commenced

Responsible Officer
Officers Comments
Anticipated Date of Completion
Resolution Title
Meeting Date
Minute No.
Status

Manager Environmental Services
Notification process underway
September 2021
Kingborough Bicycle Advisory Committee
3 May 2021
C211/8-2021
Ongoing

Responsible Officer

Manager Development Services

Officers Comments

To form part of larger submission to the Planning
Commission

Anticipated Date of Completion

December 2021
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Resolution Title

Costs Associated
Determination

Meeting Date

17 May 2021

Minute No.

C235/9-2021

Status
Responsible Officer
Officers Comments
Anticipated Date of Completion

7 June 2021

with

Code

of

Conduct

Panel

Completed
General Manager
Resolution submitted to LGAT
Completed

STILL BEING ACTIONED
Resolution Title
Meeting Date
Minute No.
Status

Single Use Plastics
15 March 2021
C127/5-2021
Ongoing

Responsible Officer

Director Engineering Services

Officers Comments

Letter drafted

Anticipated Date of Completion
Resolution Title
Meeting Date
Minute No.
Status
Responsible Officer
Officers Comments
Anticipated Date of Completion
Resolution Title
Meeting Date

June 2021
Declared Greyhound Exercise Area
15 March 2021
C134/5-2021
Completed
Director Governance, Recreation & Property Services
Report on current Agenda
Complete
Petition: Development of Walking Track in Spring Farm
and Whitewater Park Estates to Connect to Huntingfield
1 March 2021

Minute No.

C94/4-2021

Status

In progress

Responsible Officer

Director Governance, Recreation & Property Services

Officers Comments

DA lodged

Anticipated Date of Completion
Resolution Title
Meeting Date
Minute No.
Status

Unknown
New Complaints Handling Framework
26 October 2020
C624/20-2020
In Progress

Responsible Officer

Chief Information Officer

Officers Comments

A review of Council’s complaints handling process will be
undertaken as part of the development of a Customer Service
Strategy (Strategic Action 2.4.2 - 2020) and associated
review of the Customer Service Charter.

Anticipated Date of Completion

30 June 2021
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Properties for Disposal
26 October 2020
C626/20-2020

Status
Responsible Officer

In progress
Director Governance, Recreation & Property Services

Officers Comments

Two properties sold

Anticipated Date of Completion
Resolution Title
Meeting Date
Minute No.
Status

July 2022
Petition – Road Safety in Coningham and Lower Snug
24 August 2020
C489/16-2020
Ongoing

Responsible Officer

Director Engineering Services

Officers Comments

Ongoing discussions to be held with the community to action
various requests. This may require future capital bids.

Anticipated Date of Completion
Resolution Title
Meeting Date
Minute No.
Status

June 2021 for most actions
Hobart City Deal and Implementing the Kingston Place
Strategy
13 July 2020
C397/13-2020
Ongoing

Responsible Officer

Director Governance, Recreation & Property Services

Officers Comments

A major project which will be ongoing for the next three years
and regular reports will be provided to Council

Anticipated Date of Completion
Resolution Title
Meeting Date
Minute No.
Status

Ongoing
Funding for Public Infrastructure Required to Support
Large Sub-divisions
22 July 2020
C429/14-2020
In progress

Responsible Officer

Manager Development Services

Officers Comments

LGAT is taking the lead on this for a collaborative approach
across all Councils. They have advised that they would be
surveying the Councils as part of the project development.
There has been work with TasWater specifically about the
contributions related to them. We will continue to keep
Council updated on the progress, however, there has not
been any recent updates for this.

Anticipated Date of Completion

June 2021
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Meeting Date
Minute No.
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Paid Parking Within Central Kingston
13 January 2020
C30/1-20

Status
Responsible Officer

In progress
Director Governance, Recreation & Property Services

Officers Comments

This is to be revisited following the completion by the State
government of the Huntingfield park and ride.

Anticipated Date of Completion
Resolution Title
Meeting Date
Minute No.
Status

March 2022
Bruny Island Boat Club Petition
9 December 2019
C797/24-19
In progress

Responsible Officer

Director Governance, Recreation & Property Services

Officers Comments

Lease agreement terms under negotiation

Anticipated Date of Completion
Resolution Title
Meeting Date
Minute No.

Unknown
Information & Communications Technology Review
27 May 2019
C364/10-19

Status
Responsible Officer

In progress
Chief Information Officer

Officers Comments

Funding source yet to be determined.

Anticipated Date of Completion
Resolution Title
Meeting Date
Minute No.
Status

Unknown
Proposed Transfer of Land Owned by UTAS to Council
at Taroona Beach
25 March 2019
C233/6-19
In progress

Responsible Officer

Director Governance, Recreation & Property Services

Officers Comments

Awaiting sub-division by UTAS

Anticipated Date of Completion
Resolution Title
Meeting Date

Unknown
Tassal Community Advisory Group
11 September 2017

Minute No.

C460/20-17

Status

In progress

Responsible Officer
Officers Comments

Anticipated Date of Completion

Manager Environmental Services
Community advisory groups currently exist on the Tasman
Peninsula, Esperance area and Spring Bay on the east coast.
There is not a current group in the Channel area. Tassal have
advised that they are considering initiating a group in this
region in the future.
Unknown
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